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FIYPOTFIER1VlI.A

Hypothermia is a common and potentially serious problem amongst various groups in the community
such as bush-walkers, water sports enthusiasts and the elderly. It may be encountered amongst
cavers who should be alert to the early signs amongst members of their party.
There is no real consensus on the definition of hypothermia but a useful guide k
Mild hypothermia
Moderate hypothermia
Severe hypothermia

34 - 35°C
30 - 34°C
< 30° C

The underlying cause and the duration of the hypothermia may influence treatment and the type of
situation met by cavers will usually be a very acute immersion hypothermia or a slightly less acute
exhaustion/exposure hypothermia so these are the only ones I will consider.
Body temperature is normally regulated by balancing metabolic heat production plus the more or less
optional heat production from muscular activity against heat losses. Some of these losses are
regulated automatically by the autonomic nervous system, eg sweating and vasoconstriction and some
are regulated by voluntary behavioural changes, e.g. seeking shelter, wearing wet suit etc.
When the limits of heat production or insulation are exceeded, hypothermia may occur.
Hypothermia is often mistaken for fatigue when it is the result of exposure/exhaustion. Initially,
there is shivering and tiredness combined with apathy, impaired judgement and slow progress. Then
the victim repeatedly stumbles and falls and speech may be slurred and incoherent. Hallucinations
are common.
Finally, there is complete collapse and they are noted to be cold and rigid with a slow heart rate.
If hypothermia is suspected, management should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of ~rway, !!reathing, grculation.
Diagnosis.
Gentle handing of victim.
Prevention of Further Heat Loss
Provision of additional heat.
Evacuation.

ABC is always first priority in first aid but in hypothermia there is a trap; a detectable pulse is not
necessarily present, heart rate may be only 6/min and respirations very shallow with fixed dilated
pupils. Without an ECG, it may be very difficult to detect life and the victim is said to be in the
"metabolic ice-box" and is more or less stable. At this stage, attempts at CPR may cause ventricular
fibrillation (in-coordinate action of the heart without an output) which is resistant to treatment until
the heart is warmed> 29°C.

This decision - whether or not to commence CPR - is very difficult and should not be made
precipitately.
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DIAGNOSIS
High index of suspicion in cold wet windy conditions, especially if the victim is exhausted, lost or
poorly equipped.
The signs and symptoms of hypothermia have already been alluded to but confirmation comes with a
thermometer reading. Temperatures can be taken in the mouth which is v~ unreliable, in the
armpit (axilla) which is less unreliable and tends to read 1-1.5°C below core temperature or in the
rectum or oesophagus. These last two are the most reliable but have their drawbacks in the
practicalities of measuring at these sites.
Thermometers required are, in increasing order of sophistication (and expense!) - hands, low reading
mercury / glass, digital electronic and thern1istor.
GENTLE HANDLING
Cold hearts (G9°) are very irritable and any rough handling of the victim may cause ventricular
fibrillation. Careful thought must be given even to the removal of wet clothes and particularly to
rough transportation.
PREVENTION OF FURTHER HEAT LOSS
This is essential. It includes provision of shelter immediately, insulation from cold ground,
replacement of wet with dry clothes, insulation of head and of body with sleeping bag and plastic
bag. Attempt to reduce respiratory heat loss without suffocating the victim, e.g. a loose scarf around
the face.
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL HFAT
The decision whether to rewarm on-site is complex. If evacuation can be rapid and smooth, it may
be better to leave the victim in the "metabolic ice-box" until he reaches hospital. Otherwise the
options range from warm (20°C) not hot shelter, warm drinks and food, all suitable options for the
, mildly hypothermic conscious victim. Body to body contact, heat packs in the mmpits, groins and
neck and airway rewarming may also be used in the more severely affected victim.
EVACUATION
As already mentioned, this should only be attempted if it can be achieved relatively smoothly and
quickly. USA t'xperience suggests 6 hours as a maximum. Remember that there must be frequent
opportunity for reappraisal of the victim during the evacuation.

******************************
Severely hypothermic victims should always be resuscitated unless there is an obviously lethal injury,
rescuers are endangered or chest wall compression is impossible.

******************************
No hypothermic victim should be considered dead until he is warm and dead!
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Dear Tastrog.
Here is the abstract for my update session at the confen"nce.

==========================================================
Abstract:
KARST INDEX UPDATE

The cave. map and reference lists in the book Australhtn ]\IU·st /ndes ] 98fi,\Pf'"
produced from riatabases running on a \' ,A,:\ minicomputer. These rlatabases an'
being converted so that they can be run un pes locat.ed with lo:,al cluhs in
accordance with a specification produced by "A. SF .
This will have the benefits of making the data more available to cluhs, distributing
the updating load. keeping the data more up-to-date. and f:ir:ililating the
production of State volumes of the Australian Karst Tndes at intelTals to suit the
State's resources and needs at the time.
The databases are being built in a manner to eomply ',l;it11 Pl'opospd International
Cnion of Speleology (UIS) standards. whose aim is to facilitate the \'alid transff'1'
and consolidation of karst data bet\,\;een independent dat<-lbases around the world.
Distribution of the converted system to clubs is now imminent. This session ",ill
bring you up to date. demonstrate the system. and ghre you an Oppol'turli ty to <-1.51\
questions and offer suggestions.
=================================================~==== ====

Yours sincerely

./~
Peter Matthews
Convenor
ASF Documenation Commission

~~
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~
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Cave Conservation at Mole Creek
Deborah Hunter and Michael Lichon
Mole Creek Caving Club
Humans and caves in the district have interacted since Aboriginal
occupation. Restricted availability of karst waters dictated tribal
movement, whereas firing regimes influenced some karst catchments.
The more detrimental effects of white man started in 1829.
Pioneering
activities removed the Aboriginals. Logging, farming, and cave visitation
began to adversely change the integrity of the karst. Humans still rely on
the karst systems for their water supply, yet today the impacts have only
escalated, and now also include mining and pollution. While authorities now
recognise the values of the karst heritage; Governments, rather than moving
to encourage the appreciation and preservation of the karst, are still
promoting the destructive attitudes of pioneering days.
In response to escalation of unsustainable logging (85% goes to woodchips)
and the threat of "Resource Security" MCCC members have been involved with
the mounting of the Great Western Tiers National Park proposal and the
associated campaign. The maintenance of the integrity of the remaining
karst heritage and forest cover of the catchments are core foci and reasons
of the campaign. It remains that the 85% of Australians opposed to woodchip
logging are being passed over by successive Governments for NBH-Peko. The
Tasmanian Forestry Commission has responded to the Great Western Tiers
National Park proposal with a draft management plan to log over 83% of the
available public forests of the Great Western Tiers in the next 10 years,
including the western karst areas of the Tiers.
The next greatest threat to the Mole Creek karst is the combination of
detrimental effects of private landowners. Much of the lower catchments are
pri vately owned. Logging of the remaining pri vate forests is continuing
unabatedly. Destructive "traditional" mechanised farming practices, fouling
of waters, toxic chemical usage may soon be enshrined in "Right to Farm"
legislation, which will usurp third party rights of common law regarding
rights to clean air, water and soil. It will mean karst will have even less
protection. All the benefits of recent LAND CARE initiatives will be undone.
The Mole Creek limeworks has a remaining life of 6-20 years at the existing
si te depending on various circumstances. This NBH-Peko owned company is
looking to next mine the internationally significant Dogs Head Hill karst.
The Mole Creek municipal tip is still sited on polygonal karst, and being
operated in contravention of the (outdated) licence conditions.
Many
landowners are still dumping rubbish, carcases etc into sinkholes. Stock
are still being allowed free access to waterways by many landowners.
The Mole Creek Progress Association is publicising cave locations. Outdoor
recreation and school groups are actively promoting caving as a sporting
pursuit without addressing issues of ethics and conservation.
References:
D.Hunter 1992, A brief history of cave conservation at Mole Creek and the development of the
Great Western Tiers National Park proposal, Illuminations 1, 9-14.
M.Lichon 1992, "Right to Farm", the latest new threat to the Mole Creek karst, Illuminations
1, 15-16.
M.Lichon 1992, Recent history &issues surrounding the saving of Exit Cave, and future
options, Illuminations 1, 17-22.
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EDM HEIGHT TRAVERSING ON THE NULLARBOR
by

Russell Q. Bridge

ABSTRACT

The use of electronic distance measuring equipment (EDM) for surface height
traversing would appear ideal for use on the Nullarbor where distances are long
and unobstructed and the weather dry and clear. However, it is these long
distances and the climatic conditions that can produce apparent errors if
corrections for both the earth's curvature and refraction are not correctly accounted
for. The experience on a recent expedition indicates that refraction is a most
significant phenomenon and care must be taken to include its effects on the height
elevation of survey points.

INTRODUCTION

As part of the 1991 Australian Nullarbor Caving Expedition, it was decided to
carry out an accurate detailed survey of the surface features of the area
surrounding the entrance to Old Homestead Cave. This included establishing the
surface positions (easting, northing and elevation) of RDF stations, other and
additional survey reference points, entrances to blowholes and other surface
features. In addition, a topographic map was to be established with accurate
contours to determine the drainage patterns between the low ridges.
As a large area was to be surveyed, a tOtal station incorporating electronic distance
measurement (EDM) and an electronic data recorder was employed. The
equipment used was a Sokkisha Set3 total station with an SDR2 Electronic Field
Book, essentially a data logger/computer. This instrument has infra-red EDM and
a resolution of 1mm for distances and 1 second of arc for angles. In terms of
page5
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accuracy, the standard deviation was +/ -(Smm+3ppm) for distance measurement
and +/-4 seconds for angles. The target is a corner prism that reflects the light
emitted from the theodolite back along the same path to the theodolite for
processing. Depending on weather conditions, distances exceeding one kilometre
can be measured.
Once a known reference point and an azimuth was determined, a traverse line was
established using control stations. The SDR2 records the horizontal angle
measurement 9, the vertical zenith angle measurement zd and the slope distance s
at each target point From the height of the theodolite hat, the height of the target
~, the known coordinates (easting, northing and elevation) at the theodolite station
and the known azimuth (direction relative to North between control stations), the
SDR2 calculates the coordinates at each target point Back in the office, the data
from the SDR2 can be downloaded to a computer for further processing. The
contour plots for the Nullarbor survey were generated using SDRMAP software.
The EDM distances can be corrected for temperature and barometric pressure
using the program in the SDR2. This requires regular monitoring over the day with
a thermometer and a barometer. A small portable barometer was calibrated to
measurements taken at the nearby weather station at Forrest
Determining accurate eastings and northings is not generally problem. For
example, over the initial closed traverse of approximately four kilometres with six
intermediate stations from Station AZ at the entrance to Old Homestead Cave and
back again, the closing error was only 11 mm in easting and 60 mm in northing.
However, the apparent initial closing error in elevation was over 1 metre, an
apparent gross error considering the highest ridge was only 10.7 metres above the
surface at the cave entrance. This apparent error is the result of two factors; the
curvature of the earth's surface; and refraction, the latter being by far the more
significant for the topography and climate of the Nullarbor. Corrections for
curvature can be made simply, either directly with the SDR2 or with computer
software in subsequent processing. Corrections for refraction are more difficult
and require procedures and measurements to be made in the field from which
coefficient of refraction k (a parameter which varies with time and the climatic
conditions) can be deduced.

CURVATURE CORRECTION
In geodetic reference systems, a commonly used datum is an ellipsoid to
approximate the shape of the earth. Mean sea level is conventionally adopted for
the vertical component in an ellipsoidal reference system. In Fig. I, the ellipsoid
has a radius of curvature R at the location where the surveying measurements are
being taken.
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FIG.1

A theodolite of height ~ is set over point A on the earth's surface. .A target ~f
height ~ is set over point B. The theodolite measures the slope distance 5 and the
zenith angle zd to the target The horizontal distance d is given by
d

= 5 sin(zd)

(1)

The orthometric height difference between stations A and B relative to the
reference ellipsoid is given by
LlAB

= ~ + d cot(zd) - ~ + I:

(2)

where c is the curvature correction and

1

c=-d2
2R
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Assuming a typical value of 6,370,000 m for the radius of curvature R, the
correction c for a horizontal distance d of 1000 m (not uncommon for the SET3)
would be 78 mm. H there were a number of such legs in a traverse (say 6), the
accumulated error would be quite large (468 mm). However, if the horizontal
distance d was only 100 m, the correction c would be only 0.78 mm. For an
equivalent 60 legs, the accumulated error would be only 46.8 mm. It can be seen
that the correction for curvature is very important for height traverse where EDM
equipment is used to measure large distance between stations.

REFRACIION CORRECIION
This correction is similar to the correction for curvature. Refraction causes the light
ray to bend (shown as a dotted line in Fig. 2) with a curvature of unknown radius
taken as concave down. The theodolite therefore measures a zenith angle zd to an
apparent point above the target

.--t"::"
()

~

r

Target
Theodolite

Horizontal d

IlHBA

FIG.2
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The apparent height difference measured by the theodolite between stations A and
B relative to the horizontal is given by
BBA

= hut + d cot(zd) - ~

(4)

The actual orthometric height difference between stations A and B relative to the
horizontal is given by
ABA

=

hut + d cot(zd) - ~ - r

(5)

where r is the refraction correction and
k
r=-d 2
2R

(6)

and k is the coefficient of refraction and R is a reference curvature, usually taken
as the radius of curvature of the reference ellipsoid at the location where the
measurements are taken.
A typical value of k quoted in surveying texts is +0.13. For the Nullarbor survey,
this is grossly in error!
To determine a value for k, it is necessary to measure both the apparent height
difference BBA between A and B with the theodolite at A and then to measure the
apparent height difference BAB between B and A with the theodolite at B. The total
orthometric height difference must be zero hence
(7)

from which the value of k can be deduced. This must be done regularly during the
day as the value of k is obviously temperature and hence time dependent At each
station, all intermediate points measured from that station must be corrected for
refraction.
The results for a typical October day at Old Homestead are shown in the following
graph. The absolute values of k increase to a maximum during the middle of the
day and decrease in the cool of the evening or the morning.
Typical temperatures ranged from 150 C to 32°C. It can be seen that a value of k of
-6 is not uncommon, a long way from the suggested value of +0.13, based on
European experience. This also indicates that refraction can be up to six times
more significant than curvature.
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CONCLUSIONS
Surface surveying on the Nullarbor is difficult at the best of times; long distances,
lack of features, heat, flies, n() water, and staked tyres. Even when using EDM
techniques to cover distances quickly, care has to be taken that corrections for
curvature and, more importantly, refraction are not neglected. Where curvature is
not accounted for directly, both curvature and refraction can be combined where
C

l-k
-r -- 2Rd2

(8)

Values of k can be deduced directly from the total apparent forward and backward
height differences between stations. Regular readings should be taken during the
day as the value of k can have a wide range of values depending on the
topography and the climatic conditions
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KARST AND CAVE AREAS OF TASMANIA

Kevin Kieman
Tasmania has some of Australias deepest, longest and most spectacularly decorated karst
caves, and it has been common over the years to refer to Tasmania as having a karst estate that
is abundant in comparison to much of Australia. Founded on the testimony from JuneeFlorentine, Mt Anne, Ida Bay, Mole Creek and elsewhere, this reputation arose before the true
extent of potentially karstic rocks elsewhere in Tasmania was fully realised, or in the rest of
Australia for that matter (Jennings 1975, Smith 1988). It also pre-empted any assessment of the
actual density of caves and other karst phenomena in some of these rock units, for in reality,
while most limestones exhibit some sort of karst phenomena to at least some degree, far from
an the limestone in Tasmania is significantly cavernous, including extensive areas of the
limestone within some of our better known karsts such as Junee- Florentine. The limited number
of researchers and cavers and the relatively reconaissance standard of geological mapping
available for much of the island mean that it is still not fully possible to evaluate Tasmania's
karst estate. However, the data base has improved immeasureably over the last couple of
decades and this conference provides a useful opportunity to take stock.
If we take as our starting point Albert Goede's catalogue of Tasmania's caves spanning 28 areas
in the ASF's Speleo Handbook(Goede 1968) and his review of Tasmanian karst prepared for
the 1970 ASF Conference in Hobart (Goede 1971, the extent and nature of the changes revealed
by two decades of exploration become pretty evident. First, far more caves are now known in the
karsts recognised in 1968 than were known then. Differences in accessibility have played an
important part in conditioning how rich in caves various karst areas appear to be. The list of
known caves at Mole Creek, long a relatively accessible karst, has roughly doubled from 102 to
over 200. In two less easily accessible karsts into which new logging roads or other routes have
increasingly provided access the increase in the number of known caves has been more rapid - at
Ida Bay the number has risen from 9 to around 250, at Junee- Florentine from 17 to well over 200.
The data base remains more embyronic at PreCipitous Bluff, which remains fairly remote.
There the efforts reported in 1968 were totally eclipsed by a second visit in 1973, then those
efforts in turn were totany overshadowed by discoveries during a third and subsequent visits
since the mid 1980s. On the other hand, perception and how fashionable an area is has also
played a role. The presence of caves in and around the gentle farmlands of Gunns Plains, less
than half an hours drive from Ulverstone, has been known for over a century, yet by 1988 I was
able to compile a list of only 13 caves - since the Savage River Caving Dub has taken an
interest reports in SpeJeopod indicate that number has more than doubled, with new
discoveries approaching 1 km long and approaching 40 m depth.

Since 1968 we also seem to have become aware of more new limestone areas than we have cavers
to look at them, a plus from a management perspective although no doubt only a temporary one.
Whilke their advent is exciting, not all these additional limestone areas are necessarily ever
going to be attractive as recreational caving venues, despite whatever other scientific,
recreational or aesthetic qualities they may have. The most important of Tasmania's karsts
were already recorded when ~fipeJeo Handbookwas published. This is despite the number of
areas found since - Kiernan (1988a) recorded wen over 100 outcrops of the most promising
carbonate rock types, with karst phenomena confirmed from at least 60 of these. The fact of the
matter is that Tasmania has heaps of limestone that seems to contain nary a cave, a pity for
cavers no doubt but also a point that makes current and proposed limestone quarrying operations
in important cave areas all the more nonsensensical. But there are undoubtedly 1'!\any important
new caves awaiting exploration in some of these new areas nevertheless, once cavers start
looking at them. It is important also to recognise that a particular limestone area is not
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necessarily an appropriate place for a limestone quarry if the only reason it appears devoid of
caves is simply that cavers have never got around to investigating it, as the current Risby Basin
quarry proposal has exemplified.
As my intention is to provide only a brief overview of Tasmanian caves and karst and I do not
propose to exhaustively reference this paper. Instead I will simply refer readers who desire
more details to the Bibliography of Ta...manian Kan"! produced by the ASF Bibliography
Commission some years ago (Kiernan 1989a) and add a few more recent references of importance,
especially those that contain useful bibliographies that facilitate access to the relevant
preceding literature.
TASMANIAN CAVE AREAS
Present indications are that the most widespread of Tasmania's potentially karstic rocks crop
out over about 4.4'70 of the island (-271 000 ha). Just over half this area comprises dolomite and
limestone of Precambrian-Cambrian age, just under half comprises Ordovidan (Gordon Group)
limestone. In addition to this 271 000 ha, some karst phenomena are also known in limestones of
Siluro-Devonian age, a rock very restricted in distribUtion; some very localised karst occurs in
limestones of Permian age which are widespread particularly in eastern Tasmania, including
the Hobart area where no caves are known; in Tertiary marine limestones; and in Pleistocene
aeplianite, the latter two rock types being confined to areas within a few kilometres of the
coast in northern Tasmania and on some islands in Bass Strait. Little known but of particular
significance is karst developed in magnesite in that part of northwestern Tasmania popularly
known as the Tarkine wilderness. No other magnesite karst appears to have been recorded in
Australia and I am unaware of any other examples in the world literature.
In additon to the karst caves that are the focus of most attention from cavers, a variety of
parakarst and pseudokarst phenomena is known, including caves. I will return to karst caves in
more detail later, but will take the opportunity first to briefly record the nature of Tasmania's
parakarst and pseudokarst caves. In part, I give them this prominence because I believe we
tend to overlook them too often. Some of these caves are intrinsically interesting and are
important for biolOgical, geomorphological, archaeolOgical, social or other reasons. The
prindpal caves of this type have formed in sedimentary and igneous rocks in a variety of
environmental contexts.
Parakarst and pseudokarst caves
Jurassic dolerite is widespread in the eastern half of Tasmania, and commonly exhibits a
columnar structure. A large, well decorated solution chamber formed in dolerite was discovered
during tunnelling near Wayatinah in the early 1960s but has since been sealed off (Hale and
Spry 1964). A curious large enclosed depression with centripetal drainage occurs In the same
rock type on the Du Cane Range (Kieman 1988a). However, for the most part the caves in
dolerite comprise either boulder mazes in blockstreams, in fossil rock gladers or in talus heaps.
A couple of hundred metres of passage have been surveyed at Mt Arthur near Hobart, while the
most protracted cave rescue Tasmania has yet seen took place in another dolerite cave, Devils
Den, on nearby Mt Faulkner. There are also some deep rifts formed down joints close to
escarpments where sheets of columnar dolerite began to peel away from the hillside during the
late Pleistocene but have largely halted movement during the present intergladal conditions.
Some very large masses have detached and begun to move downslope, one that hangs above
Mole Creek on the slopes of Nells Bluff measuring over 1 km long and several hundred metres
broad. Large closed depresions have formed in some parts of the island where rubble has
accumulated in the margins of the trough that forms upslope of the detached masses, and some
of these have erroneously been labelled as sinkholes on topographic maps. Some dolerite caves
have proven of interest in various scientific fields, such as the mineralogy of the cave at
Wayatinah (Hale and Spry 1964) and the fauna of the caves at Mt Arthur.
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There are extensive areas of Tertiaty basalt in eastern, central and northwestern Tasmania but
no lava caves to speak of. Such tubes as have been recorded have a diameter of only
miDlimetres, although a few low bubble-type chambers a few metres long were intersected by
cuttings of the Mole Creek - Gowrie Park road and proved notable for their minerals, although
sadly these have succumbed to collectors.
Caves formed in sandstones and mudstones of Carboniferous-Triassic age include inumerable
sman rock shelters, some of which are important as archaeological sites (McConnell 1990), and
some caves frnmed at minor spring sites or behind waterfalls. Minor spelothems occur in some of
these, occasiona11y comprising uncommon minerals. The invertebrate fauna of sandstone boulder
caves at Francistown has also proven significant (Richards 1974).
Sea caves are common around various parts of the coastline, some of the largest having
developed in sedimentaty rocks of Carboniferous-Triassic age. These include some of the
impressive sea caves of Tasman Peninsula where there may be up to 200 m of passage associated
with Tasmans Arch. There are others fanned in a variety of other rock types including
dolerite. Some minor limestone lenses or carbonate-rich mudstones have given rise to some
speleothem development in sea caves at Variety Bay on Bruny Island and reportedly
elsewhere. The most richly decorated sea caves have formed in quartzite on King Island,
where overlying calcareous dune sands have given rise to extensive, speleothem develoment
including columns up to 2 m high, although considerable vandalism has occurred. Various sea
caves have proven important for scientific studies, such as those on King Island where dating of
the cave sediments has shed light on the antiquity of coastal evolution, and those at Rocky
Cape and Prion Beach where important archeological studies have been undertaken Uones 1968,
Dunnett 1992).
A few small caves, generally only of crawling dimensions, have been examined in areas of
severe tunnel erosion of soils. The only ones large enough to have warranted mapping, near
Hamilton in south-central Tasmania, have since been infilled as part of a land rehabilitation
project.
The other qUite delightful fonn of cave deserving mention comprises those that fonn seasonal1y
in snow banks on some higher mountains. Some are no more than bergshcrunds, others comprise
mazes of snow-roofed large dolerite blocks, but in other cases stream caves regularly form over
allogeniC creeks or springs. These snow caves are invariably sma11 but over time the stream
caves increase in diameter to a couple of metres and can be memorable for aerogenica11y sculpted
walls and ceilings, including large scale scallops, and sometimes for their natural lighting
through the snow. They are also of some micrometeorological interest. These caves are
relatively robust to all but deliberate vandalism, and at any rate regenerate themselves every
year. They are but relics of a far more glorious past - we no longer have glaciers capable of
hosting the numerous kilometres of cave passage recorded from some overseas sites, but in the
Pleistocene an ice cap of over 7000 km2 existed in the Central Highlands and other smaller .
glacier systems existed elsewhere (Kiernan 1990a). At these times many of Tasmania's largest
rivers, induding the Mersey, Oerwent, Forth, Gordon and Franklin, originated from glacier
caves that doubtless were far larger than any of our present karst caves. In a few cases fossil
subglacial meltwater channels remain like life-size cave maps that were etched into land
beneath the ice. Their fanner presence is of scientific import since such channels can provide
insight into past glaciological conditions, ice thicknesses and glacier extents (Kieman 1981).
Where the land beneath of adjacent to the glaciers was limestone, there were important
implications for the development of karst caves.
Karst caves
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The cold glacial periods of the Tertiary and PJeistocene have contributed significantly to the
character of some of Tasmania' karst. At least six glaciations are known to have occurred over
this period, the earliest apparently contemporaneous with the onset of glaciation in Antarctica
about 30 million years ago (Kieman 1990a, Macphail, Colhoun, Kieman and Hannan, in prep).
Pre-existing karst depressions may have been favourable sites for glacial eroson, as has been
sugested in the case of some of the lakes at Frenchmans Cap (Peterson 1966), at Lake Timk
(Kieman 199Ob) and elsewhere. Some karst features may have been eroded away, in other
cases they were simply buried by glacial deposits as at Nelson River. Seasonal meltwaters
were delivered onto adjacent karst areas, and driven into limestone beneath glaciers, as was
probably involved in the development of some caves in the Dante Rivulet karst. This offered
the potential for considerable cave development in some cases but in others the pOSSibility of
caves becoming clogged by sediment, depending upon specific circumstances. Beyond the margins
of the glaciers the cold conditions meant considerable snow-pack development, a much more
restricted forest biomass than now, and a variety of periglacial processes such as frost wedging
and solifluction. As a result, considerable volumes of sediment were delivered into streams,
again offering the potential either for considerable elargement of developing caves by
mechanical erosion, or their total blockage by sediment and a reversion to surface drainage.
During times when water was locked up in glaciers sea level was more than 100 m lower than at
present, while during the Last Interglacial when conditions were perhaps slightly warmer
than now the sea was a few metres higher. Hence, the base level to which streams drained,
and the zone of mixing corrosion at the interface between the marine and terrestrial
environments has shifted dramatically, often over many kilometres where the coast is flanked
by plains rather than mountains.
In order to gain some sort of overview of Tasmanian karst it is useful to consider its evolution
and nature at several levels of analysis. The first comprises the karst systems level, or the
context within which each karst has evolved. The systems can be characterised on the basis of
different rock types and sub types; different structural contexts; different climatic regimes (both
present and past); different solvent systems (including whether the solvent is juvenile water or
rain water, and whether the solvent falls directly onto the karst as rain and sinks diffusely, or
flows onto it as concentrated streams from neighbouring rock types that impart chemical
differences); differences in topographic setting that have major implications for hydraulic
gradients and other matters; and the relationship between the carbonate rocks and the
direction in which overlying rocks have been or are being stripped away. All these attributes
condition the way karst phenomena have evolved The second level of analysis is that of the
landforms and landfonn asemblages present in each karst Caves obviously comprise only one of
the many landform families that may be present in any karst, alongside other families such as
the closed depreSSions, surface solution SCUlpture and such like. Differences in systemiC contexts
mean there are genetiC and mmphological differences sufficient to recognise many different
species of caves just as there are different species of plants and animals. Some are common and
some uncommon, some very fragile, others more robust, some recreationally attractive, others
not (Kieman 1990c, 1992). The third level, landfonn contents, comprises the various sediment
accumulations, including speleothems, clastic deposits, bone depoSits, and archaeological
materials, and the biological values contained in karsts both above and below ground. The
fourth level is that of human use and aesthetics, comprising the whole range of scientific,
educational, recreational, economic, social and other uses of karsts above and below ground, in
the past, in the present or in the future. As caves are the karst landforms of most interest to
cavers I will, for present putposes, focus largely on these rather than the the other values of our
karsts. I win also focus on their recreational implications rather than the subtleties of
different cave types, genetic attributes and speleogens.
For the purpose of the present exercise I win consider the Tasmanian karsts from the
perspective of their topographiC setting, focussing on four broad types: karsts of the coastline;
low relief karsts on riverine plains and elsewhere; karsts on steep hill flanks; and mountain
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karsts. Obviously some karsts span more than one setting, but this sort of framework probably
offers more useful insight than does differentiation on the basis of rock type, a framework
commonly used in the past (eg. Kieman 1988a). There is probably no such thing in Tasmania, if
anywhere, as a "pure" karst - in each locality other, non-solutional, processes are at play
besides simple solution. Mechanical erosion by stream-borne sediment in essentially fluvial
environments, wave action and salt spray on the coast, the impact of snow and ice in the
mountains; differences in the biological environment that condition water chemistry, all these
and a host more interact with solution processes and, depending on specific circumstances, may
overwhelm solution processes or be overwhelmed by them. As a result karst may not initially
seem conspiCUOUS. Moreover, an observor from the tropiCS, for instance, might be tempted to
dismiss Tasmania as lacking much karren, although closer inspection would reveal that the
karren species present here are simply less ostentatious than what he or she is used to - it is a
question of differences in karren type rather than in karren abundance.
Coastal kaTSfs

The coastal karsts comprise those outcrops of carbonate rock that occur at the interface between
the marine and terrestrial environments. The impact of ''non karstic" processes on the coast can
be profound and those elements cavers think of as karstic may be obvious, muted or absent: such
places nevertheless remain karsts. A number of coastal karsts are known to exist at present,
including one in Pecambrian rocks, three in Ordovician limestones, one in Devonian limestone,
at least one in Pennian limestone, and four in Cainozoic limestone. These diferent rock types
have imparted some distinctive characteristics to the karsts that have fonned in them, the
Tertiary marine limestones, for instance, having given rise to some interesting shore platfonns,
the Pleistocene aeolianites to very ruged karren and deep notching. Small caves occur in each of
these rock types.
When the sea level was slightly higher than present during the Last Interglacial other karsts
such as Lower Cordon and PreCipitous Bluff were essentially coastal karsts. Additional
complexity has been imparted by the fact that the land itself has been raised by tectonic uplift
around parts of the coastline, in some cases by 20-30 m just since the Last Interglacial (MurrayWallace, Goede and Picker 1990), hence relict coastal karst may now lie well above present sea
level, and, in areas of generally low relief, my now lie well inland. In addition, when the sea
level was lower during the glacial periods some karsts that are presently on the coasUine
themselves lay well inland and developed as terrestrial karsts that drained to a lower base
level than now, deeper conduits probably becoming flooded as the sea rose again. Extensive
areas of Tertiary marine limestone that presently lie drowned on the floor of Bass Strait and at
various places off the northern coastline would have been exposed to terrestrial karstification
at times of low glacial sea level when the Strait was dry and Tasmania was a peninsula rather
than an island. In the case of one apparent sea cave at present sea level on Hinders Island it
has been revealed by radiocarbon dating of a stalagmite that the cave was in existence during
the Last Glaciation and was invaded when the sea level rose again and converted it to a sea
cave (Kieman 1992b).
From a recreational perspective none of the coastal karsts presently offer any serious caving,
with probably only Tearflesh Chasm on Maria Island, one cave on lIe de Colfe, or the cave at
Rocky Boat Harbour reqUiring a torch. Nevetherless, some of these karsts do offer some very
fascinating.sightseeing for the curious or the photographer, notable features being the fossils in
and around the caves on Mafia Island, the karren at Surprise Bay and on Hinders Island, the
shore platfonns at Point Hibbs, and the aboriginal rock engravings in the aeolian calcarenite
near Mt Cameron West. At a scientific level these karsts are of geomorphological interest in
tenns of process studies, the landfonns that have developed on the different rock types, and sea
level histories. The Mt Cameron West engraVings are of major archaeological importance, and
at least one known cave on He de Golfe is likely to offer potential in this regard. The
archaeological potential of caves that probably exist below present sea level in several of
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these coastal karsts remains untested, as does their significance frc;>m the perspectives of
geomotphology, palaeoenvironmental studies, marine biology and various other disciplines.
Plains karsls

The low relief plains karsts are widespread, particularly in the valleys of western Tasmania
and on coastal plains in northwestern Tasmania, there being at least 44 examples in Ordovician
limestones, 25 in Precambrian carbonates, and a handful in Devonian, Permian and Tertiary
limestones. These karsts are characterised by low hydraulic gradients, a high ''water-table'',
and the carbonate rock has frequently been mantled by fluvial, glaCial, marine or other
sediments. The karstic nature of these terrains may be evident only from infrequent sinkholes
as is the case in the Vale of Rasselass, or the plains may be dimpled by many cover-COllapse
sinkholes - occasionally fresh ones assert themselves by engulfing a road or a cow. Where rock
outcrops protrude through the alluvial covers the outcrops may be attacked laterally by
seasonal swampwaters, giving rise to destinctive landforms such as deeply undercut notches as
have formed in Tertiary limestone near Redpa, and seasonally flooded caves, some of which
are moderately extensive such as Main Cave, formed in Precambrian limestone south of
Montagu. Other very distinctive elements are the riverine cliffs along such rivers as the
Franklin, where in addition to the fluting of the limestone there are riverside springs, small
tufa accumulations and a variety of caves (Middleton 1971).

.

In the Smithton area marine sediments of Last Interglacial age occur up to 20 m above present
sea level on broad plains formed on Precambrian limestone and dolomite. During the periods of
low glacial sea level these plains stood well over 100 m above sea level and offered far more
potential for cave development than present appearances suggest. Collapse sinkholes that
have formed through considerable thicknesses of non-carbonate rocks in the Christmas Hills
indicate considerable cavity development in underlying carbonate rocks, perhaps most
markedly at these times when underground water circulation had the potential to be most
vigorous. Dismal Swamp is a large, semi-closed depression 2 km broad and 3 km long that
appears to be a polje that has been partly filled by sediment facilitating seasonal overflow indeed it may be the nearest thing to a classical polje to be found in Australia (Kieman 1990d).
Mound springs are another unusual feature of the karst in the far NW, some being warm springs.
The largest are up to 10 m high, but virtually none have escaped damage during pasture
improvement programs. In one case a milking shed has been built atop a mound spring and the
warm waters are used to wash out the chums.
Some reasonably substantial caves occur in these low relief plains karsts, but generany
speaking the caving potential of these karsts is fairly low. Nevertheless, swimming the cold
winter waters of Main Cave at Montagu win provide a reasonable test of any caver's resilience,
while any who have explored their way through the Franklin cliffs at Galleon Bluff to emerge
in a decorated grotto set high above the rainforest and the river will not question the
recreational value of such a place. In scientific terms these karsts are among our most valuable.
The archaeological importance of caves such as Kutikina and Deena Reena in the Franklin
Valley is well known (Kieman, Jones and Ranson 1983), but there are other important
prehistoric archaeological sites in the caves of the Maxwell Valley, the Andrew Valley, the
Acheron Valley, the Weld Valley, and at Brougham Creek in the Pieman River catchment
(Jones et al 1988, Allen et al1989, Cosgrove et al. 1990). Nunamira Cave, which lies in a small
residual hillock on the floor of the Aorentine Valley, provides the oldest archaeological
evidence yet revealed for human occupation of Tasmania, -31 000 years (Cosgrove 1989). A
small cave at Jukes-Darwin contains evidence of early karst engineering by Europeans (Kieman
et al 1989). Caves at Montagu and others on the floor of the Aorentine Val1ey have revealed
important subfossil bone deposits including extinct marsupial megafauna. Some of these karsts
are also of geomorphological interest, while others have proven important for their
invertebrate fauna (Eberhard, Richardson and Swain 1991).
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HIli-Dank karsts

The karsts are perhaps those best known to cavers, since they host many of our deepest and
longest cave systems. There are at least 15 areas of karst of this type formed in Precambrian
carbonates, 18 in Ordovician limestones, a handful in Permian limestones, and a knuckle or two
in Cainozoic carbonates. These karsts include Tasmania's principal caving areas such as much
of Mole Creek Kieman and Junee-Florentine. They are characterised by good topographiC relief
of the carbonate rock, relatively steep hydrulic gradients, and, for the most part, allogenic
streams that deliver chemical1y aggressive water to the margins of the limestone outcrops
where steep cave systems have developed. Almost all these karsts have been SUbject to
periglacial environmental conditions during the course of their evolution, and a few to
glaciation (Kieman 1992c).
The caves and other karst phenomena in these hill flank karsts are so varied as to preclude
adequate deScription in a brief review such as this. The longest cave system yet recorded in
Tasmania, Exit Cave Ida Bay, is developed in Ordovician limestone beneath Marble Hill,
which is capped by non-carbonate sediments. Major discoveries made over the last couple of
years in Little Grunt represent part of the Exit Cave system and when the two are connected
underground by direct exploration the length of the system will probably approach - 25 km.
However, the issue of the quarrying of the Exit Cave system is not yet fully resolved. In due
course caves of similar length may well be explored in the Junee-Florentine karst, already the
location of some of the deepest caves in Australia. The Mole Creek karst is particularly famed
for the quality and profusion of the speleothems found in its caves. New exploration in areas
like Mt Cripps and Gunns Plains, and in more remote areas such as Precipitous Bluff and the
Cracroft Valley, will doubtless reveal many further exciting caves in years to come.
These hill-flank karsts are a major focus of recreational caving. The evolution of Exit Cave has
been greatly influenced by environmental change and this karst complex is of great importance
to several scientific diSciplines (Houshold and Spate 1990, Eberhard 1990, Kieman 1991). The
caves of Junee- F10rentine are already known to be of major importance in the fields of
archaeology, hydrology, geomorphology and biology (Cosgrove 1989, Hume 1991). Similarly,
the caves at Mole Creek are of major significance in many disciplines although curiously
perhaps, archaeology has not yet proven to be one of them (Kieman 1989b, 1990e, Eberhard et
al. 1991). Also of geomorphological interest are the caves of Mt Cripps (Shannon et al., 1991).
The biological significance of Pecipitous Bluff warrants particular mention (Eberhard et al.
1991). The hi11 flank karsts will doubtless occupy the attention of both cavers and scientists
alike for many decades to come.
MolU1/ain karsls

The division between hill-flank karsts and mountain karsts is again somewhat arbitrary, but in
general I use the term mountin karsts with respect to karsts that are higher and often steeper
than the hill-flank karsts, have been significantly over-run by glaciers during the course of
their evolution, have also been strongly influenced by periglacial conditions, and which in
many cases remain today generally susceptible to alpine climatic conditions to a significant
degree. On this basis some plains karsts are also in a real sense mountain karsts, such as the
high altitude Vale of Belvoir. About 6 areas of Precambrian carbonates warrant description as
mountain karsts but only a couple of outcrops of Ordovician limestone (although about 19 have
previously been glaCiated to at least some degree) and a single area of Devonian limestone.
The mountain karst par excellence is Mt Anne (Bunton and Eberhard 1984). The deep vertical
caves of this area are well known, as is the spectacular glacial scenery of the mountains. Other
karsts in Precambrian rocks that probably warrant deSCription as mountain karsts occur at Mt
Weld, in the Gell-Alma area, and even at Frenchmans Cap were some karst phenomena have
been recorded. Karst in the headwaters of Cook Creek in the Picton Range may be developed in
Ordovician limestone. Also of interest is the karst in Devonian limestone further south near
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Lake Sydney, which is a lake of gladokarstic origin. The outlet cave system appears to have
been clogged by sediment during the Last Qaciation, but tributary streamsinks downvalley
offer at least some prospect of entry. Recent explorations recently undertaken in the Vanishing
Falls karst, which borders on description as a mountain karst, have revealed a cave so far
explored for 2.3 km (Eberhard, Eberhard and Wons, in prep).
The recreational significance of the mountain karsts varies considerably, with probably only
Mt Anne being of major significance to cavers at the present time but many of the others being
used by bushwalkers to enjy the surface scenery. In scientific terms, the karst at Mt Anne is of
great geomorphological and hydrogeologcal interest (Kiernan 199Of) while the Lake Sydney
area has also proven of interest (Kiernan 1989c). The karst at Vanishing Falls is now known to
be of biological importance (Eberhard, Eberhard and Wons in prep.). Further research will
doubtless reveal still more of value in the mountain karsts.
The largest cave systems
The worth of any cave cannot be measured in terms of its size. Many highly important caves are
relatively miniscule. However, cave size certainly impinges upon the perceptions of both
cavers and political decision-makers, and it also offers some feel for the extent and intensity of
karstification in different areas.

Given the incomplete state of exploration, the uncertainties of cave surveying and the perils
of spelo-politics, only a fool would attempt to list the deepest and longest caves presently
known, so I shall endeavour to do so. However, none of the three longest caves have been
exhaustively surveyed and a little uncertainty also surrounds just which is Tasmania's
deepest cave since only a few metres appear to separate a few systems, within the likely
range of survey error. At present the longest caves known in Tasmania are Exit Cave at Ida
Bay (perhaps 20 km of passages), Growling Swallet in the Florentine Valley (>12 km) and
Herberts Pot at Mol e Creek (>5.3 km). All three have formed in Ordovician 1imestones. The
deepest known caves in this rock type are Niggly Cave (N371 m), the Ice Tube/Growling Swallet
system (N354 m) and Khazad-Dum/Dwarrowdelf (N323 m) in the Junee area, all of which represent
different sections of the same hydrological complex. The deepest cave in the Precambrian
dolomites is Anne-a-Kananda (373 m), which at >3 km is also the longest dolomite cave, ahead
of Newdegate Cave at Hastings. Deep vertical shafts are also worthy of note. Niggly Cave
at Junee-Florentine contains a single continuous vertical pitch of 190 m, while Heartbeat in
Anne-a-Kananda is 118 m and the entrance pitch in Kellar Cellar at Mt Anne is 115 m. More
than 50 pitches have been explored in Anne-a-Kananda (Bunton and Eberhard 1984).
Where are the areas that offer greatest potential for the discovery of further large cave
systems? We can be guided in our search by the fact that cave systems serve as subsurface
drainage conduits, hence the relative position of streamsinks and springs therefore remains the
best guide as to where we should look for large caves.
The longest underground hydrological system focusses on Junee Cave. Proven tributaries include
Growling Swal1et, a linear distance of 9.4 km from Junee Cave (Gleeson 1976). Direct
exploration from Growling Swallet has penetrated scarcely 1 km of this linear distance. Other
streamsinks up to 14 km from Junee Cave may also be part of the system (Hume 1991). The
potential is immense although secrets are seldom revealed easily. The six longest underground
drainage systems in the Mole Creek area span linear distances of 2.2-3.6 km. The most complex
system at Mole Creek is that beneath the Mole Creek-Lobster Rivulet surface drainage divide,
which includes Herberts Pot. Wargata Mina (Judds Cavern) in the Cracroft Valley lies 2.5 km
from its most distant tributaries. The enigmatic Lake Timk at Mt Anne is 1 km long and 25 m
deep. Water drains from the margins and bed into a cave system which can be followed in
underneath the lake bed when the lake level is low, but this cave has seen no concerted attempt
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at exploration. This water is believed to be the source of a large spring 2.4 km away (Kieman
1989c). It is vaguely conceivable that the drainage from Anne-a- Kananda fonns part of the
same system, which would increase the linear extent to -4.8 km. While too much should not be
made of the fact, it is thought provoking to contemplate that most of these drainage systems
are longer that the 2.3 km between the Exit Cave outflow and its most distant streamsinks.
The greatest topographic relief of carbonate rock, and hence the greatest theoretical cave
depth potential, is - 600 m in the Mt Anne/Weld Valley area, followed by - 450 m at Mt
Ronald Cross, both Precambrian carbonate areas. The topographic relief of Ordovician
limestone approaches 400 m at Junee-Florentine, and is also very considerable at Predpitous
Bluff, in the Cracroft Valley and at Mole Creek. In the latter area the altitudinal diference
between some streamsinks and their proven or probable springs approaches 300 m (Kieman
1984).
lAND TENURE AND MANAGEMENT

Current estimates suggest that roughly 31'70 of Tasmania's carbonate rocks lie beneath State
forest, 17'70 beneath parks and reserves, 33'7~ beneath private land and 19'70 beneath other
Crown lands. While -24'7~ of the Ordovician limestones lies in parks, only -16'70 of the areas
with suffident topographic relief to offer much potential for significant caving are reserved.
Most of the Siluro-Devonian limestone karst is reserved, but none of the magnestite karst, all of
which occurs on Crown lands. If the exent of cave and karst resources in Tasmania represents a
fairly happy story, the management of Tasmania's karst generally does not. Notwithstanding
the fact that a number of areas have been fonnally reserved, the standard of karst management
is generally very low, the legacy of past neglect conSiderable, the inertia huge. Political
processes and issues that appear to have resolved some land-use and land allocation issues, for
the present at least, have contained the seeds of some major management difficulties (Kieman
1989d). The karst management problems involve surface land-use, groundwater quality, and incave management issues (Kieman 1988b, 1989f)
"The management of privately owned karsts varies from careful and considered to deliberately
vandalistic, based in part on the political attitudes of particular property owners. No karst
management expertise exists in the Tasmanian Department of Primary Industry to guide
activity in agricultural areas, although logging of private forests on karst is SUbject to some
influence by the Forestry Commission. About 5'70 of Tasmania's State forests are underlain by
carbonate rocks. Karst management concerns in these areas include soil erosion; cave
sedimentation; landSlips in cave catchments; drainage and groundwater quality changes; and
recreational pressures that stem from the construction of logging roads to within close
prioximity of sensitive caves. District offices are responSible for land management on the
ground. Forest Practices legislation prescribes some standards for logging operations in karst
areas. To fadJitate the implementation of these standards and other work, the Commission's
Forest Practices Unit contains two karst spedalists, Kevin Kieman and Rolan Eberhard, both.
employed on temporary contract. The attitude of forestry companies varies. Two small forest
reserves were established by the Commission in the 1970s to protect karst phenomena
considered to be scenically attractive, but no progress has been made towards establishing the
reserves recommended by the major karst management stUdy of the Mole Creek area in 1983-84
undertaken within the Commission in 1984 (Kieman 1989b). Some work has been undertaken
towards management planning for the Croesus Cave area at Mole Creek (Spate and Holland
1990) and Welcome Stranger Cave in the Florentine Valley.
Carbonate bedrock underlies -5'7~ of Tasmania's parks and reserves, but until very recently the
only karst management by the Department off Parks, Wildlife and Heritage (PW&H) has been
focus sed on the tourist caves at Hastings, Mole Creek and Gunns Plains. Nevertheless, at Mole
Creek rangers Chester Shaw and Vic Fahey and their colleagues have undertaken excellent
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cave cleaning and restoration work in Marakoopa Cave with very little support or recognition.
Steps have also recently been taken by Phil Bradley and his colleagues at Hastings to start to
address the deplorable condition of the tourist cave there, initially through the construction of
a new access walkway that win limit the carnage of material underground on the feet of
visitors. Until very recently there has been virtually total neglect of the other karsts
administered by PW&H, despite the fact that many lie within the World Heritage Area for
which specific management funds are made available by the Australian Government (Kiernan
and Eberhard in press). In some cases political influences have underlain the poor management
standards, as in the quarrying and pollution of Exit Cave. Equally deplorable has been the
situation in the Lower Gordon karst. After the Franklin dam was blocked by the
Commonwealth government in line with its responsibilities as a Signatory to the World
Hetitage Convention, and after the conservation movement had moved away to taDer pastures,
annoyed pro-dam state politicians were only too happy to foster the tourist operators at the
expense of the environment. The Commonwealth Government that would tolerate no ground
disturbance when the glare of publicity shone on the area now sat back and let 40 km of
rainforested riverbanks be quartied into the tiver by the wakes of tourist vessels. But at least
after years of lobbying, management plans for Kubla Khan and Exit Cave are now in
preparation (Spate 1991), and lan Houshold has been appointed on temporary contract as
PW &H karst officer. Among his many dificult tasks is to repair the legacy of tensions that
arose when concerned people within PW&H felt compelled to establish a holding operation by
restticting access to some caves that were suffering damage until such time as their struggles to
obtain adequate resources to plan and implement management responses could bear fruit. There
was little communication between the parties or much attempt to understand the problems
faced by the other.
Apart from such well pubJicised matters as the Exit Cave Quarty, karst resources are at present
under considerable pressure from quartying and other proposals and pressures. Investigations
for possible new limestone quarries are underway in several areas, the past year has seen the
partial inundation of the Nelson River karst beneath a new hydro-electric impoundment,
controversy sutounds a large toutist development at Lake Lea in the lovely Vale of Belvoir
karst. There are incresing concerns about the implications of comercial adventure tours in caves.
Meanwhile nature's processes continue, and the Gowtie Park road has in recent weeks col1apsed
into the same sinkhole as engulfed it with some pubJicity in 1974 - eighteen years on wil1 we
see it fixed properly this time? That the progressive impact of cavers feet continues to outpace
the progresSive impact of cave drps is only one of Tasmania's karst management issues.
TASMANIAN CAVE RESEARCH
It is worth recording here the research currently being conducted in Tasmanian karsts. The first

group involved comptises the Tamanian Caverneeting Dub, Southern Caving Society, Northern
Caverneers,Savage River Caving Dub and the Tasmanian Cave & Karst Research Group. The
exploratory, sUlVeying. col1ecting and documentation efforts of these groups have provided a
vast amount of information over the years, much of it disseminated through their publications.
Without their efforts many of the more detailed studies undertaken by universities and
government agenCies would have been much more difficult and sometimes impossible. From a
management perspective the efforts of the Savage River Caving Club in the Mt Ctipps karst
warrant particular recognition (Shannon et al 1992). It is instructive to compare the level of
understanding that has developed between this group and the forestry company that manages
the area and which fosters cave exploration as an aid to wise planning, and the very poor
relations between cavers and the managers of the Junee-Florentine karst where cavers seem to
have been regarded simply as a nuisance and a threat.
The government agency with the most longstanding involvement in karst research is the
Forestry Commission, within which the geomorphology section of the Forest Practices Unit is
involved in research focussed on the implications of karst for forest management, both in terms
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of nature conservation and karst hazards (Kiernan 198ge, 1990gh). The Tasmanian Karst At1as
Project involves the progressive documention of karst, is funded by the forest industry through
the Tasmanian Forest Research Coundl, and in some cases is invoMng work done on contract by
caving clubs, individual cavers and geomorphologists.. Another project which focusses on the
effects of logging on karst caves, has been funded initially by a grant from the Australian
National Parks & Wildlife Service and has involved the establishment of a small underground
laboratory in Uttle Trimmer Cave (Eberhard and Kiernan 1991). A major documentation and
management study of the Junee River catchment is planned for 1993, funded by the Forestry
Commission itself. The archaeology section of the FPU is also occasional1y involved in karst
work, primarily involving the Senior Geomorphologist, Anne McConnel1. Within the
Department of Parks, Wildlife & Heritage the archaeology section has also been involved in
research in karst areas, generally involving external research grants and often undertaken in
collaboration with mainland university researchers. Other karst area research has been
undertaken by the earth science section, involving Mike Pemberton, Grant Dixon and others,
mostly focussed on the Lower Gardon and on the Exit Cave Quarry (eg Houshold and Spate 1990,
Eberhard 1990, Kiernan 1991, Oarke 1991) the latter studies generally undertaken by outside
parties contracted to PW&H or in some cases to the Department of Mines. Andy Spate and
Stefan Eberhard. have been among those involved in management-related reserch in Kubla
Khan, and since his appOintment lan Houshold has initiated further work
University-based research has involved the ongoing sterling efforts of Albert Goede from the
Department of Geography & Environmental Studies at the University of Tasmania, whose
karst research is now focussed on speleothem dating and paleaeotemperature work (Gaede 1988,
1990, Goede et a1. 1990), but recently involved supervison of Nick Hume's honours thesis study
of the hydrology of the Junee catchment (Hume 1991). A major study of Tasmanian cave fauna,
funded by the Australian Heritage Commission, was recently completed by Stefan Eberhard.
from the Zoology Department, in conjunction with Alastair Richardson and ROY Swain
(Eberhard et al. 1991). A current research project is focussed on cave ecology, and includes work
in Little Trimmer Cave.
The outstanding conttibutor to archaeological study of Tasmania's caves over many years has
been Rhys Jones of the Australian National University, who has layed the foundation for
ongOing work in Tasmania's karst caves that wi11 last for decades, and who has defined many
issues that demand resolution (Jones 1984». Such challenges have been taken up by others from
the same institution, and more recently by workers from La Trobe University including Jim A11en
and Richard Cos grove. Archaeologists from the University of Western Australia have also
undertaken work in the Nelson River karst for the Hydro Electtic Commission.
CONCLUSIONS
The karst estate of Tasmania is extensive, varied and valuable. Just as caves are not the sole
attribute of karst, neither are cavers the only group that competes to exploit our karst
resources.- a fact that underscores many karst and cave management issues. Some of the karsts
contain important cave systems of recreational significance, many of the karsts are of sdentific
importance, some are of economic significance. Ongoing research continues to provide insight
into the karst resources and their management implications. Tasmania will remain the home of
Australia's deepest caves and has the potential to remain the home of this country's longest
caves. However, for the most part the response by land management agenCies to the
management impUcations of this karst estate remains very inadequate. Some caves have been
heavily impacted by recreational use but many remain in relatively good condition in
comparison to some caves elsewhere in Australia where the cave-USing population is more
numerous. Tasmanian cavers and land managers have the choice of responding to this situation·
either by seeing it as grounds for complacency or as an opportunity to ensure" that Tasmanian
caves remain in a better condition than is now possible over much of Australia. If the latter
opportunity is to be seized it win necessitate the acquisition of good informtion, the adoption of·
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high standards of protection of the cave environment, and a high degree of self discipline and
genuine commitment by an involved.
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THE SANCTITY OF CAVES IN STOCKYARD GULLY NATURE RESERVE,
WITH COMMENTS ON DEFINITIONS OF NATIONAL PARKS AND
NATURE RESERVES.
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6009
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6009
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ABSTRACT
The Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve in Western Australia is a Class 'A' Reserve, which
should give it the highest legal protection of all Nature Reserves in this State. Despite this, an
exotic species of crayfish, Cherax destructor, now occurs in at least two caves on the Reserve,
and an act of vandalism involving the felling of flora, blasting and clearing a cave entrance in
1984 went unpunished. Stockyard Gully Reserve has been referred to as National Park.
Significance of this variation in reservation status and consequent security of important natural
features, such as caves, is discussed at length here.
INTRODUCTION
Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve (Fig. 1) is an area of karst overgrown by native bushland
lying approximately 20 km southwest of Eneabba, or 295 km in direct line north of Perth,
Western Australia. In June, 1991, we visited Beekeepers and Aiyennu caves, both located
within the Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve, to sample and study the amphipod Austrochiltonia
subtenuis, a small (-2 mm long) freshwater crustacean. The issues discussed here (the sanctity
of caves in nature reserves and the definitions of National Parks and Class 'A', 'B', and 'C'
Reserves) are an unexpected development from that trip.
EXOTIC CRAYFISH IN CAVE WATERS
During our observations of the numerous small aquatic invertebrates in the waters of
Beekeepers and Aiyennu caves we also noticed a number of crayfish in each cave. On closer
examination these crayfish turned out to be yabbies, otherwise known as C herax destructor species native to the eastern states of Australia. This species of crayfish is now widely
distributed throughout the wheatbelt and sheep-farming regions of the State, as well as in the
hinterland of Carnarvon and it has been introduced into the Pilbara (Morrissy and Cassells
1992). Because this crayfish is not native to Western Australia it represents a threat both to the
species of crayfish native to Western Australia and to other aquatic animals (Austin 1985,
Horwitz 19.89, 1991, Jasinska et al. in prep). During a literature search, not long after the trip,
we found that crayfish were also observed in both caves in 1989. These crayfish were most
likely also yabbies, but they were cited as marron (a species endemic to Western Australia) in
the relevant trip report (Markey 1990): for a number of reasons discussed by Jasinska et al. (in
prep), this classification is undoubtedly incorrect Our observations of yabbies of various sizes
in each cave in conjunction with the report by Markey (1990) suggest. that there is an
established population of exotic crayfish in the two caves. Suffice to comment here that
presence of an exotic species in a Reserve is contradictory to the purpose of a Nature Reserve .
Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve (# 36419), was proclaimed for the Conservation of Flora,
Water and the Protection of Caves. We understand that, although Fauna is not specifically
included in the proclamation, CALM views protection of fauna within the Reserve as falling
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under its aegis. However, we believe the word 'Fauna' should be included in the legal
wording of the proclamation to remove any ambiguity regarding the purpose of the Reserve.
Indeed, it is stated clearly in the "Report of the National Estate" (1974, p84) that:
Strict nature reserves must always protect both flora and fauna, .....
..... This is clearly desirable, since flora and fauna are interdependent parts of the one
ecosystem.

Prior to our observations, Cherax destructor has not been reported from caves in Western
Australia. Therefore, we have prepared a paper reporting its presence in the Stockyard Gully
caves.(Jasinska et al. in prep).
The surface terrain above Beekeepers and Aiyennu caves is free of water courses, lakes and
swamps - how then did the yabbies invade the cave waters? East of the Stockyard Gully
Nature Reserve there is a system of rivers and creeks draining private properties (Fig. 1) which
include farms. From the topographic map of the area (Eneabba) it is evident these surface
waters drain into the karst of Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve, presumably into a system of
subterranean conduits. Furthermore, from the topographic information, it seems very likely
that there is hydrological continuity between the caves of the area. Hence, it is possible that the
yabbies entered the caves in waters draining the private properties east of Stockyard Gully
NatUJ;e Reserve.
DESECRATION IN STOCKYARD GULLY NATURE RESERVE
In April 1984 Jimwa Pty Ltd, owners of the property called King Ranch which adjoined the
eastern boundary of Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve, committed the following acts:
i
drove bulldozers through the Reserve felling flora and displacing soil and rocks;
11.
using explosives and an excavator to remove two very large boulders from the entrance
to Stockyard Gully Cave (Stockyard Tunnel thus increasing·' the flow of water,
draining from King Ranch, into the cave.
It seems appropriate to reiterate here that the Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve was proclaimed
for the purpose of conservation of flora and water, and protection of caves. Thus, Jimwa Pty
Ltd in one sweep violated the threefold purpose of the Reserve. All these offences were carried
out in about one week and despite strenuous efforts from the local ranger to prevent them.
Some 3 months later, on the 10th of August 1984, legal proceedings were initiated against
Jimwa Pty Ltd by the then National Parks Authority of Western Australia (NPA WA). The
penalty for the above offences under Section 107 of "Conservation and Land Management Act"
(1984) was $4 000 plus imprisonment for 6 months according to point 106(c) and a further
$10 000 plus imprisonment for one year for offences listed in points 107(d) and 107(h).
Jimwa Pty Ltd pleaded not guilty, their defence being 'ignorance': the representative of the
company claimed that they believed the Reserve boundary to be designated by old fencelines
and not as shown on official maps and that the work was therefore thought to be carried out
within the boundaries of King Ranch. It is worth noting here that the local ranger did point out
that even according to the old fencelines, the mouth of Stockyard Gully Cave was within the
Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve.
Unbelievably, the counsel for the Complainant (Mr Colin C. Sanders, the Director of the
NPAW A) conceded that the owners of the King Ranch in fact believed that the entrance to the
Stockyard Gully Cave was part of King Ranch and thus effectively helped Jimwa Pty Ltd to be
aquitted. Furthermore, Mr Sanders was required to give important evidence at the Court
Hearing but failed to attend. Such lack of concern shown by the Authority in whom the land is
vested must have been frustrating to both the local ranger and to the public, especially the
Speleological Community who lobbied the NPAWA to take out the summons. Unhappily, this
lack of genuine concern for nature reserves by the relevant authorities is still displayed by the
ways in which Nature Reserves are designated and classified.
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STATUS OF THE STOCKYARD GULLY AREA
At the beginning of the Stockyard Gully Reserve, along the main vehicle track from the north,
an old sign (in poor condition) states it to be the Stockyard Gully National Park. Working in a
National Park requires permits and thus we applied to the Department of Conservation and
Land Management (CALM) of the State government for a permit to do research in Stockyard
Gully National Park. We obtained our permits without anyone in CALM querying the National
Park status of the area.
While preparing the report on yabbies in Stockyard Gully caves (Jasinska et al. in prep.), we
wished to verify the status of the Reserve as a National Park. The CALM officers who
assisted in locating the relevant information from the files of their Department surprised
themselves and us in discovering that the Stockyard Gully area is NOT a National Park.
Instead, the area in question is classified as Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve (# 36419), an 'A'
Class Reserve of 1 406 ha vested with the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority
(NPNCA) for the Conservation of Flora and Water, and Protection of Caves.
In 1985, the NPAWA also believed the Reserve to be a National Park: in the case discussed
above before the Jurien Court of Petty Sessions between Col in Creeth Sanders, Director of
National Parks, Complainant, and Jimwa Pty Ltd, Defendant, the Reserve is cited in all seven
complaints as Stockyard Gully National Park!
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CLASS 'A', CLASS 'B', CLASS 'C' RESERVES - AND
NATIONAL PARKS.
Upon finding out the present status of the Stockyard Gully Nature Reserve (which seems to
represent a shift from an earlier status, we then wished to know the differences between Class
'A', Class 'B' and Class 'C' Reserves - and National Parks (nearly all National Parks belong
to the Class 'A' category of Reserve). In total naivety, we expected to find a government
document which would define clearly, and distinguish between, the four types of Reserve,
hopefully incorporating such objective criteria as:
1.

local, state and regional importance of scenic, historical, geological, geomorphological,
hydrological and biological components of the reserve.

11.

minimum proportion of species of plants (including fungi and blue green algae) and
animals which naturally occur in the area;

111.

the minimum geographic area represented by the plants and animals in the reserve;

IV.

the minimum number of ecotones the reserve should contain (i.e. the minimum
diversity of habitats);

v.

the minimum component of endangered habitats, plants and animals the reserve should
contain;

VI.

the minimum length and breadth of the reserve;

V11.

the maximum disturbance caused by man to the geological, geomorphological,
hydrological and biological components of the reserve;

Vlll.

the minimum and maximum proportion of the reserve dedicated for public facilities such
as roads, buildings and picnic areas;

IX.

the level of legal and practical protection for the the reserve,especially for features,
such as caves, which are particularly vulnerable to damage from human activities;
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Afterall, without objective criteria, how can authorities choose the most appropriate areas to be
set aside for reservation and, if the need arises, how can they decide, objectively, if the status
of a reserve should be changed?
The appropriate CALM personnel were unable to give us a clear statement in document form on
the distinction between Class 'A', Class 'B' and Class 'C' Reserves - and National Parks.
However, the brochure entitled "Land Managed by CALM" did contain the following
information.
All reserves have to be classified as either Class A, Class B or Class C (irrespective
of their purpose). The level of classification reflects the level of approval required to
alter their area or their purpose:

Class A

Approval of both Houses of Government (WA)

Class B

Approval of the Governor, provided the Minister for Lands
presents a report to Parliament

Class C

Approval of the Governor

Class A reserves are therefore more 'secure' than Class B or Class C
reserves.

We then visited the Environmental Protection Authority Library, where the staff obtained for us
copies of the relevant pages from the "Annual Report" of the Department of Conservation and
Land Management (1990 to 1991) which, in addition to the above, also contained the following
two definitions.
Nature Reserves

Areas to be managed for wildlife conservation and scientific study.
Have important conservation value, either as part of a reserve
system, as a remnant or because of particular species. No
historical commitments to inappropriate uses or activities.

National Parks

Areas to be managed for wildlife conservation, scientific study and
public enjoyment. Have important conservation, cultural and
scenic values. Nationally or internationally unique, in terms of
landscape and/or biota. Size must be sufficiently great to
accommodate recreation or historical uses without significantly
detracting from conservation values.

In short, National Parks differ from Nature Reserves by being nationally or internationally
unique in their landscape and/or biota and they must contain areas dedicated to public access
and recreation.
Still in pursuit of a more detailed classification system for nature reserves, we followed the
advice given in the CALM brochure and purchased the Conservation and Land Management
Act (1984). The Conservation and Land Management Act then directed us to the Land Act
(1933 inc. amendments to date) for information on the classification of nature reserves. In this
Act we found that it is up to the Governor (following advice from his government) to classify a
reserve as either Class 'A', 'B', or 'C', or to proclaim a reserve a National Park. Once again,
the criteria used for the classification were not given. Still in pursuit of such criteria, we
purchased Conservation Reserves for Western Australia (1976) and Wildlife Conservation Act,
1950-1979 (1980 inc. amendments to date) and consulted the Environmental Protection
Authority Library - all to no avail. Thus we were forced to accept that such elementary
information is not easily accessible to the public or, worse still, it may not exist.
One of the recommendations of 'The Report of the National Estate' (1974, P130) states:
that the selection of areas for reservation be based on objective scientific criteria, the
need for representativeness of ecosystems and protection of threatened species, and
the recreation needs of urban populations.
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Sadly, 18 years later, at least in Western Australia, apparently little notice has been taken of
this recommendation.
What is the point of the State Government creating National Parks or 'A' Class Nature
Reserves if the agency with the function for managing those Reserves is unable to prevent
deterioration in the ecosystems of the Reserves?
Whilst there are a number of Reserves and National Parks in the corridor of sandy plain
heathlands between Geraldton and Perth, Western Australia, many adjoin land developed for
agriculture - and herein lies a problem. Should the farmer of land adjoining a Reserve indulge
in undesirable farming methods which impinge upon the Reserve, it is well-nigh impossible for
CALM to stop them. The purpose of Conservation of Water introduces another problem
which is not unique to Stockyard Gully. Perhaps the greatest volume of water in the Reserve
enters from streams draining across farmlands immediately to the east of the Reserve. CALM
has little direct control over activities on this farmland, and any which lead to a deterioration in
water quality immediately translates into a deterioration in the quality of the water in the cave
systems. Hence there is a need to monitor carefully the environments of caves and to draw
attention to any undesirable lowering in the quality of the aquatic environment in caves as soon
as it becomes evident.
Does it matter then, at the present time, whether an area is a National Park or simply a Class
'A'Reserve? Legally it does not, but it is likely that in the eye of the public, National Parks are
to be held in greater reverence than 'A' Class Reserves. Importantly, we understand that in
Western Australia at least, of all the different types of nature reserves, CALM rangers are based
only in National Parks (even if not in every Park), although the rangers also periodically
survey the other types of reserves. Therefore, in practice the status of a National Park, may
render a nature reserve more secure.
Caves are: an integral component of the National Estate; the purpose for many Reserves; and
important in the biology of this continent. Is the Stockyard Gully karst of national
significance? -If so, [according to the "Australian Karst Index" (1985) the caves are important
for biology, geomorphology, geology and hydrology] then it could be beneficial to the
conservation of the area to proclaim it a National Park.
Nevertheless, we are fooling ourselves if we imagine an area or cave is safe from destruction
simply because it lies within a Reserve of some kind. It seems that the real conservation work
begins only after an area has been set aside for a nature reserve.
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Solutional Landforms on Silicates; largely ignored or largely
unrecognised?
Robert Wray.
Department of Geography, University of Wo lion gong.

In troducti on.
The long held belief that the formation of karst, both the small-scale features
superimposed upon a landscape, and the large scale landscapes themselves, can only
develop upon relatively water soluble carbonate rocks has only recently been seriously
questioned. Research into karst geomorphology has generally been restricted to the
'classic' forms developed on rocks of high carbonate content, even going as far as
insisting that karst be strictly defined to carbonaceous rocks as this is where best
developed karst forms are found; karst-like forms on non-carbonaceous rocks must,
therefore, be "pseudo-karst" (cf. Otvos 1976). Others have discarded this circular
reasoning and regard karst as a process, namely solution, the action of which is
"thought to be critical (but not necessarily dominant) in the development of the
landforms and drainage characteristics of karst" (Jennings 1983, p. 21).
It has further been argued that in a karst terrain not only do solutional features dominate
surface landforms, but surface drainage gives way to underground water circulation
(Dreybrodt 1988). However, sub-surface water flow is not definitive; a terrain may be
karstic sensu stricto despite a lack of subsurface drainage if solution of bedrock matrix
or cement has been critical in the development of the landscape (Twidale 1984; Young
1986a; Young and Young 1992). The implications of this are quite profound; if it meets
this solution criterion a terrain may be karstic whatever the rock type, and even in the
absence of significant subsurface flow.

Although karstic phenomena on silicate rocks have been reported for quite some time,
little attention was given to their detailed study because, unlike limestone most silica
rich rocks (notably quartzite and quartz sandstones) they were generally believed to be
"virtually chemically inert" (Tricart and Cailleux 1972). However, the discovery of
large scale solutional features, underground drainage networks, and large cave systems
- possibly nowhere better displayed than on the Roraima quartzites of Southern
Venezuela (White et al. 1966; PouyUau and Seurin 1985; Briceno and Schubert 1990) has shattered the classic view of karst formation being unconditionally restricted to
'soluble' rocks (Young and Young 1992).
Goldich's Scale of relative rates of chemical weathering suggest that quartz sandstone
and granite are twice as resistant to chemical breakdown than volcanics and shales,
nearly five times more resistant than most metamorphics, and over ten times more
resistant to chemical attack than carbonates. However, if silicate karst is compared in
detail with limestone karst, there is very little difference in landform morphology or in
the genetic processes involved. The only significant difference between the two is that
in silicates the removal of material by dissolution is restricted to about 10 to 20 percent
of rock bulk, compared with the 80 percent or more generally found with carbonate
rocks (Martini 1979).
Thus, silicate karst may be less common, and often less well developed than limestone
karst, but given the appropriate environmental condition, almost any rock can be
modelled to karst forms (Briceno and Schubert 1990).

Solubility of'Silica.
Before examining the various forms and distribution of siliceous karst it is necessary to
briefly examine the chemical processes, dominantly that of solution, responsible.
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Whereas the chemical solution of calcium carbonate involves a multi-stage process
(Bogli 1960), the solution of quartz in water can simply be written as (Henderson
1982);

However, the breakdown of silicates is not as simple as it may at first seem.
Dissolution of silicate minerals is more complex than for quartz and is often
incongruent, that is, the solution process does not simply result in the formation a
solute, but often leads to the formation/precipitation of new solid phases. For example,
dissolution of felspar, a silicate mineral common in rocks and clays, often leads to the
precipitation of aluminium hydroxide or kaolinite (VelbeI1985)
NaAISiJOs(s) + H+ + 7H20 = AI(OHh(s) + Na+ + 3l4Si04(aq)

= 1/2AhSh05(OH)4 + Na+ + 2l4Si04(aq)
These three processes result in uncharged mono silicic acid Si(OH)4 being released into
the natural environment, but this silica will not necessarily remain in solution. It may
precipitate as one of the several naturally occurring forms of silica, generally either
amorphous silica or opal-A, but almost never quartz. Silica in natural solutions may
also be used in the neoformation of clays (Velbel 1985). These processes are
themselves reversible; the clays may weather or the amorphous silica or opal-A
redissolve.
The amorphous silica or opal-A thus formed may over time be transformed by
diagenesis to more ordered forms of silica; to cristobalite-tridymite, thence chalcedony,
and finally to the most stable form, quartz (Yariv and Cross 1979). Thus it is obvious
that in any natural system, siliceous bed-rock, saprolite or soil, highly ordered quartz is
not the only form of silica that can reasonably be expected to be present.
A further complicating factor in the geochemistry of silica is that the form taken by the
silica greatly influences its solubility. Krauskopf (1956), Yariv and Cross (1979) and
others have demonstrated significant differences in the solubility of silica. At 25°C
amorphous silica is soluble in water to 100 - 140 mg/1 whilst quartz is in equilibrium at
6 - 16 mg/l. At temperatures of 85-90° C, often attained on some exposed rock
surfaces, the solubility of amorphous silica attains 300-380 mg/l - into the range of
limestone solubility (Hedges 1969). The pH of the solvent solution has also been
shown as having an influence on silica solubility. At pH below 9, silica solubilities are
relatively uniform, however, above this .point the solubility of amorphous silica
increases very rapidly to 600-1000 mg/l (Yariv and Cross 1979), a six to ten fold
increase over solutions with pH less than 9.
Although these rates of silica solubility have been widely modelled under laboratory
conditions, concentrations of silica in rivers and streams suggest that similar rates may
not always be found in nature. Recent studies indicate that the solubility of many
silicates, especially that of quartz, may be reduced in the presence of some metallic
ions, notably iron and aluminium (Yariv and Cross 1979). Conversely, rates of
solution are greatly enhanced by some organic acids whilst the equilibrium solubility
remains unchanged (Bennett 1991).
Thus, it is evident that the form of silica present and the environmental conditions under
which the chemical attack occurs both have an important role in the breakdown of
siliceous rocks. Silicate minerals and amorphous silica are potentially more than an
order of magnitude more soluble than quartz. Nonetheless silica solution is an
important process not only in granite, and felspathic or arkosic sandstones, but in
highly quartzose sandstones and even very pure silica cemented quartzites.
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Siliceous Karst.
Highly siliceous sedimentary rocks, notably sandstones and quartzites, often display
karst features. Solutional forms on granite and related igneous rocks (granodiorite,
syenite, etc), are common but generally at a lesser scale. Less familiar are solution
features on metamorphics and even basaltic lavas.
The distribution of solution features on quartzose rocks spans an wide range of
lithologic types and climatic regions. The most highly developed siliceous karst is
generally found in the humid tropics (Wentworth 1944; Wall and Wilford 1966; White
et al. 1966; Chalcraft and Pye 1984; Pouyllau and Seurin 1985; George 1989; Briceiio
and Schubert 1990), but excellent examples are reported from the seasonally dry tropics
(Jennings 1979, 1983; Young 1986a,b), the hyper-arid tropics (Busche and Erbe 1987;
Busche and Sponholz 1992), more temperate regions (Hayes 1900; Frye and
Swineford 1947; Hedges 1969; Martini 1979, 1981; Battiau-Queney 1984; Cooks and
Pretorious 1987; Whitlow and Shakesby 1988), continental Asia (Dzulynski and
Kotarba 1979), and even sub-arctic environments (DahlI966).
Siliceous karst occurs over a similar range of scales and types to limestone, from
towers, poljes and caves to the smaller karren. Indeed, almost every limestone form has
b6en described on non-carbonaceous rocks with similar morphology and at a similar
scale.

Tower Karst.
Probably the best examples of tower karst in quartz sandstone found anywhere in the
world are in northern Australia. Jennings (1979,1983) describes large areas of the
Arhnem Land Plateau, possibly best displayed at the 'Ruined City', the Proterozoic
quartz sandstones of which have been "in parts chopped up by meshes of corridors and
canyons, in parts reduced to towers jumping out of the plains" (1983, p.21).
Percolation of water down and along joints during a long period of sub-aerial
weathering removed much of the quartz cement which bound the rock. Later erosion of
this weathered rock, dominantly along the major joints, has resulted in the formation of
subsurface pipes and a general 'ruiniform' relief. Springs issuing from small tubes
along bedding planes and numerous large closed depressions attest to underground
drainage.
On a comparable scale, the Bungle Bungle Range in the Kimberley Region of Westem
Australia is also an extremely impressive example of tower karst. Solution of the quartz
cement of these Devonian sandstones has been so intense that large blocks of the rock
can be crushed in the hand. The interlocking network of grains has, however, resulted
in the sandstone retaining a high compressive strength allowing it to stand in steep
faces, turrets and sinuous aretes (Young 1986a,b, 1988).
Jennings (1983) insists the 'Ruined City', and presumably the similar landscapes in
much of the Arhnem Land Plateau are attributable to solution, and thus true karst.
Young (1986a) also demostrates conclusively that despite a lack of subsurface
drainage, the intense etching and solution of silica that has occured in the Bungle
Bungle Range has been critical in the formation of this landscape, which is thus also
karstic.
Tower karst in many ways similar to those just described have also been found in the
more humid Sydney Basin. In several localities south of Sydney the Permian Nowra
Sandstone has been chopped up into numerous series of towers, aretes and cones,
often closely resembling those of the 'Ruined City'. The best example of this
'ruiniform' relief is at Monolith Valley in the Budawang National Park. Here the
sandstone is highly jointed and relatively thinly bedded. Springs often issue from small
tubes along bedding planes high up on the cliffs. Preliminary analysis of the sandstone
shows it has a low compression strength and is highly etched at the microscopic level
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(Wray in prep). Other areas such as Bulee Gap exhibit a similar assemblage of rounded
towers and coridors.
Tower karst and 'ruiniform' landscapes of this type are not unique to Australia and
have also been reported from many parts of temperate Africa (Mainguet 1972) and the
Roraima area of southern Venezuela (Pouyllau and Seurin 1985).

Caves.
Less well known but no less striking are the numerous caves and shafts formed in
sandstones and quartzites around the world. Whilst none reach the sizes or lengths
found in the largest limestone caves, they are in many cases comparable to limestone
caves in size and length, and in themselves very impressive.
The most imposing sandstone karst landforms in the world must be those reported from
Venezuela. Precipitous cliffs, often nearly a kilometre high and dense jungle surround
large table mountains of Precambrian Roraima quartzites. For an excellent photographic
essay on this area see George (1989). The mountain tops are areas of very high rainfall
with the runoff draining through fissures, canyons, sinkholes and caves, or plunging
directly over the rim to form the highest waterfalls in the world (Briceiio and Schubert
1990). Angel Falls, the highest, has a single uninterrupted drop of over 986m
(Pouyllau and Seurin 1985). This drainage pattern is controlled by the major fracture
systems and by lithological contacts. The water that proceeds underground via the
myriad of sinkholes finds its way by large and intricate cavern systems, a tiny number
of which have yet been explored, to reemerge on the vertical walls of the table
mountains, generally several hundred metres below the summits. An complex passage
system over 400m long with tubes of up to 20m diameter has been reported within
Cerro Autana, 650m up the 800m high mountain (Jennings 1983). Other cave systems
are reported in this area, including active river passages over 2km long, all in quartz
sandstone and quartzite (Chalcraft and Pye 1984; Pouyllau and Seurin 1985; George
1989; Briceiio and Schubert 1990).
The wet tropics are not the only region with significant sandstone caves. Busch and
Erbe (1987) report closed drainage depressions and phreatic caves in the hyper-arid (20
mm precipitation p.a) Sahara of northern Africa. The caves are relict and have been
attributed to wetter periods during the mid-Tertiary, although the scarp-foot depressions
are believed to have been active until the Pliocene. Both Mainguet (1972) and Martini
(1979, 1981) also describe large and active cave systems many hundreds of metres
long in South Africa, particularly in the Transvaal.
Jennings (1979, 1983) discussed several large sandstone caves in northern Australia.
Yulirienji Cave excavated in the Upper Proterozoic quartzose Hodgson Sandstone
south of Roper River, Arnhem Land, is a large rounded remnant of a former river cave
50m long by 8-lOm wide and 1.5 to 4m high, whilst Whalemouth Cave near Turkey
Creek in the East Kimberley is an active river passage about 220m long and 120m
deep. The impressive exit of this cave is 60m high and 45m in width.
Many other sandstone caves are also known in the seasonally dry tropics of northern
Australia. Joyce (1974) reports similar caves in Arnhem Land and southern
Queensland, several of which have intermittently active streams. Galloway (1967),
R.W.Young (pers comm.), A.R.M. Young (pers comm.), G. Nanson (pers comm.)
and others, all describe dozens of caves in the Precambrian Kombolgie Sandstone of
Arnhem Land, some of which exceed many tens of metres in length. This r~gion also
contains large doline fields formerly attributed to load casts (Needham 1978), but more
recently reinterpreted as solutional (A. R. M. Young pers comm.).
Temperate Australia also has sandstone solutional caves. The Natural Tunnel at Hilltop,
south of Sydney, is a large active through cave 85m long in the highly quartzose
Hawkesbury Sandstone. Smaller caves are also found in this sandstone, one 60m long
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on Cowan Creek north of Sydney (Pavey 1975), whilst Endless Cave at Kincumber,
near Gosford, is 35m long and intermittently fed from small solution tubes (Jennings
1983). The Yadbro Conglomerate below The Castle near Ulladulla is also riddled with
hundreds of solution tubes many metres in length, some of which are accessible.
Surface stains and drapes on the cliffs of the overlying Nowra Sandstone often
originate from small solution tubes up to 30cm in diameter, also attesting to subsurface
water flow.

Shafts.
Huge collapse shafts are also found, particularly in the tropics of South America. In the
Roraima area (Gesner and Mehl 1977; George 1989) and in nearby Guyana (Urbani
1977) and Brazil (Brichta et al. 1980) huge vertically walled collapse dolines 150 to
400m wide and deep, all in sandstone and quartzite, have formed from collapse
associated with chemical solution of quartzites and other siliceous rocks under the
tropical climatic conditions.
Shafts of this magnitude are not unique to tropics however. Hayes (1900) describes
two shafts or "solution sinks" (p.228), over 50m deep in quartzite in Alabama. Hayes
proposed that the "beds in which they occur have been faulted over beds of limestone,
and the material which originally occupied the depressions has fallen into underground
channels through which it was carried off by flowing water" (p.229). There is,
however, no evidence given for the presence of limestone below the quartzites.
This process of subjacent solution of limestone has been employed to account for many
collapse features world-wide, even when no evidence for limestone has been found
(Gesner and Mehl 1977; Brichta et al. 1980). The Big Hole near Braidwood, New
South Wales, is a well known case in point. This 110m deep shaft in Devonian
sandstones and conglomerates located on top of a hill has been attributed by Jennings
(1967, 1983) to subjacent limestone solution and collapse into the resulting void.
Although limestone is found in several locations close by, no evidence for limestone
has been found in the vicinity of the shaft. Recent Scanning Electron Microscopy of the
Big Hole sandstones indicates extensive etching and solution of the component detrital
quartz grains and overgrowths (Wray in prep). In the light of this recent knowledge it is
proposed that a quartz solution mechanism similar to those responsible for similar
shafts worldwide may be in part responsible for the formation of this impressive and
regionally uncharacteristic hole.

Small Scale Karst Features.
Notwithstanding their less impressive nature, smaller solution features are far more
numerous than towers, caves or shafts. So ubiquitous are these small karren that they
are normally passed by without a second glance or much thought as to how they
originate in 'insoluble rocks'.
The study of small basins, rills and pits on siliceous rocks is one which has attracted
the casual attention of numerous geographers and geologists around the world for over
130 years (Ormerod 1859; Cooks and Pretorius 1987), but during this period little
detailed work has been done. German researchers have probably been the most
productive in the field, and this language contains an extensive literature concerning
these landforms, however, until recently few authors of other linguistic backgrounds
were suitably impressed by these small solutional forms to have made more than
superficial study of them.

Basins.
Solution basins, known variously as gnammas, opferkessel, rock tanks, etc., are the
siliceous rock analogues of those on limestone (kamenitsa, tinajitas, etc). They are
found on generally soil free, rocky outcrops of both inland and littoral areas. Their flat
floors, undercut rims, and often well defined spillways are unmistakable testimony to
the ability of rainwater initially impounded in small hollows to dissolve and carry away
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normally 'insoluble' minerals such as biotite, hornblende, feldspars, and even quartz
(Hedges 1969).
These basins normally possess relatively flat to gently concave-up floors, interrupted
only by occasional inclusions of material having a rate of solution different from that of
the host rock. Their floors often terminate abruptly in vertical to slightly overhanging
walls, and these exposed walls and floors are minutely irregular due to projecting
crystals. They are often found in chains connected by shallow channels, and often
coalesce to form larger, amoeboid hollows. Unlike kamenitsas, fretwork is not
commonly found on the walls and rims of siliceous solution basins, possibly due to the
coarse grained nature of the host rocks, but it is occasionally reported. Nested solution
basins have not been found reported in the literature, but are common in the Sydney
Basin sandstones (cf. Hedges 1969).
Sizes of these basins usually range from 1 or 2 cm up to a metre or two in width, and
from less than 1 cm up to several tens of cm deep. They are usually much wider than
they are deep. In most is retained a relatively thin regolith of fragments of the host rock,
vegetation debris and organic scum. Many hold water for long periods after rain .
. Rarely, much larger basins are found, dimensions of which must be expressed in tens
of metres (Dahl 1965; Howard and Kochell 1988; Netoff pers comm.).
Solution basins have been reported in numerous rock types, most commonly granite
(Osmerod 1859; Hedges 1969; Dzulynski and Kotarba 1979), but also quartz
sandstone containing less than 1% carbonate (Frye and Swineford 1947; Cooks and
Pretorius 1987), granodiorite (Branner 1913), syenite (Branner 1913; Udden 1925), as
well as certain schists, and basaltic lavas (Wentworth 1944).
Mostly described from relatively warm and humid climates, solution basins are
distributed through as varied climates as those of much of the United States (Hedges
1966), western Greenland and Norway (Dahl 1966), Antarctica (Dahl 1966), Great
Britain (Ormerod 1859), tropical Brazil and Venezuela (Wentworth 1944; Wall and
Wilford 1966; White et al. 1966; Chalcraft and Pye 1984; Pouyllau and Seurin 1985;
George 1989; Briceiio and Schubert 1990), Hawai (Wentworth 1944), arid northern
Africa (Busch and Erbe 1987), Mongolia (Dzulynski and Kotarba 1979), temperate
South Africa (Mainguet 1972; Cooks and Pretorius 1987), and Southern Australia
(Twidale 1984 ).
These basins are generally not relict forms, previously developed under more humid
climatic regimes, although some exceptions to this general rule have been shown
(Busch and Erbe 1987). They normally retain far too much fine surface detail to have
survived been created under climatic conditions different to that of today. Smith and
Albritton (1941) refused to place climatic limits on the development if limestone tinajitas
in Texas because of climatic changes during the last few millenia, but in view of the
wide variety of climates under which siliceous solution basins are presently found it
would appear that climate per se, either past or present, is of little influence in their
development (Hedges 1969).
Unlike solution basins on limestones which may develop beneath a soil mantle (Bogli
1980), siliceous solution basins are almost exclusively a sub-aerial form (Twidale
1984), but some currently inactive basins are found in filled with sediment. However,
precursors of the basins are sometimes believed to develop at the weathering front
beneath a soil layer (Twidale 1984).
Although Hedges (1966) believed that solution basins are only found in mountainous
regions and other areas of high relief where weathering debris cannot accumulate to
form a mantle over the parent rock, or on marine rock platforms (Wentworth 1944) this
is clearly not always the case. Smith (1941) found that the largest basins were located
where surfaces were flattest, finding none on slopes inclined more than 20 degrees.
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Branner (1913), however, found basins developed on slopes as steep as about 45
degrees in Brazil, whilst Dabl (1965) reports large basins in Norway on slopes of over
20 degrees. Near Sydney solution basins are found on mountain tops, in valley
bottoms, and at sea level. In favourable locations, basins tend to occur on level or
gently sloping exposures of bare rock, such as the tops of rock bosses or boulders, the .
edges of clifflines, the beds of rivers and creeks incised into bed-rock, marine
platforms and similar locations. The basins are most common on exposures inclined
less than about 20 degrees, although in some rare instances basins on slopes as steep as
about 50 degrees have been observed by the author.
Although basins are found in many different locations and a wide range of sizes, their
morphology is not random. Morphometric studies, although rare, indicate there are
definite relationships inherent in the gross characteristics of basins. Schipull (1978)
studying 'waterpockets' in the quartz sandstone of Colorado discovered correlations
between length and width (r = 0.95) and length and depth (r = 0.81) in the 80 basins
examined. Similarly, Crooks and Pretorius (1987) found characteristic relationships of
length, depth and width within basins in greywacke in two areas of similar lithology
but markedly different climate in South Africa. Preliminary investigations of solution
basins in the quartz sands tones of the Sydney Basin also suggest distinct relationships
of similar correlation between basins in various locations, suggesting that "daB das
Wachstum gleichzeitig in die Breite und in die Tiefe geht" (SchipullI978, p.431) ("that
tincrease in width is simultaneous with tncrease in depth" Translation R.Wray.)

Flutes.
Like solution basins, flutes, rilles or runnels resulting from the solvent action of
flowing water are an almost ubiquitous feature of carbonate terrains. Solutional rilles
have been classifed by size and supposed mode of origin (Bogli 1960), with numerous
morphometric analysis conducted on these various forms (Dunkerley 1979, 1983).
Solution runnels are also common on siliceous rocks, notably granite and sandstone,
and are in many cases morphometrically similar to those on carbonates.
Twidale (1984) and Whitlow and Shakesby (1988) discuss various runnels and
'gutters' on granite outcrops in both Australia and Zimbabwe and demonstrate an
evolution at the weathering front beneath a soil or regolith cover, with later stripping of
this cover and sub-aerial exposure, in a similar manner to various limestone 'gutters'.
These authors also demonstrate that these gutters are continuing to be modified by the
solutional and corrosional action of running water.
Flutings that have developed sub-aerially have also been reported, but less commonly
than the sub-surface 'etch' forms. Wall and Wilford (1966) report a comparison of
small scale solutional features on microgranite in West Sarawak. Flutes of up to 6m
length, with widths ranging from 2 to 100cm are common. These flutes are
morphological similar to those on adjacent limestones. "The formation of these flutes
appears to be mainly the result of solution by flowing rain water... corrasion by
particles carried by the water.. is probably only of minor importance in flute formation"
(Wall and Wilford 1966, p.466).
Excellent examples of flutes and runnels are also found on many sandstones. Whilst
these are in general not as well defined as those on limestones, they are certainly well
developed at several locations in the Sydney Basin.

Conclusions
All authors concede the influence of more or less chemical activity in the formation and
enlargement of solutional forms on siliceous rocks. However, whilst chemical
processes are critical, the physical processes of erosion of weathered material are
paramount for continued development of siliceous karst features.
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The actual focus of the chemical attack on siliceous rocks is also uncertain. Microscopic
analysis suggests that alteration proceeds along mineral junctures, fractures and grain
boundaries, with solution of alumino-silicates commonly leaving little residue. Klaer
(1957) thought that by removal of the biotite in solution, the other mineral grains were
freed and literally fell out. In similar fashion, Wilhelmy (1958) states that biotite and
hornblende are the first minerals to be removed, followed by the feldspars, first
oligoclase and then orthoclase, and then finally quartz.
However, in highly pure quartzites and sandstones this selective solution of silicate
minerals cannot be shown. The slow chemical dissolution of quartz, 'arenisation' in the
terms of Martini (1979), usually occurs along crystal boundaries with the freeing of
individual grains, although it is often the case that the detrital grains are attacked more
than the overgrowths which have lower surface free energies (Hurst and Bjorkum
1986). Faster rates of solution promote a general recession of surfaces and joint
widening without rock disintergration (Martini 1979). This arenisation results in a rock
that eventually becomes incoherent (Martini 1979; Young 1986a), and is thus highly
suited to physical erosion. A plentiful supply of flowing water is then necessary for the
removal of the material produced, preferably under vadose conditions (Martini 1979).
Unfortunately, the actual mechanisms of this arenisation are still uncle~. White et al
(1966) report that the spectacular Roraima orthoquartzite karst has formed from the
hydration of quartz to amorphous silica under tropical weathering conditions. This
conversion would enhance the solubility of the rock immensely. Chalcraft and Pye
(1984) disagree, however, that this is the process responsible. They present SEM and
XRD analyses and argue that this karst formed by the direct solution of quartz grains
and silica cement, not involving any intermediate hydration phase. During weathering
the minor feldspar and mica component is altered to kaolinite and, with other minor
impurities, leached out concurrently with the removal of the quartz in solution.
The very high rainfall in this area is also important. Douglas (1969) demonstrated that
the silica load of rivers is dependant on runoff, and thus rainfall. The amount of water
moving through a rock will influence solution; for a given solubility regime, the higher
the rate of flushing, the higher the silica loss. However, field measurements by
Chalcraft and Pye (1984) showed dissolved silica to be very low, indicating that this
dissected landscape must have formed by slow solution over a very long time period.
This factor of slow but very prolonged solution is one that has all too often been
ignored. The slow rate of solution of the numerous forms of silica, especially quartz,
was believed to preclude to formation of karstic lanforms on these 'inert' rocks. In the
areas where most of the highly developed silicate karst is found, notably South
America, Australia and southern Africa, slow rates of solution have been offset by long
periods of sub-aerial weathering. In these areas moist temperate or tropical climatic
reigimes have often been common since at least the Early Tertiary.
.
Thus it seems that given the right environmental conditions and the necessary geologic
time periods landforms produced by silica weathering, and especially that of quartz, are
not always as would be expected from that predicted from Goldich's Scale. Given a
sufficiently long time period, the landforms produced by the slow dissolution of
siliceous rocks can be in many respects similar to those produced by the much faster
solution of carbonates. This notion challenges the classic view of karst formation being
unconditionally restricted to 'soluble' rocks.
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HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE KT ANNE KARST, TASMANIA
Martin scott
Abstract
Cave passages and streams in Annakananda, Po.tatoes, Deep
Thought and Kellar Cellar indicate that underground drainage in the
Annakananda area of the Mt Anne karst flows to the north and
northwest. This is in the opposite direction to previous inferrences
that underground drainage flowed directly southeast towards Lake Timk
and Snake River. A sequence of conglomerate, sandstone and siltstone
outcropping lS0m southeast of Annakananda forms an insoluble barrier
to underground drainage flowing to the southeast. water tracing and
further cave exploration and geological mapping are needed to
understand the hydrology of the Mt Anne karst.
Introduction
Northeast of Mt Anne is a ridge of spectacular karst surrounded
by deep glacially eroded valleys. The top of the ridge is a plateau
900-l080m asl (Davis 1988) composed of dolomite which strikes
northwest to Sandfly Creek at an altitude of 400m, and southeast to
Lake Timk at an altitude of 490m and beneath Lots Wife Ridge to the
Snake River catchment below 400m (Calver 1991, Kiernan 1990a,b). The
topographic relief of the Mt Anne karst is in excess of 600m, making
it highly prospective for the discovery of deep caves in Australia.
Considerable cave exploration by numerous caving groups
occurred at Mt Anne during the 1970's and 1980's. The most
significant cave found is 3000m+ long Annakananda, which for some
time was the deepest cave in Australia at 373m deep. Other caves over
lOOm deep in the karst include Kellar Cellar, Col-in-Cavern, Potatoes
and Deep Thought. The largely vertical nature of the caves at Mt
Anne, the lack of significant underground streamways, and no complete
published plan map for Annakananda has made determining the hydrology
of the karst difficult.
Recently Kiernan(l990a) has inferred that underground drainage
from the Annakananda and Col-in-Cavern areas of the karst flow along
strike southeastwards to the Lake Timk area and then further
southeast to springs in the catchment of Snake River.
Cave maps published in the speleological literature, and cave
and geological mapping conducted during the SUSS Mt Anne Expedition
suggest the karst drainage is not as simple as inferred by
Kiernan(1990a).
Cave Drainage
The hydrology of the karst can be investigated by following
streamways within the caves. Maps of caves from the Annakananda area
show drainage and passage development to the north and northwest,
towards Sandfly Creek.
There is no complete plan map of Annakananda available, but
maps of parts of the cave have been published. Early in the
exploration of Annakananda, Eberhard(1982) published a map of the
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entrance passages showing drainage trending northwest from the
doline. Maps of the Desiccator Series in Annakananda are shown in
Webb(1985) and Carter(1985). Cave development trends and drains NNE
from the Organ Grinder down the Dessicator Series to a depth of 345m
below the top of the doline. The developed long section of
Annakananda by Bunton & Eberhard(1984) is presumably drawn northsouth, and shows the Heartbeat and Priority Paid Series heading
further north of the Dessicator Series. The King Rat Series is also
shown draining beneath the entrance doline. These maps and sections
show Annakananda draining to the north towards Sandfly Creek.
Potatoes, Deep Thought and Kellar Cellar are another drainage
system in the Annakananda area. Numerous streams in these caves drain
north to northwest, approximately parallel to Annakananda, towards
Sandfly Creek.
The karst to the east of the Annakananda area contains numerous
caves although Col-in-cavern is only significant cave with streams.
Two small streams in Col-in-Cavern flows south following the general
trend of the major passage (Anderson 1971). The streams and passage
orientation suggest the drainage f~om the Col-in-Cavern area heads
towards Lake Timk.
Geological Investigations
Rocks of the Weld River Group outcrop on the northeastern ridge
of Mt Anne (Turner et al 1985, Calver 1989, 1991). The basal unit of
the Weld River Group is the Annakananda Formation, a 30 thick
sequence of thin-bedded sandstone and massive conglomerate. Karst is
developed in the conformably overlying massive Gomorrah Dolomite and
bedded oolitic Devils Eye Dolomite. The Weld River Group is
overturned and dips moderately to the southwest.
Reconnaissance geological mapping conducted on the SUSS Mt Anne
Expedition has recognised a reddish-coloured siliciclastic sequence
of conglomerate (containing boulders of dolomite) and thinly
interbedded sandstone and siltstone outcropping 150m southeast of the
Annakananda doline. The siliciclastics strike NE and dip NW, and form
a sequence at least 20m thick. The complete thickness and lateral
extent of the sequence is unknown. Conglomerate, sandstone and
siltstone of the siliciclastic sequence all abut the dolomite along
an irregular NE striking contact. The geological nature of the
contact is uncertain. The siliciclastic sequence is tentatively
correlated with the Annakananda Formation on the basis of similar
lithologies.
The siliciclastic sequence southeast of the Annakananda area
has formed an insoluble barrier to underground drainage. The NW dip
and NE strike of the siliciclastics has directed underground drainage
in Annakananda and Potatoes, Deep Thought and Kellar Cellar to the
north and northwest. A small resurgence emerging above the .
siliciclastics indicate these lithologies act as a base level
controlling minor southeast-flowing drainage in dolomite bluffs
immediately above the contact.
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Discussion and Conclusions
A siliciclastic sequence outcropping southeast of the
Annakananda area has prevented underground drainage from flowing
directly southeast to the Lake Timk area as inferred by
Kiernan(1990a). Drainage in the caves Annakananda, Potatoes, Deep
Thought and Kellar Cellar is directed north and northwest towards
Sandfly Creek. Although drainage in these caves is'to the north and
northwest, the eventual efflux for their drainage is uncertain.
Drainage from the Annakananda area may flow north to springs in the
upper tributaries of Sandfly Creek (S. Eberhard pers. comm. 1987) or
resurge in swampy alluvium along Sandfly Creek. Otherwise the streams
in these caves may eventually flow eastwards to the Col-in-Cavern
area and southeast to Lake Timk and the springs in the Snake River
catchment.
Water tracing and further exploration for springs and caves
should give a better understanding of the hydrology of the Mt Anne
karst. Cave exploration to date gives only an uppermost glimpse into
the karst hydrology, as the main streamways are still to be
discovered. More detailed geological mapping of the area is also
needed to further understand the hydrology.
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SOFT ROCK CAVING IN VICTORIA
CAVES AND KARST IN' THE LIMESTONES OF WESTERN'
VICTORIA

SUSAN WHITE AND MILES PIERCE
VICTORIAN SPELEOLOGICAL ASSOCiATION.

Abstract
South western victoria has extensive areas of Pleistocene and Tertiary
age limestones. Significant karst features and cave development occurs
at a number of localities from the Otways to the South Australia border.
The authors will present an outline Of these areas and their caves, with
the aid of slides, maps and diagrams.
Caves and karst in western Victoria is in two main limestones - the
Pleistocene calcarenites (aeolianites) of the Bridgewater Formation and
the Tertiary (Miocene) Port Campbell Limestone. The Tertiary
limestones are extensive in Western Victoria but are of variable
carbonate purity and only limited areas show major karst development
despite the extensive area of carbonates. These are Glenelg River area,
Kentbruck, Ttmboon, Warrnambool and Drtk Drtk as well as some
coastal areas such as the coast between The Twelve Apostles and
Peterborough along the Port Campbell coast.
More extensive karst development occurs in the Pleistocene aeolian
calcarenite (aeolianite). These near coastal dune systems show karst
development which is contemporaneous with lithification (syngenetic
karst). One significant area is Bats Ridge which is a series of
Pleistocene Bridgewater Formation dunes inland from Cape
Bridgewater. Other areas of syngenetic karst are found at Cave Ridge,
Portland area, Cave Hill (Heywood) Warmambool, and Codrington. In
some places, such as the Lower Glenelg, these Pleistocene dunes
overlie the Tertiary carbonates and show karst development in the
form of solution pipes into the Tertiary limestones where the main
cave development occurs.
Marine influence Is also shown in the sea caves along the western
Victorian coast. Sea caves are found in the basalt cliffs around Cape
Bridgewater. These have the interesting feature of secondary calcite
formation and tufa associated with them as they are overlatn by the
Pleistocene calcarenites and the percolating water from the
groundwater deposits calCite over the basalts. Further east along the
Otway coast are joint enlarged caves modified by marine action in the
Mesozoic sedtments, e.g. Ramsdens Cave at Cape Patten. Although
marine action is important along the Port Campbell coast as can be
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seen in the rock stacks offshore and other features, the area does show
evidence of karst solution from ground water and underground streams
. The two caves at Loch Ard Gorge are good examples of this as they
show underground fresh water streams, and percolating groundwater
and speleothem development. These features show the definite joint
control exhibited in the karst in the Tertiary limestones which relates
to other features in the area as well.
The caves are not notable for length or depth, or technical difficulty.
They do however show a diversity of forms and speleological interest as
well as being 'caver friendly'. Some of the caves are simple passages
developed along a single major joint, others present a more complex
network and often have multiple entrances. The distinctive features of
phreatic development are widely in evidence. Collapse modification is
also common. Vadose enlargement can be clearly seen in some of the
caves in the tertiary rock.
The characteristically soft and lower density limestone and often sandy
floors makes for generally easy caving. Cavers can concentrate on
appreciation of the cave environment rather than be preoccupied with
gear or demanding techniques. Never the less, hazards do exist in the
form of sometimes unstable rockfall, loose sand, waves (sea caves) and
occasional unwelcome accidental fauna like tiger snakes.
Many of the south western caves are used by bats as casual or regular
roosting sites. One of Victoria's two known breeding caves for bent
wing bats (Miniopterus schreibersii) is located near Warrnambool.
Several caves along the Glenelg River are home for the comparatively
rare (in Victoria) Myotis adversus or large footed bat. Wetas are
common inhabitants of the entrance sections and various spiders and
insect life can also be observed near entrances. Frogs, lizards and the
odd snake are involuntary and doomed victims of straying too close to
solution pipe entrances.
A number of caves with solution tube entrance shafts have acted as
natural animal traps for thousands of years. As a result, extensive
collections of bone material is found on the cave floor and in the soil
fill. Palaeontological excavations have been carried out in several of
these caves, yielding important information on past surface fauna.
Following is a brief outline of the main cave areas:
Lower Glenelg (G)

Located in the far south west corner of Victoria, the flat topography of
the area is traversed by the gorge of the Glenelg River which has cut
deeply through the Tertiary marine limestone. The river gorge is
tyPically 100 m wide with sheer Sided limestone cliffs rising, up to 35m
above the river level. The river and natural bushland to the south is
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within the Lower Glenelg National Park. State Forest, planted with
pines, occupies much of the land immediately north of the river.
Some seventy caves and karst features have been recorded at date.
Many caves have entrances in the river cliffs. Several permanently
active outflow caves are located at the present river level. Other now
abandoned dry caves are found higher in the cliffs. The one tourist
cave, Princess Margaret Rose Cave, is part of a former underground
bypass across a prominent bend in the river, now abandoned as a result
of later down cutting of the river gorge.
A striking feature of all the major caves is their general 120 - 300
degree (magnetic) orientation. This corresponds to the uniform
alignment of major joints in the horizontally bedded Miocene age
limestone. Apart from horizontal entrances in the river cliffs, solution
pipes are the surface connection for qUite a few of the Lower Glenelg
caves. Well formed solution pipes ranging up to two metres in diameter
and 15 m deep, penetrate overlying consolidated calcareous dune
deposits to connect with cave development in the Tertiary limestone.
Other karst features of the area include dolines with permanent
standing water, springs and swallets.
Eight of the caves within the National Park have been classified as
being of special significance (Category 2.2) in the Park's 1991
Management Plan. Visits to caves within the National Park are subject
to prior arrangement and a permit is reqUired for access to the
deSignated special Significance caves.
Warmambool (W)

This area of coastal limestone has spectacular high cliffs, exposed
solutional pavements and sinkhole features as well as caves. The
twenty-five numbered karst features range from tight, joint controlled
cave systems to the spacious Starlight cave. Starlight Cave (W5),
which has been known since the 1850s, has two interconnected, 40 m
high, bottle shaped dry 'cenotes', one of which has multiple short
solution tube openings to the surface. Natural light entering through
these openings gives rise to the cave's name. A spacious upwardly
rising passage from the base of the cenotes leads to an impresstve
entrance in an overhanging sea cliff. The cave was mined for guano
~ar1y this century and is an important bat cave, and a possible breeding
site. For this reason, visi.t$ to the cave are normally confined to late
summer~

Most of the Warrnambool Area caves are located on private land and
permission is required from landholders for any visits.
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Bat Ridges (BR)

Bat Ridges on Cape Bridgewater is an area of syngenetic karst in
Pleistocene calcareous dune limestone. In a relatively small area of
about 500 ha, some 90 cave numbers have been assigned by V SA. The
caves are shallow but often quite extensive. The largest cave, BR4, has a
surveyed extent of about 1.4 km.
A common feature of many of the Bat Ridges caves is the large areas of
low flat ceilings at the lowest level. Collapse is a signiflcant part of the
development of most caves. Speleothems are not a prominent feature,
but in places, substantial flowstone deposits, stals. and columns can be
seen, albeit often dry. Moon milk and cave coral is common on cave
walls. Delicate straw formations also occur in a few of the caves.
The cave entrances to the are typically horizontal from the sides of the
dune ridges with characteristic caprock arches. Multiple entrances are
common with the interlinking of caves in a single dune. A small
selection of the caves have solution pipe entrances.
In line with the area's name, bats roost in a number of the caves. These
are mainly bent Wing bats (M schreibersti).
Many of the caves are located within the Bat Ridges State Faunal
Reserve. Others are on adjoining private property. Most of the area is
native bushland.

Codrlngton (CD)
Codrington is another area of cavernous calcarenite dune ridges Similar
to Bat Ridges. Located on private land between Port Fatry and Portland,
some forty caves have been documented since V S A began systemmatic
investigations in 1989. Like Bat Ridges, the density of cave entrances is
high. Many caves interconnect and others probably could be connected
with determined effort.
Although usually dry, the lower parts of these caves are liable to
inundation from surrounding low lying ground after prolonged wet
weather. Phreatic development is strongly in evidence in many of the
caves in the form of solutional ceiling pockets, rounded pillars and
distinctive rock pendants. Like Bat Ridges, decoration is limited, but
some caves have sections of attractive speleothems.
Portland (P)

The Portland area includes Cape Nelson and Cape Bridgewater, both of
which prOvide rugged coastal scenery with high cliffs and frequently
rough seas. Features include 'blowholes' and 'petrified forest'
formations as well as some splendid sea caves.
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At Cape Bridgewater two large adjoining sea caves in basaltic tuff
provide shelter for seal colonies. One of these caves has two seaward
entrances and an internal beach. A branch passage is home to often
large numbers of bats. Diftlculty of phYSical access and the active
presence of the sea prOvides both challenge and hazard.
On the inland side of Bridgewater Lakes, the prominent Bridgewater
Lakes cave, formed in dune limestone, exhibits calcite draperies,
stalactites and columns, all clearly visible to passing motorists.
TimboOD (T)

The Timboon area designation covers caves and karst in the vicinity of
Timboon and Cobden to the west of the Otways. To date only ten caves
and karst features have been numbered, but opportunity exists for
more discoveries. Although the known caves are not large, they include
four active stream caves, two of which have prolific white flowstone
deposits.
CONCLUSION

In all, the soft limestone cave areas of south-western Victoria offer a
diverse range of caving experiences and are enjoyable to visit. Each
area also has its own character ranging from pleasant native bushland
and scenic river gorges to wild coastal environments. As well as the
main areas listed above there are a number of isolated caves which have
their own interesting aspects. Cavers do not need to be "gung ho", and
while a single cave is unlikely to attain a length record, there are
plenty of caves, each with their own features and surprises. There is
also much to interest the more serious speleologist, whether it be in
the fields of geology and geomorphology, cave development,
paleontology, bats or other cave science.
REFERENCES
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Tourism as Cave Conservation ?
- 90 Years of Photo-monitoring.

Elery Hamilton-Smith
Department of Leisure & Tourism
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
Coburg, Victoria 3058.

INTRODUCTION
Cavers have often regarded the traditional show cave with some contempt, and seen the physical
development of such a cave as damaging and counter to what conservation principles would
demand. An opposite viewpoint has frequently been expressed, namely, that commercial
development may be the most effective means of conservation, and this was enunciated formally
over twenty years ago by Russ Gumee (1971). There certainly are some occasions on which this
has not been realised, and Gumee (pers. comm.) now argues that the most damaged caves are
often those which were developed as show caves, but then abandoned.
Another problem is that anyone generation may well develop show caves according to the best
understanding of the time, but that later knowledge, by which past actions are often judged, may
well be very different. So, in Australia, most of our show caves were developed at about the turn
of the century and according to a pattern established by the Wilsons of lenolan. The aesthetic
value of stalactites, stalagmites, columns and helictites was highly valued; floors were not, even
when covered in gours or pool crystal. Speleothems would be protected with wire netting which
was tightly stretched over piping frames, and would be displayed to the public with appropriate
lighting to maximise their attractiveness. Pathways would be concreted, and visitors only
admitted under the supervision of a guide.
The result of this is that floor deposits were often damaged beyond reclamation; where they
were comprised of sediments, these were often removed with scant regard even for sub-fossil
materials. Because there was virtually no recognition of the special character of cave climates,
the extent to which karst systems were dependent upon hydrological integrity, or the
significance of biota, these matters could not be considered. One fears that even to this day,
many of these issues might not be properly dealt with; the continued pouring of concrete into
show caves is one example of continuing a tradition long after it has been widely recognised as
dysfunctional.
Against this background, the purpose of this paper is to examine the extent to which the apparent
aim of preserving the aesthetic quality of speleothems has been achieved in Australia.
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THE BASELINE DATA
It has only recently been recognised that in most cases, we have excellent photographic data on
the state of most Australian show caves either at the time of their discovery, or at least prior to
their commercial development. The photographers concerned were not taking photographs for
this purpose, but rather for various commercial motives - sale to the press for news purposes,
printing and sale of postcards, or promotion of the new tourist facility. It is the photographic
prints, often in the form of postcards, which provide the best access to most of these images
today and a reference catalogue of postcards is currently being prepared by Trevor Shaw, Ross
Ellis and myself. However, it is fair to say that some, like Charles Kerry of New South Wales
also appeared to have been driven by both exploration recording and aesthetic considerations.
Kerry's own writings and reported statements are quite explicit about the joys of caving and the
aesthetic satisfaction of capturing a fine image (e.g., Anon., 1903).

In New South Wales, both Kerry and Trickett (Middleton 1991) were outstanding contributors to
early photography. The two were close friends, with a number of common interests, and so
Trickett, in his capacity as Superintendent of Caves, was able to ensure that Kerry photographed
the new discoveries at Jenolan within days of the first (officially announced) discovery, and that
these photographs were then made available to the press of the day for pUblicity. Thus, the first
photographs of Mafeking, River, Skeleton (now Cerberus), Orient and Temple of Baal Caves at
Jenolan show the caves in pristine condition, and are readily available. Kerry also entered the
Yarrangobilly Caves at an early stage of their history and even claimed, wrongly, the discovery
and first entry of the Jersey Cave. His 'false' claim may well be a result of being accompanied
by the manager of Thomas Cook's Travel Agency and a Sydney journalist.
For the caves which were discovered earlier, the data is less reliable. Certainly a number of
photographers were active at Jenolan, recording the arches and in particular, the Imperial and
Lucas Caves. These include Paine (actually under commission from the N.S.W. Government),
King, Rowe, Bayliss, Beavis and Cooke. However, in most cases there is no record of the dates
of their visits to Jenolan and these visits generally occured long after the discovery of the caves
concerned.
At Buchan, the first photographs by Harvey in 1889 were taken in Wilson's Cave and Dickson's
Cave, when both were already well-known and far from pristine. The best data come from three
later workers. Flynn ('of the Inland') photographed those caves which were known in 1906, but
of these, only Kitson Cave was likely to be genuinely pristine, although most others had
probably only been entered by a relatively small number of people. But Frank Moon's
progressive exploration of the present show cave system was comprehensively recorded by
Howard Bulmer within days of the first entry as Moon has a shrewd eye to publicity and each
new discovery was widely reported, with photographs, in the Melbourne press. Moon actually
tried to convince the then Lands and Survey Department that Bulmer should be granted a
monopoly - but they wisely ignored his proposal. This meant that the ubiquitous George Rose
photographed not only the present show cave system, but also Murrindal and Lilly Pilly Caves
which Bulmer had not recorded (perhaps because their discovery and exploration was not by
Moon !). Rose's work was in both monographic and stereographic forms, and is technically of a
very high quality.
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At Naracoorte, W.P. Francis (and a horde of others) photographed both Victoria and Alexandra
Caves at the time of their discovery. Francis and others also photographed various stages of the
development in Blanche Cave, while Rose and Davidge provide a record of the remarkable
garden development surrounding the caves. In Western Australia, one of the first acts of the
newly appointed Caves Board in 1901 was to have the South-western caves photographed by a
Mr. Morison of the Lands Department. Although some time after first discovery, these images
were at least contemporaneous with the commencement of commercial development and taken
prior to extensive entry. Similarly in Tasmania, Stephen Spurling III photographed the Mole
Creek Caves, particularly King Solomon, at a very early stage.
So, this provides a surprisingly extensive series of baseline data on the spelothems of Australian
show caves. I have commenced a systematic review of the present status of the various scenes
depicted, and can now provide a preliminary report on this work.

THE SHOW CAVES TODAY
The most important point to make is that overall, the spelothems of Australian show caves are in
a remarkably good state of preservation. The Wilson strategy has served well and some
remarkably beautiful and often fragile scenes remain to us as a result of their work.
However, although cave managers always express deep concern about damage being done by
visitors, this rarely happens in caves developed soon after discovery and according to the Wilson
model. One example can be depicted here: the destruction of a major shawl at Buchan. In this
instance, the offender was successfully prosecuted. I am aware of other incidents e.g., at
Wombeyan and Yallingup (Poulter 1987). There was also some damage at Naracoorte, although
it appears that this was done during a period when visitors were allowed into the caves without a
guide.
But, the major depredations are by managers or their agents. Some of this may well have
involved a deliberate decision, e.g., in the Mafeking Cave or the Temple of Baal at Jenolan,
where the compromise to improve access at the cost of some speleothem features was made. But
the installation of electrical services using heavy piping at Buchan led to some accidental
damage, but the fact that it was accidential does nothing to reduce either its disastrous impact
upon the cave or the ultimate irresponsibility of the managers. Crassly planned and implemented
redevelopment of the Victoria Cave, Naracoorte during the late 1960's destroyed whole scenes.
Another form of destruction of pristine caves was the enhancement of scenes by moving
'surplus' decoration to new locations. Examples occur in probably most show caves but I note as
examples only the 'Twelve Apostles' at Buchan and the 'Shower' at Naracoorte. The latter scene
has recently been restored to its original state by removal of the transplanted stalagmites and the
artificial pool, but most other examples remain. This scene was also the location of the infamous
'fish in the pool', where toy celluloid had been fixed to the ceiling in such a position that their
reflection would be seen in the pool but that was taken out many years ago.
There are numerous examples which show the much worse fate of caves which are not placed
under the show cave management regime, but left to the good will of cavers. The Chevalier
Cave at Jenolan, Honeycomb Cave at Murrlndal are conspicuous failures, while even such
glorious places as Mullamullang and Kubla Khan are well on the road to disaster.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although the focus of earlier managers upon the aesthetic quality of speleothems is, to us, a very
constrained view of what good cave preservation might involve, there is no question that many
managers have achieved excellent results in this. As Andy Spate and myself (1992) have argued
elsewhere, cavers have (probably inevitably) been far less successf~l in their stewardship of
caves.
At present, however, we face a very different set of challenges to those dealt with by the Wilsons
and their followers. We know a great deal more about the cave environment, and at least some
managers are successfully dealing with much more complex issues than the beauty of
speleothems. But, managers are still using far too much concrete in caves; cavers are still far
from adopting even a skeletal low impact ethos; commercial 'wild' tours are adding to the
despoliation virtually unchecked. Worst of all, most cavers find the idea that a specific cave
might be placed 'off limits' , or that it might even be sealed up to make further entry impossible,
to be totally unacceptable. Yet none offer effective alternatives which will prevent the gradual
degradation of new discoveries. I sympathise with the position that people should not be
excluded, but short of massive changes in the ethos of recreation or tough action by much better
resourced management agencies than we currently have, I see no solution to the problem.
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Impacts of caver groups in Tasmania.
Deborah Hunter and Michael Lichon
Mole Creek Caving Club
The impact of traditional and recent caving club activities are familiar to
most ASF cavers, yet many of the problems continue to evade universally
acceptable solutions. As is appreciated there are various types of caving
club in Australia with different aims and standards of ethics. The ASF is
in the midst of further encouraging certain standards through accreditation
of club leadership schemes.
Casual inexperienced visitation to caves has always been a problem at Mole
Creek since settlement. There has been a small increase recently, largely
due to unled revisiting members of "outdoor experience" groups (see next
section). Thankfully most occur at readily accessible sites such as Wet,
and do not venture very far into the darkness.
It is common for MCCC
members to retrieve rubbish (beer cans etc) from the first 100 m of this
cave. Some more malicious visitors pilfer speleothems and/or engage in
vandalism. The management response to this type of visitor has been to lock
well-known decorated caves, suppress locations of other caves, and leave
one or two "sacrifice" caves for unfettered use of the yobbos. The club
response is to encourage anyone who wishes to go caving "into the fold".
The main purpose of this discussion is to draw attention to other high
impact groups that have appeared in the last decade or so.
The most alarming type of group is the emergence of Outdoor Recreation,
Youth Clubs, and School groups onto the caving scene.
Most of these
"outdoor experience" group organisers are actively promoting caving as a
sporting pursuit for (often immature) novices without addressing issues of
ethics and conservation. These groups are automatically insured for all
outdoor acti vi ties undertaken. These groups are taken by "professional"
guides (in that they are paid), often with little grounding in caving and
safety, much less in ethics and conservation. Recent experiences at Mole
Creek suggest these groups are of very high risk to the caves and to
themselves. Increased occurrence of poorly controlled groups has been noted
in both Honeycomb and Wet.
Some of these groups have been known to
penetrate deeper, take the wrong route, tracking mud into Georgies Hall and
then emerge at the top entrance, then to trespass across the land of a
hostile landowner to get back to their cars (and buses). Within the last
two years similar groups have wreaked havoc in the highly decorated,
previously intact My Cave; throwing and trampling mud, trampling and
breaking decorations, and entering during times of high flood danger. It is
small wonder that Tasmania's only caving disaster occurred with this type
of group, vis Mystery Creek. Members of "outdoor experience" groups are
well known to surrupticiously return to the caves with their friends and
wreak even more damage to the caves and risk to themselves. The organisers
(policy makers, headmasters, scout commissioners etc) of these activities
need to be rigorously educated (by ASF in particular) as to why they should
curb recreational activities in the non-renewable cave environment. It is
clearly unethical to encourage the attentions of otherwise uninterested
youths towards caves, particularly in large numbers. At present Tasmanian
authorities are attempting to address issues of leadership of these groups
through an accreditation scheme. This process has failed adequately deal
wi th the need for ethics and conservation, rather it concentrates on the
ability to safely process large numbers of novices through caves. It also
assumes access. Such groups are presently allowed unfettered access to all
but locked caves. Clearly, Tasmania urgently needs to see this situation
reversed, to see stringent access and licence controls brought onto what is
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evidently the highest risk type of group entering caves.
Connnercial operators, on the other hand are mostly under far greater
scrutiny. There are two variants of two types of operations: the variables
being whether they are licensed or not, and whether they provide clients
wi th experiences based on adventure,
or on education about karst and
ecology. Unlicensed operators are (in essence) similar to those described
above, with no restrictions on access, safety, ethics or conservation, they
are also unlikely to have insurance, and therefore are unlikely to attract
a large clientele.
Adventure providers may suffer' access and safety
restrictions as a result of licence conditions or insurance constraints.
They may attract large numbers of clients,
while lacking ethics and
conservation background. The licensed karst and ecology education provider
is insured, restricted in access and safety, and operate accordingly with
ethics and conservation (by virtue of the experiential aims), and is likely
to present less impact than the average caving club group. While rejecting
the accreditation approach that Tas authorities are attempting to impose,
connnercial operators develop operations manuals which are subject to
licence renewal and insurer scrutiny.
It can be seen that there are
different types of connnercial operators, with impacts likely to be
inversely commensurate with their restrictions and experiential aims.
One significant, though less frequent, type of high-impact party worthy of
connnent in Tasmania is the helicopter-lifted/heavy-weight/Himalayan siegestyle expedition to remote, pristine locations within the World Heritage
wilderness. The stated reasons for such adventures include exploration and
scientific study. The 1980s saw attention focus sed on Mt Anne, culminating
in the 1987 Australian Geographic - sponsored trip of enormous size and
duration. The legacy of tonnes of equipment and extended base camping has
been devastation of the fragile alpine ecosystem, minefields of toilet and
other waste, littering of dolines with spent caving equipment and so on in
what is one of the last few pristine corners of the world. Despite explicit
contraindication by the World Heritage area s new draft management plan,
Departmental approval was forthcoming to a similar expedition to the much
more remote and untouched Vanishing Falls area in April 1992. It was only
fortuitous for the environment the party number ended up much smaller than
intended.
While these parties are often based on highly experiences
cavers, there are often included visitors of other disciplines.
These
parties are seldom motivated by environmental and ethical concerns, rather
more by thirst for adventure and personal glory. If cavers find themselves
unable to enter and leave such a pristine, precious part of the planet by
their own personal endurance and present no discernible impact to the area;
ethically they should look to other places for their egotistic fulfilment.
I

Not unrelated are the biological surveys performed in Tasmanian caves in
the last 20 years. Caves are extremely low energy environments, and support
rather tenuous ecologies with very small spatial distributions. While the
principle of learning about cave ecology is sound, in practice the
connnonplace sampling (and preservation in alcohol) of up to 12 individuals
of a given species from such restricted enclosed distributions is
deplorable. This rate of removal often represents a significantly large
proportion of the entire genetic population of such species, is totally
unjustified and ethically unsound. Extinction may easily result from the
remaining genetically unviable population.
References:
D.Hunter and M.Lichon 1993, The emergence of new caver groups in Tasmania and an assessment of
their cave impacts. Illuminations 2, in preparation.
M. Lichon 1993, Impacts of exploration and scientific expeditions in World Heritage karst
areas, Illuminations 2, in preparation.
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Geomorpholo9Y of the South-East Karst Province of South Australia.
K. G. GRIMES
(PO Box 362, HAMILTON, Vic 3300, Australia)
SUMMARY
The South-East Karst Province of South Australia is an extensive
area of low relief with dolines, cenotes, uvalas and a variety of
cave types developed partly in the soft, porous, flat-lying
Tertiary (Miocene) Gambier Limestone, and partly as syngenetic
karst in the overlying calcarenite dunes of the Pleistocene
Bridgewater Formation. Shallow swampy dolines and subjacent and
covered karst depressions occur in superficial Quaternary
sediments.
Systematic variations within the province reflect differences in
the parent rock types, the extent and nature of the cover and
most importantly the hydrology - in particular the depth to the
water table and its gradient.

INTRODUCTION
The South-East Karst Provi nce of South Austral i a (Fi gure 1) i ncl udes the
official ASF Lower and Upper South-east cave regions of South Australia (5L
& 5U series cave numbers). It also extends a short distance into Victoria
(ASF Area codes 3G, 3CR, 300, 3KB, 3BR &3P). The bulk of the caves and karst
features are limited to the area south from Naracoorte and east of Millicent.
There have been few comprehensive karst studies of the area - most notable is
the regional study by Marker (1975) along with the early summary in Sexton
(1965), and the later honours thesis study of the Lower South-east by Lewis
(1984). Thurgate (1986, 1992) described some selected caves & cenotes in the
Lower South-East. Peter Horne has privately published several reports on
studies of caves and cenotes by the cave diving groups (eg. Horne 1988a,b).
Geological and geomorphological studies of relevance to the karst include
those of Cook & others (1977), Schwebel (1983), Sprigg (1952), Twidale &
others (1983) and Wopfner & Douglas (1971). Wells & Pledge (1983) review the
fossil deposits of the caves. The hydrology of the region is discussed by
Holmes & Waterhouse (1983), and Waterhouse (1977).
The present study is being done by ACKMA for the South Australian National
Parks &Wildlife Service and involves an inventory of karst features on Crown
land in the south-east of the state. This paper is an abbreviated preliminary
version of the geomorphological part of the report that will be presented to
the SA NPWS.

GEOLOGY OF THE PROVINCE
The South-East Karst Province lies on the Gambier Embayment in the northwestern part of the Cretaceous to Tertiary Otway Basin (Wopfner & Douglas,
1971). The karst is developed on the Tertiary marine Gambier Limestone, on
the younger Pl ei stocene cal careous dune 1i mestones (Bri dgewater Formati on) and
also on calcareous marine and coastal plain sediments of the inter-dune flats
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South-East Karst Province

(Figure 1).
Its development is locally influenced by the thin younger
sediments that partly cover the limestones. The topography is mostly low and
flat. with local relief provided by the dune ridges. the volcanic hills and
the gorge of the Glenelg River in the extreme south-east.
The Gambier Limestone was deposited in a shallow sea that flooded the region
in the Oligocene and early Miocene. It is mainly composed of soft. massive
to well bedded (sub-hori zonta 1 ) • bryozoan 1i mestones (Waterhouse. 1977;
Wopfner & Dougl as. 1971). The uni t vari es in thi ckness from 300 m at the
coast to less than 100 m at Naracoorte. but is reduced to nothing in a few
areas near Dismal Swamp where it has been uplifted and eroded above the
Tarpeena-Dartmoor Upwarp (Figure 3). The limestone is poorly consolidated in
the subsurface but develops case hardening and calcrete cappings on exposure.
It is locally well jointed with a dominant north-west trend. The influence
of both the jointing and the bedding are exhibited in the cave passage forms.
The Bridgewater Formation is a series of calcareous sand ridges that represent
the coastal dunes of old shorelines that developed during an overall
regression of the sea during the Quaternary (Schwebel. 1983). They form
linear north-west trending ranges that rise up to 30 m above the adjoining
plains. However there are higher piles of dune sands in the Mount 8urr area
where dunes have climbed up the sides of older volcanos. and to the south-east
of Mount Gambier where several dune ridges have coalesced. Within the study
area the innermost. and oldest. ridge is the East Naracoorte Range. where the
dunes have piled up on a pre-existing coastal scarp (The Kanawinka Scarp) cut
into the Gambier Limestone (Figure 1). This has been dated at about 700 000
years old. and the ridges. and associated karst features. become progressively
younger towards the modern coast (Cook & others. 1977; Idnurm & Cook. 1980).
These ridges are now partly consolidated calcarenites and contain syngenetic
karst features in which caves and solution pipes developed as the sands were
being cemented into a limestone (Jennings. 1968). Subjacent karst occurs
where the 8ridgewater Formation overlies the Gambier Limestone and there are
a number of caves that have their entrances in 8ridgewater Formation but their
main underground extent in Gambier Limestone. The 8ridgewater Formation has
well developed dune forset bedding in places. and shallow angle medium to thin
bedding elsewhere. It shows only minor jointing.
8etween the lines of dune ridges there are extensive swampy plains. These are
old coastal flats and comprise estuarine to lacustrine marls and clays up to
13 m thick. Some shelly beds occur near the present coast. In the Bool
Region the inter-dune flats have been covered in places by thin Pleistocene
and Holocene alluvial deposits and aeolian sand sheets of several ages.
Quaternary volcanics in the area are the western end of the Newer Volcanics
of Victoria (Sheard. 1983). The main area of volcanics is centred on Mount
Burr and ranges from about 2 million years to 20 000 years old. The isolated
volcanos at Mount Gambier and Mount Schank are younger (4 000 to 9 000 years
01 d).

HYDROLOGY
Natural surface drainage is absent over much of the province. Exceptions a~e
in the far south-east where the Glenelg River. a major stream rising outside
the province. has cut a gorge through the limestones; and in the north where
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severa 1 creeks in the Naracoorte area have ma i nta i ned thei r surface flow
across the Naracoorte Plateau.
The Gambi er Li mestone forms the mai n aqui fer in the area. Thi s has been
referred to as one of the best aquifers in Australia. The porous nature of
the Gambier Limestone means that much of the groundwater flow is via the
primary porosity rather than in channels or fractures. and there is a well
defined watertable. The gradient on the water table shows two steep zones and
one major divide within an overall slope towards the coast (Figure 2).
The groundwater di vi de in the Di sma 1 Swamp area is caused by th in and
relatively less permeable aquifers in that area. The water from further north
is diverted further to the west.
Much of the groundwater from the Mount Gambier area is discharged in major
springs in the Piccaninnie Ponds and Eight Mile Creek areas on the southern
coast. and to lesser springs in the Kongorong area. Clisby (1972) reports a
total flow of 5.2 cumecs ( 5200 lis) from the coastal springs south of Mount
Gambier. Marker (1975) shows a line of springs in the Millicent area. but the
resurgence points further west are not well documented.
Marker (1975) considered that the nature of the groundwater regime is the most
important control on the character and extent of karst development in the
province. She correlated areas of strong cave development with firstly the
areas where the watertable was at greater than normal depth. and secondly with
areas havi ng steep water table gradi ents. The areas of deep watertab 1es woul d
have enhanced vertical infiltration and therefore surface percolation which
wou 1d promote sol ut ion.
These areas are the Naracoorte Pl ateau and the
Gambier Region both of which have high densities of caves. The steep gradient
zones would indicate rapid water flow through the rock which will enhance the
solutional enlargement of cavities. In contrast the areas of low and reversed
gradients will have relatively sluggish flows and solution will be less
effective. The northern steep gradient zone corresponds to the line of the
Kanawinka Fault and the edge of the Naracoorte Plateau. This is also a zone
of major cave development (Figure 2). The southern steep gradient zone passes
north-west through Mount Gambier and is partly the result of the steep rise
in the base of the Gambier Limestone which thins over this area (Figure 3) and
partly due to permeability changes within it (Waterhouse. 1977; Holmes &
Waterhouse. 1983). This zone also has a significant concentration of caves
(Figure 2).
During glacial periods the lowering of sea levels would have caused the coast
to retreat across the continental shelf. This would have caused a significant
drop in the groundwater levels in the Coastal and Schank Regions - as shown
by submerged speleothems in some caves (Figure 3). The reduced water table
and extension of the steep gradient zone in the northern Schank Region during
glacial periods may have been responsible for the concentration of cenotes and
underl yi ng 1arge cavi ties in that area (Lewi s. 1984). Reduced sea 1eve 1s
woul d have had 1ess effect in the Gambi er Regi on and the regi ons further
inland where the distance from the coast would have reduced the sea level
effect.
In the Gambier Region the local geology. in particular the high
levels of the inpermiable bed at the base of the Gambier Limestone. would have
been the main factor that determined the glacial water levels (Figure 3).
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South-East Karst Province
CLIMATE

The climate of the region is a Mediterranean one (Csb in the Koppen system)
with wet winters and cool dry summers. The annual rainfall decreases from
800 mm in the south to 550 mm in the Naracoorte area·(Penney, 1983). Mean
annua 1 temperatures range from 14.4 "'c at Naracoorte to 13. re at Mount
Gambier.
Ouri ng the Quaternary the present condi t ions woul d have alternated wi th
colder, drier and windier climates during the peaks of the glacial stages
(Colhoun, 1991). Much of the area would have been flooded by the sea during
the interglacial periods of the early Quaternary.
KARST LANDFORMS

Karst landforms comprise the caves, and a suite of surface features that have
resulted directly or indirectly from solution of the limestones.
Marker
(1975) recognised seven regions within the South-East Karst Province. I have
adopted most of her subdivisions, but with some changes (Figure 1).
Syngenetic karst
Syngenetic karst (Jennings, 1968) is an important feature of the province.
In the calcareous dunes of the Bridgewater Formation some karst features have
developed at the same time as the sand was being consolidated into a
ca 1careni te. The main characteri st i cs of syngenet i c karst are the development
of a ca 1creted cap rock , of vert i ca 1 sol ut i on pi pes, and of low, wi de,
horizontal cave systems at the level of the adjoining swampy plains. The
poorly consolidated nature of the rock means that collapse plays a very
Solutional, subsidence and collapse
important role from an early stage.
dolines can occur on the surface, but the former two can be difficult to
distinguish from primary dune hollows.
Typi ca 1 syngenetic cave forms are shallow hori zonta 1 systems deve loped beneath
the caprock. They have multiple entrances (often via solution pipes or the
collapse of the surface crust) and an irregular outline of chambers, pillars
and short connect i ng passages, generally wi th a roof hei ght 1ess than one
metre throughout.
Horizontal systems also occur at the levels of the
adjoining swamps and are controlled by a water table. These are also low
irregular systems, but tend to have thicker roofs and may have multiple
1eve 1s, tied to older water tables. Most syngenet i c caves show extensi ve
instability and collapse domes and rubble filled passages are common.
Solution pipes are vertical

cylindrical tubes, typically 0.5 to 1 m in
diameter, which can penetrate anything from less than a metre to 20 metres
into the soft limestone. They occur as isolated features, or in clusters with
spacings as close as a metre or so. They commonly have a cemented rim that
is harder than the surrounding rock, and they may be empty, or filled with a
reddish soil. In some, the soil fill has been cemented to form a solid plug.
Jennings (1968) postulated that the pipes formed around tree roots penetrating
the soft calcareous sand, and that they contributed to the consolidation of
the dune.
Syngenetic karst development is typical of the Quaternary dune calcarenites;
however, the Gambier Limestone is a relatively soft porous limestone, and
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consequent 1y ita 1so shows some of the features of syngenet i c karst, in
particu1ar the development of solution pipes and calcreted caprocks.
Caves
The caves in the South-east Karst Province are dominantly phreatic in orlgln.
The limited relief means that vadose features are extremely rare though some
vadose streams occur in the caves of the Glenelg River gorge in Victoria.
Both joint and bedding plane control can be seen, but solution at temporary
water-table levels can make the latter hard to recognise in this area of flat
bedded limestone. Many of the primary phreatic caverns and passages have been
modified by breakdown to form collapse domes and rubble filled passages. Cave
diving has demonstrated the existence of extensive underwater cave systems,
and it appears that in the southern part of the province the bulk of the cave
development may be below the present water table, though these passages would
have been partly or wholly drained during the low sea levels of the last
glacial period.
Speleothems comprise most of the common calcite types, including some black
formations in the Naracoorte area. Soft deposits of moonmilk (lublinite) are
a common feature in many of the caves.
Bone deposits of Quaternary age have been found in a number of caves (Wells
The most important, and world famous, deposit is in the
Victoria Fossil Cave (U-1) at Naracoorte, but other significant finds have
been in Henschke Bone Cave (U-91, Pledge, 1990), Tantanoola Tourist Cave
(L-12, Pledge, 1980) and underwater in Fossil Cave (L-81, Horne, 1988a;
Pledge, 1980).
& Pledge, 1983).

Do 7i nes
The most spectacular surface karst features are the collapse dolines,
especially those that extend below the water table to form cenotes. These
have formed above large phreatic caverns.
The term cenote has been used fairly broadly in the south-east to include not
only collapse dolines that extend below the water table, but also dry collapse
dolines that have water in associated caves, or mainly submerged caves with
entrances that are not strictly collapse dolines. Part of the nomenclature
problem comes from the emphasis by the cave divers on the presence of deep
water in any situation, and partly from Marker's (1975, 1976) use of 'cenote'
as a synonym for any co 11 apse doli ne wi th sheer wa 11 s, regardl ess of the
presence of water. I will follow the usages of Monroe (1970) and Jennings
(1985, p 111) who restrict the term cenote to collapse dolines which contain
a watertable lake. Goulden Hole (Figure 4) is a typical cenote that has been
mapped and described in detail (Horne, 1988b, Thurgate, 1990). An interesting
feature of some of the cenotes is the existence of stromatolites: underwater
calcareous growths formed by algae (Thurgate, 1990).
Many small shallow hollows occur throughout the province, but are particularly
common in the Bool, Nangwarry and parts of the Naracoorte Regions. There are
several types of these small hollows, and a range of gradations occurs between
them.
The first type of hollow has a saucer to basin shape, and may even be funnel
shaped in some extreme cases. These are typi ca 11 y much 1ess than 100 m
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across, and from 1 to 3 m deep, though they can reach depths of 8 m and some
extreme cases have widths up to 300 m. They appear to be mainly subsidence
dolines in either soft soil or superficial sediments over buried karst
cavities in limestone, though where the cover is thin some might be simple
solutional dolines. They may be dry or contain small intermittent waterholes.
In some a small 'runaway hole' is seen at the base where the surface runoff
has been soaki ng into the porous soi 1. These were referred to as 'funnel
dolines' by Marker (1975).
A second type consists of shallow flat-floored hollows which Marker called
'swamp dolines'. These are typically less than a metre or two deep and can
be from 50 to over 500 m across. They are genera 11 y swampy and may have
seasonal lakes. The shallow swampy form is probably due to a restriction on
vertical development as a consequence of a shallow water table or the thin
limestone beds in which they have formed. Where they occur in association
with deeper basinal dolines this could indicate a local perched water table.
Not all of these swamps are necessarily karst features, some may be primary
hollows in alluvial or coastal deposits, or shallow deflation hollows.
A third type are the shallow lakes with lunettes seen in the Bool Region.
These are a larger variant of the flat floored swampy hollows. They may not
be karst features, but rather primary coastal lagoons that have been modified
by waves and the wind since the sea withdrew from the flats.
Uva7as
Uvalas are composite hollows. They are most common in the Naracoorte Plateau,
the Nangwarry Region and the Gambier Region. They have formed in part by the
coalescence of simple solution or subsidence dolines, in part as chains of
hollows along old dry valleys and in part by the karst modification of primary
dune hollows.
Dry Va 77eys
In the Naracoorte Plateau, and in the south-eastern end of the Gambier region
there are old surface drainage lines that have been abandoned as a result of
underground capture of thei r flow.
Most are just chains of doli nes and
uva 1as, and are not i mmedi ate 1y obvi ous; however there are two better
examples. The first, in the Naracoorte Plateau, is a meandering valley that
cuts through the East Naracoorte range near Jerboa, east of Struan. The
second is Dry Creek near the Glenelg River, in the Gambier Region, which is
a well preserved incised meandering valley which now has no surface drainage
and a number of shallow closures along its floor.
Quas i -karst forms
Primary dune hollows occur in the high dunes - these are not true karst, but
may have had some modification by karst processes. All sizes and depths occur
up to a maximum length of several kilometres, and depths of 15 m or more.
They are typically smoothly rounded basins or closed valleys, but where the
base of the dunefield has been limited by a water table they may have flat
swampy floors.
Areas of 'hummocky' terrain occur in several places in the Mount Gambier
Region. These areas consist of an irregular to elongated pattern of rounded
hills separated by basin shaped hollows.
The larger hummocks, in the
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immediate vicinity of Mount Gambier, have a vertical relief ranging from 10
to 25 m and a 'wavelength' of between 300 and 700 m. The hollows are nearly
always dry - indicating a well developed underground drainage. This terrain
seems to be a pri mary dune topography that has been modi fi ed by karst
processes, as the bases of the hollows commonly extend well below the contact
between the old calcareous dunes and the underlying limestones of the Gambier
Formation. The hummocks are gradational to a true high dune topography, as
in the Gambier Forest, and also into true karst dolines and uvalas, as in the
Wandilo area north-west of Mount Gambier.
CONTROLS ON KARST DEVELOPMENT

Marker(1975) referred to the South East Karst Province as a doline and uvala
karst regi on wi th domi nant 1y covered karst. Marker (1975) di scussed the
possible controls on the overall distribution and nature of the karst features
within the province. She considered the effects of variations in climate,
vegetation, lithology, topography, overburden (thickness and character), and
hydrology.
She concluded that the main control on variations in karst
character within the province was the hydrology: in particular the depth to
the water table and the water table gradient. Other factors that have had
local control are the topography, the nature and thickness of the cover, and
the nature and structure of the parent rocks, in particular the degree of
joint control. There is also a possible effect from carbon dioxide derived
from the volcanic activity (Lewis, 1984).
The depth to the watertable controls the amount of free vertical drainage.
The areas of best cave and surface karst development are all areas of
relatively deep watertables: the Naracoorte, Gambier and Glencoe Regions at
present, and the Schank and Coast Regions during the glacial stages. The two
belts of steep watertable gradient may also be significant as they would have
accentuated water movement and thus promoted solution; these belts also
correlate with areas of high cave density (Figure 2). The southern steep
gradient zone would have been more extensive during the reduced sea levels of
the glacial periods, and may have been partly responsible for the high density
of cenotes and associated caves in the Schank region.
The topography in the province is mostly low and flat, with local relief
provided by the dune ridges and the volcanic hills. Only in the gorge of the
Glenelg River in the extreme south-east is there sufficient relief to allow
the development of vadose streams.
Most of the karst is covered, but some areas of bare karst occur in the Schank
Region. The cover is of Quaternary age and consists of partly calcareous
coastal swamp and lagoonal deposits, quartzose and calcareous sand dunes and
aeolian sand sheets and minor alluvial flats. Thicknesses can be up to 30 m.
Thick cover can have an inhibiting effect on surface karst and thick soil
cover can clog any potential cave entrances.
The karst features of the province are typified by development on relatively
soft and porous parent rocks. Most of the caves and large collapse dolines
are developed in the Gambier Limestone but some are partly or wholly developed
in the Bridgewater Formation and these are of syngenetic type. Joints in the
Gambier Formation provide strong control on the orientation and character of
many caves in the southern part of the province, but joint control is less
obvious in the Gambier Limestone in the north and almost absent in caves in
the dune calcarenites of the Bridgewater Formation. The Tartwarp fault has
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a line of elongated dolines and uvalas developed along it. Dolines in the
flat parts of the Bool Region and in the Nangwarry Region may be developed on
thin limestones equivalent to the Whalers Bluff Formation.
Lewis (1984) refers to the reserves of carbon dioxide gas found at depths
between 2500 and 2800 m during oil exploration (Wopfrier &Thornton, 1971) and
suggests that there could be movement of this gas along fractures into the
karst aquifer. Wopfner & Thornton (1971) attribute the carbon dioxide to the
volcanic activity in the area and Lewis notes the proximity of the cluster of
dolines and cenotes in the Barnoolut area to the Mount Schank volcano and
points out that the existence of lineaments in the area might indicate
geo 1ogi ca 1 fractures. He therefore suggests that the movement of the gas into
the groundwater may have been responsible for the increased solution in the
area. This is an interesting hypothesis but the argument is rather tenuous,
and there are other explanations for this area of enhanced karst development
such as the reduced and steeper watertables during the glacial periods.
There are some similarities with the Nullarbor Karst Region (also developed
on extensive, soft, flat-lying, Tertiary limestone) but the climate is wetter
(at present) and the watertable variations, the younger dune ridges and the
surficial sediments provide additional complications not seen on the
Nullarbor.
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The Benders Quarry saga, an update.
Michael Lichon
Mole Creek Caving Club
Pre-September 1992 chronology of the Exit Cave saga, and discussion of
mining of Mole Creek karst is described in the reference.
Mid September saw the removal of loose and crushed material from the quarry
floor despite Ros Kelly's closure on Aug 20. A Huon pro~mining lobby is set
up at a public meeting including three State Cabinet ministers and the Tas
president of the Liberal party. Later in the month Ros Kelly quietly gives
Bender the nod to blast another 25000 tonnes. Through the night of the 28th
a band of Wilderness Society volunteers filled the drill holes with rubble,
thus foiling the blast. On the 30th Ros Kelly decides to stop blasting
again, but allowed further active mining by "mechanical means".
Thus
continuing disturbances at the site resulted in further clay mobilisation
into the cave system directly below. Both Governments still in the mindset
of eventual relocation to a highly cavernous site near Maydena; the state
Mines department spent huge sums proving up this deposit gratis and
exclusively for Bender.
October 2, the mining resumed, creating more siltation problems. The next
day a 70 year old sawmiller is assaulted by pro-mining blockaders,
"protecting" the quarrying operations. Raising the profile of the main
customer of the World Heritage limestone, a peaceful protest was held the
following week at the EZ gates. The two infiltrator protesters were
arrested at EZ for stopping the delivery of limestone by chaining
themselves to the lime hopper. Thus the alternative sources of industrial
limestone were publicised. The owner of the Glenorchy quarry was persuaded
to speak to the 7: 30 Report advertising that he could supply all of the
agricultural lime requirements of the Huon. It was publicly shown that no
market was dependent on Benders supply. 3000 tonnes of the Exit karst
system was removed in this month. Federal/State talks broke down over
funding and Ros Kelly again announced closure of the quarry on the 30th.
The start of December saw disgruntled quarry workers, still waiting for
Bender to pay them out, reveal that Bender had for the last 20 years been
using the lower parts of the quarry as a refuse site for industrial waste
from his Hobart-based engineering workshops. In'doing so he avoided paying
municipal refuse charges by backloading lime trucks on the way back from
EZ. The waste includes drums of sump oil, filters, rags, machinery etc, and
has been hastily buried at the lower parts of the quarry. No strategy has
yet been devised to effectively deal with the problem. The State minister
washed his hands of it and says it is better not to disturb the waste. He
is also reluctant to prosecute against the environmental breach.
The rehabilitation plan is still only in draft form, and Ros Kelly is not
implementing it, on the grounds of funding wrangling with the state;
rather, waiting for the next election....
Hewson? (shudder!)
In the meantime Mole Creek is under extra pressure, now supplying the EZ
requirements as an additional market, and the prospect of cavers having to
defend the internationally significant Dogs Head Hill karst against mining
looms ever larger.
Reference:
M.Lichon 1992, Recent history & issues surrounding the saving of Exit Cave, and future
options, Illuminations 1, 17-22.
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THE UNTAMED RIVER EXPEDITION TO
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Paper presented at the 19th Biennial A.S.F. Conference
"TASTROG 93"
Launceston, 4th -7th January, 1993
Steve Dickinson
Whilst some of the caves in the more accessible areas of Papua New Guinea have
been explored since the 1930's, it is only comparatively recently that major
expeditions have turned their attentions to the country. Papua New Guinea is a very
difficult country to organise any expedition to; even the simplest caving trip can be
a nightmare of logistics as there are very few areas in the country which are
accessible due to the lack of a basic infrastructure of roads; the total lack of
railways; and the generally limited development of the country.
It was in the 1970's and 80's that major International expeditions turned their

attentions to the tremendous potential that exists in Papua New Guinea, with
perhaps the most spectacular successes being achieved by Australian expeditions in
the Southern Highlands with the discovery of Atea Kananda and Mamo Kananda.
Certainly the Southern Highlands area still possesses a lot of potential for further
major cave exploration. In addition there are several other areas of interest on the
mainland, particularly the West Sepik Telefomin area explored by the British in
1975.
If one looks at the New Guinea islands of New Ireland, Bougainville and New

Britain, the story is very different, with only limited caves being discovered up until
the early 1970's. On New Ireland the Lelet Plateau exhibited quite a great deal of
potential but was very disappointing when Australian expeditions spent some time
exploring there.
On Bougainville there is a very noticeable Karst feature, The Sinkhole, and many
smaller caves having been explored by expatriates working for Bougainville Copper
and other companies on the island; however, again, no major development has yet
been discovered and probably does not exist.
New Britain is the largest off-shore island of Papua New Guinea being 600
kilometres long and approximately 80 kilometres wide. The main mountain ranges
are the Nakanai Mountains and the Whiteman Mountains, with some other small
areas of Karst Limestone in addition to the major development in those two ranges.
The Nakanai Mountains became known in the early 1970's when Mike Bourke and
others discovered the huge, collapsed dolines of Nare, Minye, Kavakuna, Ora
amongst others.
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These shafts generally exhibit huge Karst features with major collapses into dolines
usually in association with very large underground rivers. the Nare Cave is
particularly spectacular, being a 340 metres shaft, 150 metres across, like a cylinder
that has been punched down through the tropical jungle. In 1978 and 1980 two
very successful French expeditions managed to explore the Kavakuna doline;
partially explore the Nare, and descend the Minye shaft, but were repulsed by big
rivers in each case. In particular a comment made by the French leader, that the
river in the Nare was "untamable", led to the naming of The Untamed River
Expedition.
The tremendous caving challenges of these huge holes was seen by Mike Boon, a
well known British caver who now resides in Canada; who, along with Dave Gill,
decided to mount an expedition to explore the Nare, the Untamed River. A team of
twelve people was assembled in England consisting partly of experienced cavers to
be involved in the exploration, and partly of less experienced persons to be involved
in the surface support; these people actually finished up doing a lot of cave
exploration themselves. The twelve expedition members were drawn from a variety
of professions and included a doctor borrowed from the British Army.
It was a daunting task to establish such a major expedition with the intention of

putting a twelve-man team into the jungle for a minimum of three or four months.
Preparation took almost a year and involved the amassing of a tremendous amount
of equipment, food and medical supplies. All possible contingencies had to be
allowed for due to the remoteness of the area to be explored.
A major boost was given to the expedition when it was given Royal Geographical
Society approval. This led to many doors being opened and, in addition, the nature
of the expedition captured the public's eye and much sponsorship and pUblicity was
received.
Our major sponsors included British Airways; Bank Line Shipping Company, who
shipped all the equipment to Papua New Guinea for us; and many specialists in
caving equipment including Bea1 (rope); Oldham (lamps) and Duracell (batteries).
Over two tonnes of equipment was eventually assembled and shipped to Rabaul, the
capital of East New Britain Province.
The principle intention of the expedition was to explore, survey and photograph the
Nare cave; and then to look at any other caves in the area which could be
discovered, since there were obviously many other caves to be found in that
vicinity.
The Nakanai Mountains were reached by taking a day's journey on a small coastal
freighter around the south coast of New Britain. Then a base was established at a
logging camp, to which we were grateful for accommodation and storage. From
that point it was approximately 45 kilometres into the jungle to the intended Base
Camp. We were fortunate to have the services of a helicopter available to us, and
this lifted in the majority of the equipment, and some of the personnel, to enable an
early start to be made in the exploration of the Nare.
Steve Dickinson
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A camp site was established made out of polythene sheeting laid over saplings
framed up by local villagers. We slung hammocks between poles under mosquito
nets and set ourselves up approximately 400 metres from the huge shaft.
The nearest village, Ire, was about two or three hours walk: away. Beyond that,
going back down towards the coast, was a mission station called Nutuve, which was
the nearest radio and medical post. It was often easier for the villagers from Ire to
come to our camp and receive attention from our doctor than to go to the Nutuve
mission.
The expedition began in earnest when the shaft itself was rigged. This was done in
three ways. There was what was referred to as the Trade Route, which consisted of
approximately 10 drops in varying sizes, some very short, with the final drop being
120 metres to the bottom of the hole. On the opposite side we rigged down through
the trees, as we had done on the Trade Route, but reached an overhang which gave
a free hanging pitch of 260 metres in a single drop. This was rigged using a rope
especially brought for that purpose. In addition, above the upstream porch there
was a hauling line established, again using a special long rope, to lower equipment,
food and Carbide down the hole for the exploration.
At the base of the shaft a river was visible of approximately 15-20 cubic metres per
second, running across the bottom between two large entrances. Upstream, it was a
short distance to a sump where the river welled up from underground. Downstream
was a huge porch and the river disappeared from view in a passage 70 metres high
and 70 metres wide.
Initial exploration was made by going in and out of the cave every day. This very
soon proved to be a major effort after a day's exploration and so a camp was
established at the bottom of the shaft. It was a remarkable experience to look
upwards, with blackness all around, and see an unexpected grey circle with stars in
it, high above. Unfortunately, one night we experienced a major rockfall and spent
the rest of the night sleeping in helmets! This prompted us to move the camp
underneath the porch but there was nowhere suitable to camp without first crossing
the river.
The fixing of a horizontal line across the river (Tyrolean line) was the crucial
method of progressing the exploration of the cave. One proceeded along ledges, at
or above water level, to which many safety lines and handlines were fixed in order
to ensure that one didn't fall into the boiling white water leading who knew where.
This carried on until the ledges ran out and the walls undercut, at which point it
became necessary to cross to the other side of the river. This was usually
accomplished by throwing a grappling iron across the river to lodge behind boulders
or stalagmites.
We used a very carefully worked out technique, practised many times in white
water rivers in Wales, whereby the grappling iron was used as a trail ferry (where a
person holding onto the line is washed from one side of the river to the other while
Steve Dickinson
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wearing double buoyancy jackets). It was necessary to have two lifelines on this
person: one that was located upstream and one downstream.. If an upstream line
only had been used, and had been required to hold a person in the event of the
grappling iron coming loose, the water pressure would have forced the caver deep
into the river incurring a serious risk of drowning. It was necessary for the person
upstream to play the caver in the river like a fish; while the person on the lower end
pulled in hand over hand as quickly as possible. Fortunately this didn't happen
often. In some instances, where the river was too wide to throw the grappling irons
across, we used a 50mm compressed air powered mortar to fire them, on permanent
loan to the expedition from the S.A.S.
Progress in the cave was extremely slow. We would perhaps rig 100 metres of
safety line along the side, and on some crumbling ledges, to reach a point where
one could progress no further; spend several hours putting in a Tyrolean line; get
over to the other side; progress another few hundred metres and then have to cross
back over again! Thus a few hundred metres of cave could take a day or two to
explore. Trips were normally taken as 12 or 13 hour working days and after three
or four days underground a return trip was made to the surface to enjoy a bit of
sunlight.
There were numerous places along the river where technical rock-climbing was
involved to make progress, with some very challenging traverses and one climb
across a rock bridge from one side of the underground river to the other.
Throughout all this, the noise was constant to the point where we had to wear
earplugs to get any sleep at all. All movements such as river crossings had to be
completely worked out beforehand because no form of verbal communication was
possible should any unforeseen problems arise.
TheTyrolean lines themselves were fixed by the use of an ingenious tensioning
(pabsabloq) knot which we were very careful to de-tension at the end of each trip to
reduce rope fatigue. This ensured that we were held as high above the water as
possible because the river was liable to fluctuations due to the afternoon
thunderstorms which were a regular occurrence even in this, the "dry" season. We
did have two unavoidable low Tyroleans in the water and one very spectacular
sloping one where it was necessary to prusik up; however sliding back down on a
Petzl pulley waS the best way to make the return journey, and considerably quicker
too.
After some weeks of slow progress, one of the team jumped over a narrow chasm
onto a ledge to which we were able to fix what proved to be the final Tyrolean. We
rounded a corner and came to what we called Armageddon. The cave didn't end,
there but was certainly impassable. The passage had come do)Vn dramatically in
size to be approximately 5 metres wide and 1.5 metres high and completely fIlled
with the raging river. There were no ledges available to us - they had run out - and
every now and then a large wave sealed the passage completely. A spotlight shone
down the passage indicated that this was happening for at least another 30 metres.
There was a feeling of frustration at not actually reaching the end or a positive
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conclusion to the cave but it was not possible to make and further progress and
remain alive.
A further week and a half was spent carrying out a survey, photographing and
detackling the cave, in which everything was removed from the cave including a
telephone line down to the first camp. The survey revealed that there were no side
passages at all in the Nare.
At the same time that the Nare was being explored our support team was exploring
numerous other small caves in the area. Unfortunately none of these revealed any
major developments and certainly did not lead us into the Nare as we had hoped
would happen. In addition a small team spent a week on a reconnaissance trip to
the Ora cave but didn't succeed in getting any further than the Australian expedition
had in 1973.
The last ropes were removed from Nare just before Christmas and we had a brief
break down at the logging camp on the Coast to recuperate and to celebrate
Christmas and the New Year. The local villagers were hired to keep an eye on our
camp and they did a splendid job. Considering that there was no one else in the
area who was likely to pinch anything, it was the best way to ensure that nothing
went missing!
Upon our return to the jungle, we found the campsite a little more overrun, and the
regrowth already starting. Of course the wildlife in the jungle has no regard for
civilisation and we were often visited by such things as snakes, scorpions, spiders,
bull ants, and leeches. The best near miss occurred when a scorpion was found in
the seat of one man's trousers as he was about to put them on!
After Christmas the team was substantially reduced, initially to five, and then to
four shortly afterwards. We had been shown the entrance to a cave called Pavie,
just before Christmas, by the hunters from the village after we managed to make it
known to them that we would be interested in exploring it.
Pavie was a large shaft, similar to Nare but not as deep, perhaps 120 metres in
total. We set up a small base camp under an overhang at the entrance since it was
several hours walk away from our Base Camp. After the entrance shaft we
encountered a small series of passages (including a high dry ox-bow with nesting
cave swiftlets) eventually leading to a pitch down into a large river. We were then
involved in carrying out numerous Tyrolean crossings of the river for over one and
a half kilometres until we reached the sump.
The survey showed that this was probably the upstream section of the Nare River
Cave, but there were obviously other feeders since the river was small, perhaps only
10 cubic metres per second. Even though it was a smaller river, it was no less
dangerous, and one of the team broke a rib on one of the river crossings here.
During the exploration of Pavie Cave there was a bit of light relief when the local
villagers held a Sing Sing, which was partly an initiation ceremony for the young
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men of the village, and partly a gift exchange ceremony to another village who had
helped out this one in the past. It was a fascinating insight into tribal cultures and
we were possibly the only people from outside the area to have ever seen it.
When we had flown into the area by helicopter we had inadvertently gone further
into the mountains than the Nare area and had spotted a large arch, taking a bearing
on it from the helicopter. In order to find it we sent out our local guide, Camillus,
to check other the villages in the area. He managed to locate the Gamvo arch, so
after the exploration of Pavie was complete, two of the team went up to the site of
the cave. This was approximately half a day's walk from our Base Camp and felt a
long way into the bush. A very simple bivouac was set up with hammocks between
trees, beginning the exploration of this cave.
Directly underneath the huge arch was a shaft approximately 170 metres deep and
broken into several pitches by ledges. On many of the ledges there were large hairy
spiders and Scutigera centipedes. The only similar life we had seen were large
tailless whip scorpions, with 450mm antennae, in one cave, and 100mm leeches
(which presumably fed off the bats) in another cave.
At the bottom of the shaft we encountered yet another river, smaller than the river
in the Pavie Cave. The passage was low at first but then became wider and higher,
eventually developing into a very well decorated river passage, 6 metres wide by 3
metres high; making exploration very easy and spectacular. A short pitch was
encountered and a further few hundred metres led to another very intimidatinglooking pitch. The whole passage went straight over the edge of the shaft, but
unfortunately we had run out of rope and so surveyed out.
A couple of days later the Doctor and Camillus turned up with more rope, food and
Carbide and so the exploration of Gamvo Cave continued.
The intimidating shaft turned out to be only 16 metres long but was exciting and
spray lashed. This led to a short swimming section: with a duck at the end of it
exactly the size of a helmet! Very shortly afterwards the passage and the river went
through a hole in the floor, a bit like a toilet, which proved tricky to negotiate.
Beyond this a series of very boisterous cascades led us again to a huge passage.
After passing several inlets, all adding more and more water to the river, we arrived
at the inevitable sump having just passed through a passage over 80 metres high and
60 metres wide. The inlets were explored on later trips when over one and a half
kilometres of cave were explored. In total the cave was over 6 kilometres long and
nearly 500 metres deep, which was a very respectable depth for Papua New Guinea
and indeed the Southern Hemisphere.
Cave surveys were undertaken using a Suunto compass and clinometer and a
fibreglass tape. The readings were then entered into a small programmable
calculator which produced the co-ordinates. These were then drafted onto sheets of
A4 graph paper so that even in the middle of the jungle we were able to draw up
what we had explored that day.
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Ultimately we ran out of time and so the retreat was made back down to the Coast.
This was no simple matter because of the logistics involved in moving all our
equipment. In the end we hired an entire village as porters to make the long walk
back. Once the equipment was organised we again took a very pleasant South Seas
cruise back to Rabaul.
We consider that this was a very successful expedition with over 11 kilometres of
new passage being discovered. We felt that we may have done some of the the best
sporting caves in the world and were privileged to have participated in this
expedition.
Further to our expedition a French team has been to the Nakanai Mountains but
only found a few minor caves. The Whiteman Range of West New Britain was also
explored by the French expedition but again nothing of major significance was
found although it is also a major Karst area. It would seem that in future,
expeditions to Papua New Guinea should concentrate back on the mainland again,
particularly in the Highlands area. Only last month a Papua New Guinea helicopter
pilot told how he had sheltered inside a doline, complete with a load on a sling
below him, to wait out a storm squall that passed overhead. He later emerged and
carried on about his business. That was in the Hindenburg Wall Region of the West
Sepik Province and there must be many more dolines out there waiting to be found.
S.1.DICKlNSON

Steve Dickinson is a member of the Eldon Pothole Club in the U.K. and has been caving since 1971.
He has been on 11 International Expeditions including the Pierre St Martin and Gouffre Berger in
France, Spluga Della Preta in Italy, Spain, Poland, Papua New Guinea, Sumatra and China.
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Recent Advances in Reflective Track Markers, Barricades and Signs
with a passing cOIII'IIent about cave nlJlllber tags.
Poul ter
Speleological Research Group Western Australia
NO.r1llan

ABSTPACT
DUl-iILg the course of the 16th. ASF Conference (Sydney) in 1987· I presented a disct'lSsion
paper entitled "Trail t1arkinq and Area DesigTlation" outliI'.ing the development and t'lSe of
reflecti'le discs made from recycled road signs.
The intention was to . float· several
ideas with a vieW' to ~stablishing a standard approach to track marking throughout.
8.t'lStralia .
The idea
1
2
3
4

'floated' at the Sydne~l ConfereILce W'as f01..u-fold;
- The t'lSe of reflective discs as track markers,
- as al-ea d.esignation utilisiILg the 'lario1..'IS colol1rs available
- as informatiorL t'lSing a suggested numerical system, and
- protect the overall cave eILvironment (from 'lisitors).

J

The preseILtation, as 'lIell as some of the disct'lSsionwas tonque-in-cheek, gi,reIL Il.Ot oILly
the type of material t'lSed but. hoW' some of that pn)totype material '!laS obtained.
The
s1J1]ect matter itself though, was seriot'lS, given that I W'as ad',ocating a method to
mUIl.m1Se damage
a pl"oblem that sho1Jl.d concern all members of the speleological
commurLity. A small committee was set up to fl1rt.her refiI!e the ideas :put forward DUt t.o
the best of my memOl"Y i after some initial correspondence it was 'lost· to the passage d
till'le.
Since that time the l..'lSe of h"ad~ fl'larkers have becc,me (relat.ively) wiliespread wit.h sClme new
and interestirLg inrl.OvatioIIS.
With the l,XPSUl-ge of recreational ca'ling by iIL'ii"iduals .
social ql-oups commerc1::..l opel-::..t.ors, oft.er! l..u-ged on by t01..1t"ist-dollar dl-iven ';1(.,.rerrlMents,
l:.ot.h state and llxal.. steps f01..1St be t.aken tCI protect the c:a'.re eIL'lirCiIlIilent from the
descending hordes, W'hich sometimes incl1ldes oUl"sebres.
This paper o1J.tlines methe.ds
e'lobred in Western At'lStralia tCI protect ca'le en'lirorunents from this imrasion. While some
of the methods are clearly aimed at 'lmblic' recl'eational cavers., c.rgaIlised groups and
indi ',ridlJ.als., the inference is raised that the speleological commUIli t y sho1..1.ld also take
ILC,te.
1

KrSTORY
Track mu king in caves iI! the first. iIlStaIICe was employed :purely as a means to find c.ne' s
01" out of a ca'le and usually e:OIlSist.ed of sh-ir..g, piles of rock or candlele:arbide
soot on cave W'aIls. S1..1.Ch methods lJ.ltimately led to c.:,nflJ.Sion as these marks cOlJ.ld oIily t.e
undel'stood by the people whe. made them and this led to a proliferation of marks as
different pal"ties made their own cOI!tributions, tht'lS leading to f1..l,l"t.her conf1..'lSion and
addi t.i.::onal mad!:s (1n t.he case .::of arrows pointing in different dil-ections the 'II"Ord "OUT
was e,ft.en added).
'mly into

u

Ii1..u-ing the i 960' s, smile attempt. was made to :pl"otect. sec:tioIIS of cave) us1..'lally al-e::..s of.
hi.,~b. decc!ratiy€' '!alu.E'.. the most. not.a:i::.le beir..g t.he CheYelier Extn ... :part of t.he .jeII.C.lan
Syst.em (l1SW) where I helie'!e fla'Jg:l.ILg t.a:pe al-ti.I1c:ial c:u-pet. carpet pl-otect.or aIL'l othel"
methods were t.ri:::.led. Ne',rer ha '.'ing :been t.o the section meILt-ioned I am basing my I::omments
on a c01..l,J.le of· photogr::..phs seer. lor,,; a,;o arid anec:Jiot.al comrersati':'IL
J

1

J

Foll')W1rLg t.he ent.ry into t.he Christ.mas Stal- ExtensiNL Cif Crystal Cave (6Wi62) in 1968 a
:pl::l.stic pat.hwar was laid on the flowst-oILE' floOl- thrOugOO1J.t the extension and 'lisitors
l-eq1Jil"eli t,o remove outer garmer!ts on ent.ering the sect.ic,n. Ho'llever by 1972, damage had
been cal.lsed l:.y sand cc.nt.aminat.ion., break-up of pal-ts ;::of the pathway and 'lisitor
~ndi:tiel"ence . (hllll tel- i '37'3)
J

J
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Track/route marking .. mainly in the form of s1.1r',rey tape ar...1 some reflecti,re mate!-ial was
employed in Tasmania's K1.1.bla Khan Ca'/e d1.1rirq the eal-Iy 1':no' s to mark :i path t.hl-ough
mlJ.ddy sectiorlS of t.he cave in order t.o keep visit.m-s t.o one path and pnd:.ect adjacent
al-eas from despoilation - to Inlr way of thinkirq it did lIot work ',rery well due to the
difficult.y in seeirlg the small quantit.y of mat.erial in the pn?v:iilir!!;T 1,)'1:' li.;;-ht
conditioIlS.
Track marking seemed to be all but forgotten ,i1ll-ing the lat.e 1'370's to early i'3!:!(!'s :ind.
was not. resurrect.ed to arlY gl-eat. extent until the NOl-thern Ca'lerneel-s st.arted to l-estcre
and track mar!: parts ,)f K\u,la Khan Ca,.re in 1985 (Woolhouse i 985.. 1988). This r€'stol"::ttion
work .. l:lefore is was stoN.e.i l:,y the lar~i man:;I.I;rer (DeI,t. of Pal-}~s! Wild.life .:.: Herit:;,';re)
r ... ~ult ...d in t.~ fin;:t liI:il.jor :il.pp...:il.l-anc... of S];!.GWA's l-eflecti'!t? discs mar,u.t:il.cture,J. from
l-ecycle.i roa.1 signs and led SREY to ac:q1.lil-e many mOl-e ,1afil:j.ge'i sigr. .s frof!! t.he WA t1ain Ro::;.,};
Au.thol-it}r . plar-.niIllJ t.o produce discs for s::ile to ::ill clubs (::ind c':i'!e managers) in
A1.1.stnLlia while attemptin';T at t.he safile time . t.o o-e:ite :i st.:ind::;.rd.ised system.
The papel- present..:o,i ::it. t.he 1'3:::::7 Conference was :j. vehicle of ide:is and :i!UlOl.iI.ce t.o the
ca'lirll;;f fl-aterT:ity that reflecti,re mal-kel-s were Tu:'W ' re::tdily' :,nrailable at a me.dest cost.
The ide:i of col':'1.1re,i '~.l"e:i desi.;;rna tion ' and . niJmi:'el-e,i keys' has l:.een all DlJ.t for9·ot. t.en .
probal:.ly du.€' to its percei',ed complexit.y., in fa'/om- of rout.e.. tracl: and Slll-V>?Y mad:el-s.
:hles were slew lJILt.il news of the marl:el-s existence became fnOl-e wi.iely krU:'WTl lilJ.€' mairtly t.o
,iisctJssion and people enc01.JILteriIllJ them in caves.
PrincJ..pal pm-chasers were initiall}r
c:orliine,i to West.er-n Al.1Stl-:ili:i where e'Ten t.he filajor qO'lel-Tliilent. l:ind mana9'er .. t.he I1ept. of
COTlSenratiNl and Laru! thr&.a';;rement (CAUl) bC11J.qht. them from t.ime t.o time.
However, sir!!::e
1'3'30 .' s:iles ha'le ' Doomed' for spec:ific :ireas .
The C::;. 're Explor:i tion l3-rouJ. of South
A1Jst.rali:i Inc. (eEG-SA) plJrch:isep. 2500 fil:irkers for its 1991 Old ffi)filest.ead C:i'!e Expedition
:ind t.he T,:,p En.i S:peleol')';rical Societ.y (TESS) pUl-chase,i 200 of the recent.ly ,ie'!eloped
variation, the 501010 Ca'!e Number Tag aftel- comir-.g across .:::ayes ta';rged by H:is rilethod (11r
SRGWA) in t.he KUI11JI11lrra re';riorl of Western Austn.li::;.. Ca',re lf1.1Ii1l:,er tags ha'!e oils!) l:n:oen lJsed
on the WA si,ie of the N1.l1larbor Plain, s::s.nctioned by CAlli £01- use wit.hin the NlJ.yt.sland
lfatlJl-e resenre.. and at WarlIleroo - jlJSt. north of Pel-th. (See fiq. 1 - [!'lorE' Nl this l:itel-.)
Ovel- the l::s.st couple of ire:u-s t.he Westel-n A\lSh-alian Speleological 13-l-011J' In..::. (WASI3) . ::ind
indi'ridual flieml:.ers of., ha'le plJl-chased at le:ist 1000 tt-ad: markers.
There aloe nWilerous reasons to t.rack mark in :i ca',re blJ,t they ";;rerteralllr f:ill within six
bl-oad headirqs; pl-otect.ion of fau.na,
,i ecora tion ,
bone deposits.,
sI,ecial feat.ul-es ~ mud I.a'!ement. (Exit. Ca'le .. Tasmania).,
OR.. maintain a cave 01- section of ca ,re as neal- as possible,
in it.s ori.;rinal pl-ist.ine coruiition.,
OR, mil'imise flJl-t.hel- dama';;fe by restr~ctirq .iama';;fe ca used :by
hUfllan }!:issa';Te t.o .)ne clearly ,iefirted al-e:i.
Pel-haps I s101.11,i pat'se hel-e t.o rel:it.e my ,iefirLition of ro\\te and tt-ack markirll;:l.
I
interpl-et l-O'lt.e markiIllJ as plottiIllJ a basic r&.a\riga.ble path through a cave (:passage) but
not. necess:iril}r interLd 'fisitOl-S tc. follow precisely fl-om point to point.. An example of
this m::.ul.d be the sunrey !-oute mal-ked through the main passage of t·lullamullaIllJ Cave. It
',risi tors to the ca'le ha ',re a copy of t.he 1966 map in theil- possession t.hey .::an refel- to t.he
!L1JIilbered S1]l"',re! mal-kers aloIllJ the way to pinpoint their Cllrrent location.
Track markirl';
on the other harLd., wotud indicate a clearly defined pathway t.hat. 'lisitors ml.1st rll:ot de'!i:it.e
£rom; an e}:ample beiIllJ the Christmas Star ExteIlSion mentioned abo,re.
This pathwalr
iru::ludes a cement slab I"at.h (Fiq. Z"I thl-otl.gh lierlSe sand. On entel-ing t.he main pal-t c,f t.he
extension.. outer ';;farments and footweal- are remmred in ar, al-ea elf exteIlSi'le l-ock arui cement
corlStn1J::tion t.hat is a cont:iirll'ilent f')l- a sarLdbank.
Helmets :il"€' left ir. t.he previo 1Js
(HelilJro) ch,~ml:.er. A plastic pathway., laid across an exterlSi',re flowstorte floor is fc.llowed
:HId plastic wash basiIlS aloe locate,i in the exterlSion to flu-thel- mirLimise sand contamir&.atic.rL.
F-EFLECTIVE

tlAF-l~RS

The lJSe of re.flecti',re markers in caves to 9lJide people is not new. In the past .. t.he lJSe
of re flect.i '!e m~l- kers has p!-obabl Y Deen rest.l-icted t.hl-cI1.1l;Th not. enOl.1l;Th sl)i t.able ma t.el-ial
being readily a '[ail able at the 'l-ight pl-ice' (pl-e fenbl y free). SF:J3WA' s access to ,iamaged
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road signs (reflecti',re material on 2mm marine grade aluminium) cha~d all that.
Reflecti'le mat.erial of a unifonn .::oloUl- and size is MW readily available through sm at a
fi.oderate cost. See Table 1.
Reflective variations have been developed by other societies. Track marking can be open
to interpn't.ation and the method employed is dictat.e.i by what is to be pE.tected arld the
pre'ailing circ,-wstances, plain rock, decorated areas with l-ock or earth floOl- 01,iecorated areas with flc.wstone floor aloe lyut some examples 1 arid the matel-ials available.
I believe th9.t the Witdcliffe Area Speleological Sub Group (WA.SSG) has developed one
rilethod in al-eas of flc,wst.one :by s1JSpending l-eflecti'le matel-ial ft-om the ceilings of cave
1)sirl'~ nylon fishing line.
An.c.ther consideration is how WIDE a track should be.
If
tl1Jllam 1Jlh.n';;T Ca'le' s "Coffee and Cream" section ha,i l)een designated by a marked 300mm wide
trail in the late 1960' s J it might not be suffering the 111l+ wide 'highway' and pel-ipheral
d:ima';re that it is tcniay.
Tr:iCk ma1-kers initi:illy mam.1.iac:tl..l1-ed by SFJ3WA were 25mm in di:imetel- with :i 4mm hole in the
centre u·.d left t.c, the Pl]l-c;h."isel-s as to how t.hey were to be employed within a cave. The
most common method was to nail them to l-')ck but this has t.he disad',anta,;f'? of settirl.l;r up arL
elect.rolyt.ic action between the two dissimilar metals (a well docwflented problem) leading
t.o the e·,rent.tl.al r.reak,ic,wn of eit.her t.he alu.mirtilJIiI (int.o :i jelly-like sul.stance) or the
steel mo.il r1JSting aw-ay (or both), leaving stains on the rock surfaces.
Rowe·,rel-, in
recent times, silicon ·based. :i,lhesi'fes, su.ch as Sil:istic: 732 RTV ha'!e been '-lSed to gIt\!?
markers (now increased in size t.o 30mm diameter with no central hole) ont.o dry rock and
t10rtier tt34 t.o wet rocks ha','e been l..l,Sed wit.h ';fl-eat SlJ.ccess.
CGLOUF~.S

There :ire tbl"ee t"isic colours to be ';r:iined from 1"I:)a,i SigrlS, white - red - ~rellow, folloWE',i
by blu.e (information ,;; rirv;:r l-.)ad) and ';fl-een (freeway {~ traffic lights) with blu.e more
n1.1Iilerou,S than green.
abJmini ~JIiI .

8 lot of the

l:H-.~e

';fl-een f1-eeWa;{ SigTIS :ire made from m:n-ine ply, not

There :ire :",lso two techrl.f)lo';ries of co 101.1.1- l.n',r.)lved with t.he older t.ype being preferable t.o
The ol,ier st.yle of si';IiS cOIlSist.ed of the reflective iiI:itel-i:il (>;rl:iss bead.:::)
C:i'le VlOl-k.
mi}:ed iri.to a c;ololJl~ed ma tl-ix (1."hJ.. t.e ;)1- yeJ..l.Ow,J arul iniol:-m:~ t:..::;r~ t: red. iblack) then
spra~r-:paint.eti onto t.he firtishe'i slJl-f:ice.
The mcuiel-n filethod is t.c h:ive :i st:ind:il-,i whit.e
base bacb;fl-Ol.JIui i.. :"'s before) wit.h the COlOlll- and information beirl.lJ SC:l-een pl-int.ed ont.c, :i
pl:ist.ic filri! whic:h is then 9lueti t·o the si';lnbo:n-d, t.he :idhesi'le t'el.ng in t.he ion!! et.
hexagonal 'cells'. At the 1';'87 ASF '::onference, experience of u,Sa,;f'? W:E not avail:",ble ":.0
in.iic:a t.e the t,est t.echrlolcu;r'l t1.::. t 'lHS sui t.:it,le t.o the c:a'le en'lil-OIlI"ilent. al ttv:'1J.9h t,y t.h:i t
t.ime we wel-e . stuck' wit.h t.he CU1Tent rL'l.1Jilber arlli t.ype qf SigriS from the thin F~Dads Dept.

l-t-..ll si.:;lTIS., :ipart from h:i'ring to witbst:Hili the l-a'!:i';f'?S of the fl'it:niern motorist, have t.o
S1J.l-vi'le 81J.sb-::tlia' ~ 1.:u-sh envl.ronment.
Some i:u-e bett.el- than ot.hers.. de:peIl.liirllJ ')n t.heir
pcsi t.ior~ :~rLti (:(;101.11-. I~EF' LEFT.' SF'EED :j,rL,i STOP si9l'LS are !:j. V01Jl-i t.e t::"l-t;Tet.s of mot.c(rist.s
while STOP si';rr1S and. t.he l-ed ciE:le of SHED/UO TTJRN signs ue the pl-efen-ed tal-get of the
SUI. arid its .iam:i.;ring UV i-a~'s. The l-ed on the ol,iel- t.;,rpe ef :::I::tint.ed Si';rrL ultifil'itely f:id.es
to a much softel- pirJ: arid sometimes even disappeal-s altogethel- whil;:o the ru?wer type n.ot
onl!{ fad.es l)lJ.t t.he pl::i.stic film becomes :bl:~i t.tle wi t.h all ,::c,lo1..u·s J::ut. especially l-ed. HoW'
does this effect ttu?l:r adaptatiofL to the C::t.'le eri.'lil-()nIOerl.t··;:
Ri +:1. ~.l::.e :3 Omm disc we rv)W per fonil t.wo fl)nct.ions.
They al-e- pro,j,1..1ced as :3 Omm flat. discs
.:'Ild t.:::'e newel' C:l).1"'red. l!::n-iety (Fiq. 3) t.o fit 25mm en,icaps :Hl.i t.o a lesser extent . 20mm
c·oru}1)::.t pipe';; see below. Both types of flat disc pel-form well altaough it has been found
tb.::.t i;loistlJ.l-e lJltiiil:it.ely wOl-ks its W:iy int.o l,oth l,ral-ieties.
While the oldel- l,ral-iet.y
'bubbles' ccc:isl.oI'..ally, in t.he C:ise of the plastic film types., this may ultimat.ely cause
t.te filrii t.o f::Lll eff., ortl~r t.ime till tell.
However.. whea it comes t.o c1Jl-'linq' the ,iiscs.. the TJV boriilHr.iment. of t.he film st.yle t,ecomes
apparent.. especially the l-ed.. with cl-ackiru; of t1.e filri. ofter. tal!ir&g place.
This is
i.1ILfortlJIl::it.e :is red. STOF' si';rr1S :H-e not :i'tail::s.:ble in an~rt.hirl';I l:,ut the plastiC film type.,
t.hus almost. precl 1JJiirll;r t.heir lJ,Se as c.i;.!-ved mal-kel-s. As the number of red discs obtainable
frOiI! the ol,ier style of SPEEDllm TllRN si';rr1S is small, it may tal:e SOfile time to build up a
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aIOrJCaDl.~ :s;:tOCK 0% ttaQm mr CurV1ng.
Some minor Cl-&'Z1ng OCCUl:-" with the reilecti'!e
material of the older signs when c'UIved but. this is hal-.ily rll)t.icea1:.1e.

COLOUR ADOPTION
As ment.ioned previo'USly., area desi9nat.ic.n 1:.y '::010111' as specul::l.t.ed in my 1',87 paper, hoE

fallen by the wayside.
The most commonly 'USed .:::ololJrs at. the roofilent. ::..re red.' whit.e ::t.nd
yellow in that order. 30mm red and white discs are widely l.lSed as track and E.ute filarkin';T
while yellow seems to he confined to 50mm discs used as SUl:-,rey poirlt.s arId ca,re nUIilber
tags. A. disa,l",arlta.;J€' with l-ed is that. it is re-lati',ely l.:ow on t.he- visible spe-ctruIIi :Hlri 50
lilay he difficult to see lIDd~l:- low light conditions if 1.lsed in isolation :E a 'WA.Y or..!'!"
disc. That. is why SEG- l-e-ce-ntly lJse-d ye-Ilow as ::l. 'WAY OUT' in..iic::t.tor ':'Ti 1'(1).t.e fIFU"};er5 irl
t·lull:ot.mull:u.g ... rui Th>LIIiP:ot.nru. Cs.. '1e£ .

SR& has also 'USed yellow 50mm discs as ca'!e nWliter tags (below) altool..1,gh for some l-;jd:
type-s .. t.l'Je would. :l:oe- :;1 mOl-e appropr-iate cc,lo1J.!- t.o m::l.intain SlJit.:".l:,le contl:-a5t an ex::..mple
that springs to fnind is the placemerlt of the number· tag :.. 1:. tt.... enh-::t.!'.ce tc 8.Dl-::..1:m-l-ie
C:i1fe.

FJJUTE OR TF:.AGK t1AB1ITli(;:7-'

I :Elm not. SlJre what filethc"l of tt-ad! m:u-kino; CE!::;SA used d 1Jl-irll:;r its Old Homest.e::..,i Expedit.ion
of 1991 except that. they P1Jl-c:h::..sed i 000 - :3Giiliil 1·1201.. EOO - :;;Ofitift wlllt.e ::tILd 500 - 50mm
yellow discs. The yell'Jw discs were t.o use.l ::s.s SlJl"'iey Iflal·kel-s wit.llln t.ht? c::l.ve. I hazal-.i
t.he ';flJ.ess th::..t some of t.he l:-ed :Hpl whit.e discos were '_lSed ::..s route riF:l.rkel:-s while ot.hers
defined the wi.lth of tr::l.cks. lui.ecdot::l.l comments inoiic:::..t.e t.h::l.t whJ.t.e rflay h:Elve been lJsed t.:J
sigrci.fy t.he way into the c::..'!e while red led the WO;!}' out..
t"lem:bers of WASi3- and WitSS,::; ha",e been ::..ct.i'1e in the promot.ion of t.he 'hi';rhway t.echrciqlJ.o?' in
defircin.:;r tr:,.ck width ::l.nd placement 1)sin!; ,::losely sp::l.ced pl:,.stic pl-ice t::l.gs and discs
::..d]acent to each other (Fig. 4··, whereby you keep red on y01JX left and white on },OlJl- l-ight.
SRG- on the other h:,.nd. h:,. '!e pJl"s1J.ed ::.. similal:· :j.l t.hol.1.1;h sOii,ewha t ,iiffel-ent idea uIlder
diffeH·nt Cil-CUfIlst::..nces l)Sing single post.s whe1-eby ::.. visitol- p::..sses tc, thE- right of a l-ed
post. bl.:.t. tCi t.he left of a whi t.e post., t.hlJS the wi,l th of the 'P::l. t.h ' is .lefined with fewer
rl)::..rkers FiG 5. 8. disadvant.al;J€' wit.h hc.th techniques ~s t.h::s.t t.hey C:HtrlOt .iefine direction
ie which way is out.?
A route rrr::l.rkel:- .ieveloped b", SF-WA for CAUl's use in :H, ::...i',rentl.ll-e C::l.YEo in the
Leeuwir,-Ua t ul-::..liste F:id.;re lh t.ic.r,al F'ar k utilised 50mrl' st.ormpi pe.. modified j !:il.rci.ng slee'!e
:Hld. ::l. cust.om ft"!::l.de., erL9l-::"'led cap whic:h is gllJ.o?d to the slee-',re (Fiq. E.).
A st:HI'i::t.rd 50flirlr
si::onilpiI'e j'JirLirrg slee,.re is C1J.t in half (making 2) arui the C:l1t ';!'!Lds ]:II:ore'l 011t t.) :,. nominal
,ii::l.meter :Hul f::l.ee,l in ::l. lathe. A piece of PVC is machined to fit. as a 'cap'. The' c:ap'
is t.hen pl::l.ced in a rn~ll' s d.ivid.irrg he::..d arui dil-ect~or!al an-ows erL9l-::s.ved intc, t.he sl'l"face
H,': t.her. fille.i wit.h suit.::s.:ble paint.
The caI'.. sle-e'le ::..nd pipe aloe glue.l tOl;J€'thel- ::l.nd
posit.ioned in t.he (:ave. As t.he posts are interuied to he I,laced some dist.arICe apart. l:11..1.t in
line-of-si.:;rht.. it is ,lesh-at.le t.o put some reflecti'.'e material in disc or self ::l.dhesi'le
sheet f'::'l-m O!! it.
The p.)sts used by CAU! had orange self-adhesi,re l-eflect.ive sheet
matel-i::l.l ::s.fixe.l.
D1Jl-irrg December 1992 SW l-eI.lac:ed the route /S1.11-'ley mal-kel-s in t11.ulalilullan.:;r C::s.'le lJ.sifLo;
curved white and yellow reflecti',e discs glued to fl-ee-standing 25rillil F'VC eruicaps. A sigrl
w-as placell rLJ?ar t.he II1JIlt? indic:j,t.ing t.hat. whit.e led irLt.o t.he C~1ft? while yell(lW' led. (IU.t.. SO
that the corlCept. cOlJld be interpret.ed irL low Ol:- yellow l~ght. cc,ruiit.iorlS., a dot is pl::..ced
o'!er the white disc l.lSin9 ::r. 1:.1aeJ! felt pen. The methl)'l was l-epeate.l orl lilal-ke-l-S ori.:;rirlally
placed in part of Thampann8. Cave hack in 1981.
As the liIarkers in t·!l11lal/\1Jllarrg ::"l:"e
principally SlJl-vey pOirlts., the flew eruieap marJ!ers have t.he SlJl-,rey point si'Jl"l and nUlil1:.er
marked on the side of the endcap . again usirag a black felt. perl.
POSTS
What happens wherl there is ne. comrenient rod! to att::..ch discs b:o? The tradition.al methDd
was t.o ereat.e a rock eail-n and eit.her lea'le it as is (11- place a markel- OfL tOI' of it . these
ean still he difficult t.o see.
One met:tu:od suggested in the 1987 paper was t.he 1)Se- of
I.lastie price t.ags but t.hese are l-e-Iat.ively small.. fl-agile and ne.t. easy t.o obt.::s.ir. in
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c:oruiit.iorlS of 'public:' indifference.
A tn.d~ markin9' method beirifl h-ialed 1JILde1- CAUl's Leeuwin-Natunliste Cave Permit Systerll
is the US~ of 25mm (Class 18) PVC pip~ with curv~d r~fl~ctiv~ discs glued to the end caps
pIa'::;?'i on top. Fiq. 5.
The posts aloe 750mm long with about 300mm abo'le soil level. A
20mm hole is drilled laterally near the base with a short section of PVC conduit passed
thl-ough to 'led:' the post into the gl-01JILd and stop it. from being turned. The post .;:an be
kept in the ground either by 'tamping' the soil or cementing it into position, depending
on c:irc1J1nst.ar...::es.
Usirifl PVC rileans t.hat. t.he post. does not deteriol-ate 01- 1-eac:t.
electrolytically with t.he ahuninil.:lliI disc. Anythir.g that is to be installed in a cue for
·:..n}' lerifl1:.h of t.ime needs t.o be I-esist.ant. t.o the ca·,re en'/il-oIlment- and as inert. as possible
so that it in turn does not harm the cave environment c.r fauna. Another variation is to
lJSe erl'icaps orJ.y.
As alrea.iy lilentic.ned., eruicap route or h-ail markers have the a.i',rantage
in that. they are free-st.andir.g but can als.:o be stuck to b')'Jlders, walls and rock cai1-ns
with Silast.ic;.
Erl'iG:,,-p markers c:an t.e manuiact.Ul-ed on sit.e or., if t.he ol-ient.ation is
l:nown, pl-efabl-icated - somethir.g b:o occupy armchair cavers at meetuiflS or in fl-ont ,:of the
TV.
The sUl-',rey markel-s in t11Jllaril1Jllang Cave were recently l-e:place,i usirl';I' the
prefabricated method. Where a p.:ost cannot be sUIik into ar. e:~rth floor it car. be pl:~c:ed or
cemented iuside :"- I-,:oc:k c:airn or., as mentioned aboye., just the endc:ap glued 01- I'l::..ced on a
con,rerci.ent. rocl~ ,)r cairn.
F'l::..ciI"!!; tr::..il posts in a ca',e for the protection c.f the ca,re (pru...::ipally) and the
.~u.i::..nc:e l convenience of the p'Jl;.lic '-,sel-S Cif the cave is orLe thing.. but what a1:'Ol.l.t ';f1Ji.iarl'::e
for speleolo,~sts.. the so-called non-liamagirll;T experts?
tt~ny t;V01Jld and possibly ha',re
cbjec:t.ed to sUDh intl-'Jsic.rlS but s:,,-dly.. some speleolclI;p'st.s aloe jlJSt ::..S thoughtless and.
uIICaring ::..s t.heir public counterparts. Howe,rer.. it would be nice b:o thiru~ that in ca',res
tb.=:.. t. t.he }:"Jl!lic ,ioes I"!!:'t. ha 'le acc:ess t.o.. less e:qn?rlSi'le 01" !-Ol:.l.1St l-olJ.te ltr:iil fi!:,,-kiru;;r
matel-i::..ls o:;ol.1ld be employed. Price t.a';T markers should be ideal mulel- these Cil-ClJII"lstances.
A less expensi'le type of post. can be manuiact.ured from 20mm PVC condl..ut ::..ltbo1..1l;Th these
C:HuiDt. ha'!e :i simil:u- size (corui '.1it) crosspiece passe.i thl-(1);;I'h it. :,,-ltho1.1.';I'h :"- "T" C::in be
';rll).I?d t..) t.he end placed in the gro1.lrui. It.s smaller di::..met.er would make it less obtnlSi'le
to pUl-it.::"il speleolclI;p.sts in wil.i ca'.'es. A forming liie has t.een l"i"lade ,;:;.llowirlg C:1.1r1fe,i 30rnfil
discs t.o he glued to the pipe but ru:.t the endcap althoul;Th the tighter C1Jl"'!atul-e c:~lJses

Ar.ot.her methDd. bein';l' trialed 1..1Il.iel- CALt1' s Pen-.it System in ca'les open to the plJl:!lic lS the
1.1se of 50mm P"V( st.on.-! pipe and PTC ch;:..in as p::..ssi,re b:H-l-iel-s to cordon off sections of
c:,,-'!e . (PolJl ter 1'3'3 (I) Fiq. 7 ,5.: ;::. The met.hclli.. co-fl..1ILded l:.y CALt1 :Hlli SRGWA, stemmed fr-Oii:
d.isclJss~ons within CAUl's Ca"e t'lanagement Ad'lisory Commit.t.ee u. :H. effm-t to ::..n-est.
erQsion .:l::..m::...Je t.o the soil cones in :H. ext.erlSion of Cii19al-dup C,,-'.'e (6Wi4'=-,) c::..use.i l:,y
lJIll-esh-icted arui uIci.nformed ',risi t::.. t.ion.
The exercise has met. with limi ted suc;cess
:il t.hou.gh it. fillEt. be }:.ointed out that. lJILl-estricted visi ta tion to this exterlSion wOl.11.i be
comltered in toousaruis per yeal- :~nd des}:!~te the damage caused by el-osion.. tramping on
vil-';p'n sanlilflowstone Sl.1l-f::s.ces., deCOl":ition ,iama'Je h::..s l:.een minim:,,-l. PericlIiic l-estol-:;:;.tion
trips help keep the s:Hui shift-u.g prc.blem in check arui it ~s speculat.ed t.h::..1:. the !ll.1mbel- of
yisitOl-S C:t:ifi(pl!{iri,lJ wit.h the spiJ:-it. of t.b.e :b::&'1-:riC:::1,;~es is rel~:..t.ivel!t hi9'h.
ThE' ba:rrie:::i.d.e
method has siru::e been llSed. in twc. Ot.~l- "public access" c:.. '!es t.o protect. expose,i bone
,ieposits . : s. si.~d.fic:int tree x-cot. anli t.o :pre'lent !1.11-ther soil/rock slc'pe erosion.
Storm pipe., alt.hou.I;h expensivE'., is use,i .ilJ.e to it.s stl-ong 5mfil 'IHl1 thickness . ::..110win'J it.
to be slott.ed to accept. t.he 6ml'-! PVC ch;:..in and res~st. ',randalistj,c ::..t.t.ad: better th:!in
st.::s.nd.::J.l-.i ilTiqation pipe of similal- di::..met.er.
The C()st .jf t.hese lIHt.eri:,,-ls ::..re ';p'ven in
T:!ible 2. It is open to specl.1l:,,-t.ion th::..t if t.he l)arricades qain accept.ance and compli:!ince
t.hen less expensive pipe coulli be used in fu.t.1.u-e works.
YllfI' lJSE PLiiSTIC?

Pl::s.stic is one of t.he few materi::..ls that can be used in a c:a'le wit.hout beiI"!!J €'ffect.eli by
the '::::s.'!o?' s emrironment., :,,-n envil-oIlflient. t.b.~t. is ',rer'l ::"';J';rressi',e t.c. t.he two most. commonly
USE'.i r;,::-;.t.eri::-;.ls.. '1:"o.;..i HLli steel. Con'!el-sely., }:'lastic., bein.;I' inert.. has I"!!:. known. a.i'lerse
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e.n:ec't.a on a cave a enV1rOI\ll'Jent or ita .faunal .food chain. PVC poats: and chair. or track
markinq posts, ma.y look "out of place" in that they stand 01J.t. like the pro,rer])ial "sot-e
thUJIb" in contrast to their surroundings I but then agairL that is why they wol11d be in a
particular pla.ce I to designate where to go., not to go or stop. I f a barrier or 9'Jili e
post looks neat and functional, then it stands a better chaI".ce of getting the message
across, beinq adhered to and accepted by all concenl.€'d. Despit.e t.he fact t.hat. PVC post.
and chain is a relative expensi',e proposition., it is So method that is resistant to
vandalism and decay, is lightweight. arid able t.o be fabric:at.el! in a (home) '1.'Ol-kshcp :pric!lto installation trips I it therefore presents a cost effective alternati',e to traditional
materials.
J

SI&NS
Signs play an impol-tant role in everyday life - in that they give out infc'nnation where it
is impract.ical for SOmeOII.€' to repeatedly do so verbally.
A sign is on the job all day]
every .iay.
There are mllllerous occasions where signs can play an important. l-ole in
protecting caves, sections c)i caves .. their faunal irihabihnt.s or oth.er natural featul·es.
In the past signs have been writ.t.en cln whatever material is available and.. left
uIlprotected rapidly detel-iorate.
Slx:h signs serve an important first step.
Ht)we'lel· ..
t.hose signs should be replaced ]:.:y more penflanent. arid ]:,et.ter present.ed signs at the
earliest opportlmity_
I

J

:Professional S1':plS are expensive., take time to prod1Jr.::e and more expense is inc"rred if the
sign needs to be replaced or alt.ered due t.o changed circwflst.ances, '!:andalism or theft_
They are also susceptible to a cave's emrironment.
SRGWA has. produced several irl.€'xpensive signs O'ler the last few ye:us (eit.her t~{ped or
computer genented) dn"'lIl on ol-dinary A4 paper and then laminat.ed.
On complet.ion of a
'master' _, copies made from it are tl"l.mmed prior to lamination to increase the laminated
borde:- al-ea erihar.c;iru;r its :resist.ance t.o a ca'le' s h1..lIf1idit.y _ Aft.el- lamirl.8.t.ion, t.he si9!L is
lJsually glued to a stiff backing board (PVC or Laminex) or lJsed 'as is' .. depending on the
circ:1.lmst.an.ces. The completeli signs can t.1:..en be afixed t.o post.s 01- rod: walls using nylon
sash cord.
The ' master' is kept in order to pl-oduce copies should t.hey be l-equired.
Si,1I'LS are reqlJired., t.he new colour photocopiers pl-oduce excellent. result.s.
The oldest SREr lafliirl.8.ted SigrL is a multi-coloUl:-ed or..e placed in Cal';Jardup Cave durirv;
mid-1990 _ Despi t.e or..e attempt to remo','e it fl-.)m its backing board} it is still in Al
.::.:.nditic.n. The reprirlt.ed hist.ory of. tiullamullang's Dome visitat.ion, t.nnscribed by WAS&
aIlll lamir.ated by SPB} was repositioned ou.tside the Dome in July 1991 ...,hile the (laminat.ed)
hiSt.Ol-Y relat.i:u;r t.o tiullamullang'S 1 tiile CainL was put in :p1ace during December 1992.
(\:.10Ul:· A4 photocopies CCISt. $3 pel· s1:..eet and larllirl.8. t.ing $1.:5 0 at t.1:..e trni vel-si t. y of WA' s
t-1edia Senices Unit.
Single coloUl:- A4 photocopies cost about 104= a sheet.
tlany poster
shops., ed I).ca tion 1JIti.t.s and busirl.€'sses t.hro-uqhout Australia possess laminating facilities.
CAVE NUt1BER TABS
What .loes cave ntlJl'1]:.el· tags have t .•) 110 with prot.ect.iIII;J caves from people?
Absolutel~{
nothing unless it stops you entel-ing caves you didn't intend to because you didn't know
which cave it was. It is ment.ioned here merely because SF.& has become a major source of
l·eflecti'fe materi:,il arid that. traditional brass or aluminium foil used with nails in some
parts of A1.1St.ralia have pl-oved inapprop1·iat.e du.e to elect.l-olysis. SR6'IA first speC1..uate.1
the use of reflecti'l... ca'fe number tags (!1fL1) in relation to the Nullarbor Plain due to
t.he large ent.nnces encount.el-ed altho-uqh t1:..eir first use occUl:-red orL ca ves of t.he
Kununurra region in July 1989. The reason was simple - they were easy to see, one merely
shor..e a light across the expanse of a ca ve ent.rarlCe unt.il a t.ag reflected} or I t.he
contrast between the tag and the surrounding rock made them starid out.
In areas
infrequent.llr visit.ed by t.he safl~ spelecllogists., it is important. that caves receive only
one identifying number _
Since 1989 reflective cave number tags have also been used by
SF.i~ at Wannel-oo.' on the WestenL Austnlian side of t1:..e Nullarbor, beinq sanctior..ed for \1Se
by CALH in the Nullarbor's Nuytsland Nature Reserve and 200 were recently sold to TESS of
the Nort.1:..ern Terri tOl-}, .
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The 50mm yellow l-eflective discs have a 30mm :plain aluminil.lm disc glued to them lJSing
~~~~~~ip..

T~ ~~~i~ ~i~p.

~~ ~~ ~~p~Ap~i~~p

A~~ p'~vp

~~~p~ ~~~MPP~ A~ i~.

T~

4i~p. i~

then attached to a promiru;mt place in the cave entrance I suitably protected from the
element.s 1JSing a liberal amount of Silastic _ Where there is no suitable site J sro has
91ued it to a rod~ pavement and built. a small rock cairn raearby.
Some cave entl-arlces ha'!e a l-ock 0::01C.1J1- similar t.o t.he yellow .fisc making t.hem diffic1..1.lt. t.o
see.. despite the fact that they are reflective.
In cases such as this., Ahrakurrie' s
eIii:.i-::s.fLce t01- example whel-e t.he l-oo::k is quit.e yellow., hIll€' discs may be a more appropriate
colcl1Jr conh-ast. See Table 1 for costs.
COliCLUSION
This then, is the state of play in Westel-n A1JStralia. We ha',re ca'/es J pu-ticularly irl the
Leeuwin-lfatl.ll-:Elliste F:idge, south of Pel-th, where PVC I)osts with l-efleo::ti'le l-OlJ.te m:El:rkers,
PVC posts and chain, signs and track markers on price tags ha,re popped 1lP., seemingly
ovendght sometimes. Is it :Elll raecessal-y"
At-e we mel-ely tl-yiflJ;l to lead 8.1Jstr:Ellia out of
the recession we had to ha,re with a PVC and recycled alusflinium led reco'!ery or . as some
ma~' al-';i1J.e, eng:Elging in 'fisual }:1I_)ll1.1.tion?
Is a bit ot "neatly place.!" visual ;")llu.t.ion
bet tel- than a "Wl-ecked .. ca'le? Irl my 'liew.' aftel- othel- al tel-na ti ve sol UtJ.v:iS ha ',re been
E'xhausted, YE's., :Ellthough I WQul.! hast.en t.c. ::i.id that what is .ieemed a:PP1-oPl-i::ite.' raeat and
mainter~"!I.nce fl-ee f-::.r track, route mar1:ing or b::irricades in one ca'le may be corlSidered
t.ot::illy inappropl-iate in arlDther de}:.ending on what is to be protected.
In Westenl A1Jstralia, :HlIi rll) dou.1:.t elsewhere., speleolcllJists ·H-e 'le!"'! much in the minOl-it.v.
'.:ollecti',ely., t.hel-e are about. 250 members of ASF affiliat.ed speleolo.Jical societies in
West.el-n 8.1Jst.nllia.. l-arll;re.i ::i';rairlSt. cas1.\al ca vers n1.1II·!l:.ered in t.he tens c.f thousands of ca 'Fe
'ns~ts per year.
Some of our 'lery friable ca',res are suffering incredible damage. That
,hma.;re is not confine.i to the L-N Fid.;l€'.
The caves of t.he Nullarhor F'lairl :u-e ::..lso
suiferirq . t-1ullamullang in pal-ticulu.
Sool11d we casually pass all that off as "raul"rllal
weal- :Hld. t.eal-" ::..s it has ]:.y some in t.he past.·~'
The Lee1J.win-Nat.1Jl-alist.e !fational F':i1rk C:He F'enilit 5yst.em (est.::..hlishe.! in 5eptefil:ber 1';1';12)
is hopiIu;r to lower t.he casual and commercial .::;a're user popul::..t.ion t.hr01»;rh :;,. 1.1Sel- p:;,.y and
visi t.01- limi t. policy.
D1.l1-ing t.he p1.1l:,lic COIIS1Jl t::.. tion pl-ocess.. (:::..s1.1.::..1 :Ht.i commerci::s.l
ca 'Firtg ma~r have irl,cl-e-:;,.sed du.e t.c ?'J.blic~ t.y . it may st.ill be iru::l-e:;,.sir.g.
A C'!Le- ~re-.u
moni t.ol-iIII;r }:'l-clI;rt-:Elfl! is lJIld.e:n'r:i1Y t.o find. out. what. ~s happerdn';1 ::..nd. how t.he public is
corifplyirl1;f wit.h the penilit. system.
Some of the more dl-::..matic PTtC methods of "crowd
con:t.!-cl" fflerLtio!i.€,li ::s.l:.oV'E' :~re l)ein,i;l' tri::tle1i irL t.h.l:-ee C::t 'res :~ v·:til:~.l)le t.o t.he p'J.I!lic. Ot-helmet.hods mentioned aloe 1)sed in ca'res (not. a1fail::..hle to the public) to conh-ol speleologists.
t·lost ,:,f the iiI::..t.eri:;,.l cc'sts for ~n-c:,,-'!e prot.ect.ion b.:;"'le heen bot-ne h~r t.he 10(::;,.1
speleolcH;ic::tl il-at.el:-ru..t- i :s.:tholJ.crh i~AIJr ha.=- helped. wit.h some f1JILdirl9'. The Cl:!St.S h::ive been
hl.gh, pVC may be ::ton e::..sy r!l:,,-t.eri:,,-l to work with ]:,1).t. is !Lot. ine-xperlSi're- to b1.1.1'.' eve-I! lrit.h
disC01JIttS . $1.11- f::..ce l)l-ot.ection of c:El'les in tb!? L- n F:i,i.;l€' is :El sepal-a t.e issue not. discussed
here that. has been borne ent.irel~r by t.he l:;,.nd. marL"!l.';rel- CAU·! lrith se,me ',olunt.,;,.qr help fl-om
speleol(lI;p'cal societies.
8. 25fi1m end.c:i1;' has ::.. ~-!?comfilended l"e-t.::..il price (F-.RF') of ::..r.01J.t 9(h1' . a 750 x 25mm post worl~s
out. ''Lt. :;,.bout $4.:::;5 without m:Hkers while 50mm post. and chain is roughly $15lmet.re
E',ren
t.1.cu';rh it is f'ossibl~ t.o lliJy the matel-i::..l fO!- less than t.he RF.P is it. all worth it.? If it
::;.ss~st.s Hl pl"ot.ect.~rl,l;r a cave arld :;,.11 it. cont.ains., then I say YES.
Otherwise . what are we
oloirl!;;i in t.he speleolclI;p'c:al h1.1sirl.€'ss? We nee.i t.o e.hK:ate e'leryone reglJl::"l-ly.. ine:l 1J.diflJ;r

om-sel',es . to ha'!e a gl-eater appl-eciatiorl of ca,res and theil- irLha9itants. It this also
rne:HIS keepinq t.o n:H-l-OW t.rails :HI.i t.r::s.cJ: filarkin.; whene'!!?l- possil.le - so l.e it.

**********************************************
REFEREll(E S
F'oul t.el-

n..,

Rest.ontion Shl.ilisat.ion ,): &atiraq of t.he Christ.mas Shr Ext.ensi,)n
of Cnrstal (:'i\re (Wi6Z·j Wit-cbelifte WA.
WACCON Proceedings of the
12th. 8.3F Conference., Pert.h.; 10-14
I
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rOIJ..Lt.1:'1

1"'~1

1.. }

"l"rau. l"JarxlIlq ana. lU"ea .ues1gna.t10n - A ::;tana.anl Approach':"

.He.L1ct1te

25 (2):51-53
Poulter N. }

1990

Poulter N. }

1990

Poulter N"

1991

Pou.lter N..'

1992

Woolhouse R ..' 1985
Woolhouse R. } 19B5
Woolhouse R. } 1988

Boranup, trip report - Rest.oration in Calgardup Ca'le.
Chronicle Vol. 17 12: B-9.
Crystal Ca',re. t.rip repclrt. - Restoration work.
Vo1.17 13: 4
Crystal Cave I t.rip t-eport - F..estoration 'm:n-k.
Vol. IB 13: B-9
"Tl-ack thrkirq III Caves" - Ur.published Discussion Pape!" to CAU!' s
Leeuwin-NabJraliste Eili.;.re Cave t1i.nagement Ad.'tisor~r Committ.ee.
Kubla Khan.
Australian Ca '!el" # 108: 6-'7
Open Letter t.o Kubla Helpers. austnl.liarl Cavel- #1 (18: 8
Fw-ther DiscllSsiorL on Tr::'I.ck thrkinq. A1.1.stn.lian Ca'ler #116: 6-8.

TABLE

30mm

l"€- flect.i l.re

-

FLAT...................................................... 201: each c·r $ 2/100
20rnm CUT '1ed .............................. 44= e::!.ch ;:)1' $ 4/100
25mm C1.11"',<e.i .............................. 44: each C11- $ 4/100
50rnm Reflective disc ....................................... ..................
64: each or $ E,/lOO

d.isc:

,

,.

30mfil plain al1JIuniwfl disc ..................................................... 24:
30mm In"e-rt1.lJII1"=l"eli ::!.lwllirQ.l..11JI .iiscs .............................. 224:
50mm refleeti,.re dise ........................................................................ 64:
30rJIfi"i :plain + 50mm .fis..::s - ';11ueli .................................... 20'1:
.30mm pre-fIl.Hnben>d + 5Gmm discs - gllled ............... 404:

each or $ 2/1 00
each or $22/100
each or $ 6/1 (1)
each 01" $20/100
each 01- $40/1 (10

TABLE '2
PVC t1ATERIALS AND COSTS

tlaterial

RH'

Price to SR&

20mm orange eond1Jit., 411'1 length ................................................................. $
20mm orange erllica:ps ................................................................................................ $

7.25*0

lerLgi:.h ........................................................................ ~~

5.75*0
.35

20filfil ';.Tl-el' conduit,

4111

:20mfH eruicaps ..................................................................................................................

$

25mm} Class 18 pipe, 611'1 length ...... $:31.56
25mrn eri.dco:s.ps ............................................................ $ .90

$ 25.25(1

'50mm stol"fllpipe., 6m lengt.h ..................... $ 79.80
50mm #6 endeap::- ....................................................~ 1.70

$ 63.84°

brnm PVC chain, lrellow

':)1-

.45 0

$

$

1.70':'

white ...... $140l40m .............................. $112':-

250gm t1ns of PVC glue .......................................................................................... $

*

.39

On.r:.ge coruiuit has a hea'.rier wall thickness than grey conduit
to damage and is thus slightly more expensive.

4
J

hence is more l-esistant

When purchasing o:s.ny q1..1.arltity of PVC matedal, it pays to 'shop arouIlIi' fcr the best.
price} or I seek sponsorship} donations or 9l-ants. It is poss1hle that some rnab?l-ials
ean be P1..u"chased for even less than SF:J3 has l-ecently been po:s.ying.
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~li~====~i~1

.....- Grel' PVC ca.p nth

engraved 6mm direction
arrows. Cap glued to
modified sleeve.
Joining sleeve cut in half
One sleeve thus becomes
two. Glued to pipe and
cap.

?SOmm

SOmm stormpipe
Hol.e for "l.ooking" is
dril.led near bottom
of pipe. Fil.led nth
4j~. . ._ _. .::c:;;:e:.!me:.:=..::n::;t:::.. . . :o:::r:..-=co:::::::nd=.1lJ..=t:..:...
·

o

~
FIG. 8

I

FIG. 7
......--......

Endcap

'....-----

Barricades
bold l.ines

Sign
Chain

Calcified Tree Root Chamber
Cal.~rdup' Cave 6Wi49
Showing looation of information
sigrL ard barricades
Scale 1 :200

Locking hole

01-

1

cond'l.U t .

50mm stormp.ip'e & 6mm PVC- chain
barricade.
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Some Historical Materials on Tasmanian Caves

Elery Hamilton-Smith
Department of Leisure and Tourism
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
p.a. Box 179,
Coburg, Victoria 3058.

INTRODUCTION
It is commonly assumed that tourism in Tasmanian Caves commenced with the opening of the
some caves at Mole Creek in the early years of this century. However, if we recognise that
nineteenth century tourism was indeed somewhat different, in that travellers (usually from the
gentry) penetrated into quite remote places, often with the assistance of local guides, then
Tasmanian cave tourism has a long history indeed. This has already been pointed out by the
Skinners (1978) in their Mole Creek Caves, summarising references from 1829 onwards, and
including a delightful description of a visit to one of the caves (Honeycomb).
The purpose of the present paper is simply to note a number of further records of cave history in
the state, which may otherwise escape notice.
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TOURISM AT MOLE CREEK
Honeycomb Cave, then known as Oakden's Cave after the landowner, was depicted in a
magnificent engraving in the Illustrated Australian News of 1877. This same engraving almost
certainly would be found in the other associated journals of the day; given the work involved in
making a printing block, it is not surprising that they appeared in a number of locations. It
appears that the lighting used was probably bark torches soaked in kerosene - a technique also
used at Buchan, Victoria.
An important and long overlooked record is the first published account of the Tasmanian glowworm. This reported their occurrence in the Chudleigh Caves (again Honeycomb) and was
contained in an essay on caves by that astounding polymath, the Rev. Julian Tenison-Woods,
writing in the Sydney Mail of 12th. April, 1879.
There is a brief account in the now rare Tourists' Guide to Tasmania, published in 1899 by the
Union Steamship Company for the information of passengers. Like comments of that time upon
most other cave areas around Australia, the author is strongly concerned about conservation:
... the Chudleigh Caves, those natural wonders that will yet be recognised as a valuable national asset and
cared for accordingly ... The neglect of these caves, and their consequent mutilation by irresponsible
persons who chip off bits of the many coloured and variously shaped stalagmites, is a matter for regret,
and it is to be hoped will soon end.

At the same time, travellers were encouraged to visit the caves :
At a cottage close by a fire and a hot cup of tea may be enjoyed before beginning the return journey. The
road is quite good enough for cycling to within half a mile of the entrance, when walking would be easier
for the remainder of the distance.

This sounds not unlike the 1870 description quoted by the Skinners; one assumes things were
slow to change, just as the neglect of cave resources has also been slow to change!
Thus, it is interesting to note from the Tourist Department's 1918 Complete Guide to Tasmania,
that visits to the Wet Caves group at Cave side were still being encouraged, even though the
development of the four more conventional show caves at Mole Creek had taken place by then.
At that stage, the train to Mole Creek left Launceston in the later afternoon, returning in the
morning, so night-time inspections were available to visitors. Various of the early references use
the name 'Wet Caves', but it is clear that these generally refer to what is now known as
Honeycomb Cave, not today's Wet Cave.
Another example of slow change is the information circular on Mole Creek Caves issued by
Tasmanian Railways. I have copies dated 1916 and 1926, and the only change is that the
provision of accommodation by the Scott family is deleted from the second. However, Scott's
Cave is still listed among the attractions, even though it was apparently closed by then.
Tasmanian show caves appear to be the only ones in Australia which were lit by reticulated
acetylene. This was the case at Scott's Caves and Baldock's Caves while hand-held acetylene
lamps were used at Gunns Plains. Although there have been some statements about acetylene
being used elsewhere (e.g., Naracoorte, South Australia), there is no evidence that this was so.
However, it must be noted that hand-held lamps (drover's camp lights) were also used at
Chillagoe.
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CAVE PHOTOGRAPHY
Those interested in the history of Tasmanian show caves are fortunate, in that a number of
excellent early photographs are readily available.
The famous John Watt Beattie - explorer, photographer, antiquarian, historian, tourism promoter
- arrived in Tasmania (from Aberdeen) in 1878, and soon commenced his interest in
photography. He is said to have been the fIrst (in 1879) to use dry .plates in Australia, and this
took place on an excursion to Lake St. Clair. Then in 1882, he abandoned the family farm, and
became a professional photographer, continuing work until the late 1920's. He photographed
every part of Tasmania, including the West and the great river valleys, carrying a 15" x 12" plate
camera which weighed 60 pounds ! His works include striking pictures of the sea caves of the
Tasman Peninsula, as well as others of the Mole Creek Caves.
But Stephen Spurting lIT was probably more important to cave photography. Stephen Spurting I
arrived in Hobart as a naval offIcer in 1837, settled there and worked as a surveyor, then
established one of the earliest photographic studios. He was later assisted by his son, Stephen IT,
who then moved to Launceston and opened a studio there. He had a special carriage on the
Western Railway which provided both studio and darkroom, and took some of the early
photographs of the West Coast mines. Stephen lIT commenced his working life as a surveyor,
but soon became a landscape photographer of distinction.
Using a 10" x 12" plate camera, he photographed the Western Tiers and Central Plateau country
while cutting a track to Zeehan in 1898, and his second major project was then to photograph the
Mole Creek Caves. He returned to the caves time and time again as new discoveries were made,
and his negatives provide a great record of the caves there as they were. Some appeared in the
press, generally the Launceston Examiner, many were used over the years in brochures, but
probably the best series are to be found in his own high quality postcard prints. He also provides
early views of Gunns Plains Caves, the cave of Goat Island, and a number of the pseudokarst
caves.
His other exploits include the first winter ascent of Ben Lomond, exploration of the Cradle
Mountain area, and the introduction of Gustav Weindorfer to that area, and what is claimed to be
the fIrst aerial photography in Australia (Cato 1979).
One of the additional benefits of the postcard copies is that they may have letters of interest on
the back. Two cards from Gunns Plains, dated 19th. February 1909, in my own collection have
together a letter which says, inter alia:
' ... they were officially opened by the Premier and party on Jan 5th., three days after our
visit. Over 200 persons wnet through, you were taken in by the guide 10 at a time, being
charged one shilling for admission ... you have to have lights, each of our party had an
acetylene gas lamp, we also had magnesium lights ... about 60 persons entered into
them the day we went through ... we were in just one hour and a quarter.'
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CAVES IN FICTION AND POETRY
Marie Bjelke-Peterson, who migrated with her family to Tasmania from Denmark, wrote a large
number of 'romantic' novels all with a strong evangelical Christian flavour, between 1917 and
1937. The fIrst of these, The Captive Singer (1917), tells of love in and about the Mole Creek
Caves. Although she was highly regarded in her own time - a sort of Barbara Cartland of the
Australian bush - and actually won the King's Silver Jubilee Medal for writing in 1935, her
writing is so melodramatic that it is hard to read it today as other than humour:
... I suppose I might as well let you know all - such scandal soon leaks out; I tell you
she has behaved most disgracefully, most shockingly! They have spent afternoons
together in dark caves, terribly wet places where you prowl about under hills and what
not; think of my daughter in that awful blackness for hours together with such a man !
However she comes to like these things is past my comprehension!
You will all be glad to know that, nevertheless, the heroine's story has a happy, economically
successful and Christian ending.
But there is worse. Frederick Charles Meyer wrote and published at least three books of verse
during the 1920's and 1930's. The last of these, Bijoux of Mountains and Valleys of Tasmania
was copyrighted on 20th. December 1940, and one assumes it appeared at about that time.
Meyer is without question a worthy rival to that famous Scot, William McGonagall, who is
notorious for his doggerel commentary upon almost everything which was characterised by its
forced rhyming and absence of rhythm, and is often described as the world's worst poet. Meyer
took it upon himself to immortalise caves at Jenolan, Buchan, Hastings, and Mole Creek. I'll
restrain myself and quote only one example:
NEWDEGATE CAVE
Stalagmites are forming figures,
Hanging down in thousand forms,
Personalities of vigour,
Frame the ceiling and the roof,
with silent whispers they confer.
Stalagmites are growing slowly,
Drop by drop accumulating,
Men and women high and lowly,
Seem together promenading,
Upturned faces sweet and holy.
Stalagmites are working wonders,
Rising almost from a mound,
Others like the winged condors,
Spontaneously flee from the ground,
And leave behind the wanderers.
CONCLUSION
I suspect many more historical materials relating to Tasmanian caves remain to be found. My
own work in relation to other Australian caving areas has unncovered a remarkable amount of
memorabilia, and this has often proved invaluable not only in understanding the past of our
caves, but more importantly, in helping to guide management decisions today. I would
encourage any of you to seek out any such materials and do what you can to ensure their proper
preservation and recording.
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SOME HISTORIC MATERIALS
1877

Oakden's Cave, Near Chudleigh, Tasmania. Wood engraving 22.8 cm. x 19.8 cm.,
from the Illustrated Australian News

1879

Tenison-Woods, Rev. J.E., The Wonders of Nature in Australia, Sydney Mail, 12th.
April, 1879, p. 569.

1899

Morton, C.E. (Ed.), Tourists' Guide to Tasmania, Hobart: Union Steamship Company,
124 pp.

1904 and later
Beattie, John Watt, Numerous postcards, generally real photos.
1905 and later
Spurling & Son, Launceston, Numerous postcards, both Collotype and real photos.
In particular, note the Collotype cards with the following numbers;
135-139
Scott's Cave
400-423
King Solomon's Cave
424-435
Scott's Cave
464-466
Baldock's Cave
655-657
Marakupa (sic) Caves
439-443
Ulverstone (Gunns Plains) Cave

1916

Tasmanian Railway Tours / Mole Creek District, Hobart: Tasmanian Government
Tourist Departmnent, 4 pp., 10 cm. x 17.5 cm. (also 1926 edition)

1917

Bjelke Peterson, Marie, The Captive Singer, London: Hodder & Stoughton, 307 pp.

1918

Tasmanian Government Tourist Department, Complete Guide to Tasmania, Hobart :
John Vail, Government Printer.

n.d. but late 1920's or early 1930's.
The Wonder Caverns at Mole Creek, Tasmania, Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau,
8 pp., 30 cm. x 24.8 cm., folded twice.
1940

Meyer, F.C., Bijoux 0/ Mountains and Valleys o/Tasmania, Hobart: The Author,
224 pp.

OTHER REFERENCES
Cato, Jack, The Story o/the Camera in Australia, Third Edition, Melbourne: Institute of
Australian Photography.
Skinner, A.D. & R.K., 1978, The Mole Creek Caves, Hobart: The Authors.
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Meteorological conditions

Paper 1 for Tasmanian Conference Jan 1993

Observations in Mullamullang Cave in 1990- 1991
Sub-Title:

The Big Breather Revisited.
Neville Michie.

Abstract
A method is described for observing air flow in a large cave by measuring the pressure drop
across a constriction in the cave through which all the air flows. The relationship of air flow and
consequent pressure drop for the Southerly Buster in Mullamullang Cave, Western Australia is
given with the results of observations of barometric pressure and air flow measurements over a
sixteen day period.

Introduction.
Mullamullang Cave, Western Australia, has been well known as a barometric breathing cave
since the major expeditions in 1966 [1]. The author has made measurements in this cave to try to
learn more of the structure of the cave and to find answers to questions of the interactions of
barometrically induced air flow and the density motivated airflows that would be expected to
operate in the cave. A suitable set of data would enable the testing of the application of the theory
proposed by Wigley of barometric flow from porous rock [2].
In 1979, after travelling to Perth for an ASF conference, observations of the air flow and
barometric pressure were made in Mullamullang Cave with an electronic recorder for air flow and
temperatures and a precision aneroid barometer that was read every 10 to 20 minutes [3]. 54 hours
of observations were made. Extensive analysis by Fourier transform showed only part of the
response of the cave to the stimulus of changing barometric pressure, as much of the air movement
was caused by changes in barometric pressure that had occurred before the observation started and
a proportion of the effects of the barometric pressure that was observed would occur after
measurement ceased. The attempt to extract more information from this data was abandoned.
Fourier analysis involves separating the component sine functions from which any function is
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composed. The barometric pressure and the resulting air flow were both analysed to give a list of
amplitude of stimulus signal, which is the barometric pressure, and the amplitude and phase of
the response, the air flow, for each frequency. The ratios of these gives the response spectrum of
the cave. As a rule of thumb, it is good to have a data set at least 10 cycles long at the lowest
frequency of interest, as this reduces the effects of truncating the record at the ends. The biggest
problem with this approach is that it relies on all frequencies being present in the stimulus signal.
In this case some signals a very strong, like the twice daily swing in barometric pressure, but other
frequencies may only appear at low amplitude as components of the transient change when an
event occurs such as a storm front moving over the cave entrance.
In 1990, on the way to another ASF conference in WA, a new attempt was made to measure
the MuUamullang phenomenon. If a substantial improvement was to be made in the analysis of
the cave then at least ten times the length of observation was needed and the equipment would
have to be left running in the cave for some weeks. It was not practical to use one of the sensitive
vane anemometers to measure the air flow as in 16 days of continuous running the possibility of
violent wind gusts and the vulnerability of a neat brass anemometer sitting in the middle of a
track frequented by hordes of itinerant souvenir hunters made its continuous operation and even
eventual recovery doubtful. So another strategy was devised. The Southerly Buster would be used
as an orifice - plate flow meter, that is the pressure drop across the constriction would be used as
a measure of the flow rate. The Southerly Buster is a constriction of only about four square metres
cross-section near the entrance of the cave and is renowned for the fierce wind that often blows
through it.
Method
A sensitive electronic manometer had been constructed and calibrated to measure the pressure
difference between the inside and outside of the Southerly Buster. The relationship between
pressure difference and flow rate is approximately that pressure is proportional to the square of
the flow rate, so that if flow changes by a factor of ten then the pressure drop changes by a factor
of one hundred. This makes it difficult to measure for all rates so the instrument was made to
deliver two outputs, one ten times larger than the other so that if the sensitive trace went beyond
full scale deflection on the recorder then the less sensitive trace would be giving a significant
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reading.
The equipment was buried to avoid unwanted attention, and a pressure tube of 4mm. PVC
tube was passed through the Southerly Buster to an area of little air velocity and was hidden, as
far as possible, from view. In the instrument package there was a thermometer, a sensitive aneroid
barometric transducer and the sensitive pressure transducer. The recorder logged a measurement
every 16 seconds from one of the instruments in rotation.
We returned to the instruments on our return trip some two weeks later, and set about the
calibration of the Southerly Buster. A section of the passage in the cave was located where the
cross sectional area was measured as 35.5 square metres. This area was chosen because for at least
20 metres in either direction the walls were parallel and of uniform roughness. This would ensure
that the air flow would be uniform across the area. This area was surveyed, see Figure 1, and the
vane anemometer was set up with another recorder to record the velocity of the air flow. This gave
a record of37 hours with simultaneous measurements of pressure drop and airflow. The sampling
point in the middle of the passage was assumed to have a velocity exactly 30% greater than the
average in the passage. The data were fitted by a least squared error method with a function
which is now taken as the calibration of the Southerly Buster.
RESULTS
Figure 2 shows a plot of the hourly averages of pressure drop and air flow and also the fitted
function.
The relationship was found to be:
P

= 0.5035 F + 0.01609 F2

Where P is the pressure drop in Pascals and F is the airflow through the Southerly Buster in cubic
metres per second.
During the course of the observations there had been a small shift in the zero of the
manometer, but several methods exist to correct for this. When the chart was examined, values
of air pressure and values of pressure drop were extracted for each hour. These were entered into
a computer so that arithmetic and statistical operations could be applied to the data. The resultant
data were plotted in the form of total air flow and barometric pressure, see Figure 3. Note the time
delay between the variables and the time it takes for flow to catch up to the pressure after a
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transient swing. By inspection of the data set, it is obvious that there may be components of the
cave response with times of the order of ten days and that this data set still
may still not have adequately sampled the cave's response.
The task of pre-processing the data, transforming it, and analysing the system response will
have to wait for available computing facilities and the time to perform the task.
Conclusions
The method of calibrating a natural constriction as an orifice plate in a flow meter has been
shown to be useful. The data collected shows (by inspection) that long period transients have a
larger response than shorter period transients, indicating that elements of the system response
have long times of equilibration (ten days or more).

Th~

presence of one constriction with a

significantly square law of pressure drop vs. flow rate raises the possibility of the cave not being
a linear system, perhaps the system response could even have chaotic elements.
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Figure 1. The cross section of the cave where the anemometer
was located 1 metre from the ground in the middle of the passage.
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Figure 2. A scatter plot of <the total air flow for the hour>
against <the hourly average of pressure drop across the Southerly
Buster> with the least squares fitted function.
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Figure 3.

Plot of the barometric pressure (solid line) and the

accumulated flow into the cave (dotted line). The time ( 0 hours)
starts at midnight 28th Dec. 1990.
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Paper 2 for Tasmanian Conference 1993
Recycling Mine Cap lamps.
Neville Michie.

Many of the lamps of the Oldham or MSA type cap lamp units have found their way into the
hands (or at least on to the heads) of cavers. Because of the strength of their engineering design,
they survive for many years, far outlasting the lead - acid accumulators that powered them.
The cost of the modem miner's lamp accumulators has become unreasonable, and their
performance in caving situations has become unacceptably poor. For example, whereas the old hard
rubber cased accumulators from 1960 that I have will still give about 6 hours high beam operation,
batteries as little as 3 years old become open circuit, or short circuit, and are unusable. The old
batteries used thick sponge - wood separators and tubular *Exide-Ironclad* type positive plates
and so the batteries could survive being discharged and neglected. The modem batteries may be
cheaper to manufacture but they are far less durable.

So when it comes to a matter of replacing

the accumulators for miner's cap lamps there are several options:
(1) replace the accumulator with a new one ($100+). If you do this be warned about a change
to modern mine accumulators. They are now fitted with a fuse in the lid of the accumulator which
is not accessible without special tools i.e. not likely to be able to be repaired in a cave. My advice
is to open the lid of the accumulator when you get it and wire a link of two strands of 8 amp or
one of 16 amp fuse wire across the fuse. This is easily available for repairing household fuses. This
will ensure that the fuse in your lamp will not blow while you are underground. The original fuse
was mainly used to satisfy mine safety demands that no spark should be generated by a lamp
when in explosive atmospheres, even if a rail car ran over a lamp lead. I have not heard of any
cavers having accidents with the old type of accumulator that had no fuse, but a short circuit in
the cap lamp would blow a 16 amp fuse rather than melt the cable.
(2) The second option is to buy a "gel cell", a sealed no maintenance (except to keep it charged)
lead - acid battery, about $30+. There are a large number of brands, sizes and voltages of these
batteries so you can find one to suit your needs. They are not armoured for cave use, have no belt
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fIXtures and have no strain relief facilities for anchoring the cable of the cap lamp. So to use these
batteries some alternatives exist:
(a) find a type that will fit inside the emptied casing of your old miners lamp accumulator. I
have seen a battery that will fit inside a modem (plastic) accumulator case.
(b) make or find a strong case with belt fIXtures and anchor point for the lamp cable.
(3) The third battery option is to find a nickel - cadmium
accumulator to run the system. This may need a case - belt - cable anchor job like (2) (b). The
voltages that nickel - cadmium batteries come in are 1.2, 2.4, 3.6, 4.8 and 6 volts. There are
reasons why the 2.5 volt system as is used by the Speleo Technics FX-2 is a good idea, the nickel
cadmium cells run out very quickly, and, on a high voltage (e.g. 6 volts) system, as the battery
runs down, one cell, the weakest, will run flat first and it will then charge in reverse polarity by
the current of the other cells. This is bad for NiCds. With two cells, when one is flat the other does
not have enough voltage on its own to seriously back charge the other, besides the light has gone
out and the battery will be turned off. The nickel - cadmium batteries are rated as having a life
of over 200 charge discharge cycles, but they should be deep cycled occasionally to avoid apparent
loss of capacity, and there is no practical quick - top - up charging system that is as good as that
for lead - acid batteries.
(4) the fourth battery option is to make up a system to use primary cells. These are the
disposable torch batteries that are universally available. For caving the best type is the alkaline
cell. A D size alkaline cell should have a capacity of over 10 Amperelhours and a shelflife of about
4 years. Although they seem expensive, it is often found that in a four year period of caving, the
cost of a miners lamp accumulator, gel-cell or nickel - cadmium system is greater that the cost of
running a system with primary cells.
To use dry cells a battery holder is needed together with the attributes that a rechargeable
battery needs. One solution is the Bonwick pattern dry-cell holders. The first of these was made
by John Bonwick for his own use, and used 4 D size dry cells to run 6 Volt torch bulbs in a cap
lamp. Figure 1 shows the version of this design that I made, slightly different to John Bonwick's.
The batteries are open to the world, but are restrained by rubber bands. This can be made in two
cell or four cell versions for 3 Volts or 6 Volts. Although it occasionally falters, a little push on the
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batteries clears any dirt on the contacts. The unit will fit in a pocket which may be more
convenient than on a belt. The 3 volt version with a 300mA bulb should run for 30 hours on two
alkaline D cells.
Another do-it-yourself battery holder is the Ackroyd type *sewer light* [1]. These are robust
and can be made waterproof, and are made with a technology avai,lable to most cavers. I have
made these for both NiCd and alkaline D cells. This introduces the topic of:
Interchangeable Systems.
My variation on the Ackroyd Sewer Light design (Figure 2) introduces a combined strain relief
and connector (Figure 3). The internals are different from the original, a keyed bottom contact
plate, and a heavily engineered top contact/cable entry section. With a lamp fitted with a
connector, one can swap from a rechargeable system for every day caving to a dry cell system for
expeditions that can be transported in aeroplanes and does not rely on recharging power sources.
In between times a pack of dry cells can be a reserve for a rechargeable system on long trips. My
systems have 4 Volt gel-cell packs, 3 cell NiCd Sewer Light packs and 3 cell alkaline Sewer Light
packs.
The lead acid, NiCd or alkaline cell choice gives you the option of using other than the 4 Volt
system used in the original miners lamps. Of the other systems 3 Volt and 6 Volt would seem to
be the best idea because if you change voltage you have to find a source of lamps of the appropriate
power and voltage.
Lamps (bulbs globes ete)
Quartz-Iodine (halogen) bulbs are only available for high current rating of about 0.8 Ampere
or higher. Very white light, very high efficiency.
Gas filled bulbs use very low pressure gas in bulb to stop tungsten filament material depositing
on the bulb, blackening it and reducing light output. The gas that works best is Krypton, but
Xenon or Argon will work. These bubs can be run brighter without blackening the bulb and as
efficiency increases with filament temperature these are more efficient than vacuum bulbs.
Vacuum filled (or emptied) bulbs blacken if run at maximum brightness thus shortening their
efficient life. If they are run at a lower voltage they will last much longer but they will be much
less efficient. Most bulbs are of this type unless marked otherwise.
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Sources of bulbs. Good hardware stores have a range of bulbs in various base styles, mainly
vacuum filled but some are Quartz- Iodine. Maglight sellers have some interesting pre-focus gas
filled bulbs but they may not focus properly in a miners cap lamp. A 0.7 Ampere bulb will run for
60 - 70% longer on alkaline cells than a 1 Ampere Quartz - Iodine bulb because the batteries
become more efficient at a lower drain rate. Petzl sellers have gas filled bubs oflower power rating
as well as quartz. Some are pre-focus, some miniature edison screw,(the traditional torch bulb
base).
Recharging storage batteries.
NiCd batteries should be recharged at the 10 hour rate or less at constant current for 140% of
the charge used. Usually best to run them flat after a trip and charge them for 24 hours at about
the 20 hour rate.
Lead acid, including gel-cells, are very easy and fast to recharge with constant voltage
electronic regulators. There is no need to limit the maximum charging rate if the regulator has safe
area operation limits unless the battery is very hot (do not leave batteries in the sun as the high
temperature degrades their operation). Simply connect the battery to the charger and the battery
will regulate its own charging rate to safe levels and stop drawing power when it is fully charged.
Figure 4 shows the circuit of a good automatic charger for 4 volt batteries (the same regulator can
regulate from 2 volts to 24 volts by changing the resistors.) Do not leave gel-cells in a discharged
state; they sometimes get into a state where they will not accept charging, the only way to cure
this is to charge them. This may mean leaving the battery on a charger for weeks until the minute
current that leaks into them starts to build up to the normal charging rate.
Dry cells are unsafe to recharge. Although some recharging is possible, the gas that may evolve
can pressurise them and cause them to leak or explode. The state that the cells would be in would
be too unreliable for cave lighting.
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Figure 2. Sewer Light type battery holder. A is the lug to secure
holder to a belt, B is made of PVC or wood, C is a brass disc
1.6mm thick, D is the screwed base fitting, E is a keyed disc of
1.6mm. brass, F is PVC 40 mm. tube, G is the cap fitting, H is a
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Figure 3. Detail of the fIXing and sealing of the co-ax connector
to the cap lamp cable. Use the roof and gutter silicone rubber,
not the type that smells of vinegar.
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Figure 4. A circuit for a 4 Volt lead acid battery charger. To
adjust, connect a 100 ohm resistor across the output terminals
and adjust the output voltage measured with a digital voltmeter.
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